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ABSTRACT

A number of studies have investigated the effects of bilingualism on

either metalinguistic awareness or creativity, and the majority of these lend

some support to the view that bilingualism has a positive influence on abilities

relevant to both concepts. However, the two types of abilities have not been

studied simultaneously before. It was hypothesised here that there would be

positive relationships between abilities in the metalinguistic awareness and the

creativity areas, for both bilingual and monolingual children. This hypothesis

was based primarily on the notion of the ttobjectification of language", which

has also been proposed for explaining the more widespread cognitive gains

associated with bilingualism.

One of the other themes included in this thesis was the degree of

consistency among different metalinguistic awareness tasks. The findings

from two experiments with English speaking monolinguals supported the view

that there is a general metalinguistic ability. In Experiment I children aged

between 5 and 9 years were studied, but some tests were found to be rather

easy for the older children. Therefore only 5 and 6 year olds were tested in

Experiment 2. Furthermore, Experiment 2 was specifically designed to study

metalinguistic awareness, and its relationship to general intellectual

development. Although, evidence was found for the notion of a general

metalinguistic ability, the findings also suggested that metalinguistic abilities

were not clearly distinguishable, in factorial terms, from other tests of

intellectual abilities.
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The hypothesis that there would be positive relationships between

measures of metalinguistic awareness and creativity was investigated by

Experiments 3 and 4. In both experiments the subjects were 5 and 6 year olds,

however in Experiment 3 subjects were ltalian-English bilinguals and English

monolinguals from south Australia, whilst Experiment 4 subjects were ltalian-

Engtish bilinguals and Italian monolinguals from Rome. Overall this hypothesis

was not supported, however, the results were consistent with the Threshold

Theory. In both Experiments 3 and 4 the findings suggested that whilst high

levels of performance in two languages may Promote some aspects of cognitive

development, Iower levels do not. The results were also discussed in relation

to other theoretical views.
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CHAPTER I BILINGUALISM AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

This thesis is concerned with the effects of childhood bilingualism on

metalinguistic awareness and creativity. Flowing from this topic there is an

additional theme of the relationship between metalinguistic awareness and

creativity. The first part of the thesis (Chapters I and 2) provides an overview

of the background literature concerned with bilingualism and cognitive

development. The second part (Chapters 3 to 6) focuses more specifically on

previous research and preliminary empirical work on metalinguistic awareness,

whilst the third part (Chapters 7 and 8) deals with the relevant background

literature on creativity. The last part (Chapters 9 to ll) is concerned with the

main empirical work, in which measures of metalinguistic awareness and

measures of creativity were examined.

Interest in the effects of bilingualism on both metalinguistic awareness

and creativity grew following the influential Canadian study by Peal and

Lambert Q962). In this frequently cited study, Peal and Lambert found that

the performance of a group of l0 year old French-English bilinguals was

significantly superior to a group of Engtish monolinguals on nonverbal and

verbal intelligence tests. The bilinguals were balanced bilinguals' and hence

they were considered equally skilled in French and English. In addition, the

bilinguals were matched with the monolinguals on age, sex, and socioeconomic

status (SES). Thus, Peal and Lambert (IleZ, P. 22) concluded, contrary to

many earlier investigators, that bilinguals "have a language asset, are more

facile at concept formation, and have a greater mental flexibility".

i1
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Research before the Peal and Lambert study was primarily concerned

with the effects of bilingualism on verbal and nonverbal intelligence (Darcy,

1953i 1963), and as a result of the consequential findings, bilingualism was

generally portrayed as a handicap (Saer, 1923; Yoshioka, 1929; Smith' 1939;

Thompson, 1952). During this early period bilingualism was also associated

with squinting, left-handedness, stuttering and immoral behaviour (Hess, 1922,

cited by Vitdomec, 1963).

After the Peal and Lambert study, researchers have been concerned with

more narrowly defined cognitive abilities, and in general, bilinguals have

performed significantly better on measures from various cognitive areas.

These include the two areas which will be examined further in this thesis,

metalinguistic awareness (Cummins, 1978a) and creativity (Landry, 1974). A

bitingual superiority has also been found in these other areas: concept

formation (tiedtke & Nelson, t968); social sensitivity (Genesse, Tucker &

Lamber, 197 Ð; problem solving (Bain, t97 Ð; perceptual disembedding (Duncan

& De Avila, 1979); understanding complex instructions (Powers & Lopez, t985);

memory (Whitaker, Rueda & Prieto, l9SÐ; classifying objects (Fang,

l9S5lI9S7) and science concepts (Eckstein, 1986).

As a result of these positive findings, bilingualism is now frequently

portrayed as positive and enriching for academic and intellectual potential

(Cummins & Gulustan, 1974; Titone, l98l; Diaz, 1985a; Clyne, 1986; Williams,

1989; Hakuta & Garcia, 1989). It has also been argued by Dodson (1983) that

the benefits of bilingualism may not only be associated with the cognitive

sphere, but they may extend to the bilinguals lifestyle in general:

I

I
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"As he [the bilingual] has available two languages he can communicate

more readily with a wider range of people, participate more fully in their

culture and way of living, increase his own mobitity and perhaps even improve

his chances of employment. Knowing two languages can give the individual an

extra window on the world, increase his understanding, his visions and his

insights and, in the process, perhaps help him to develop into a more tolerant

person than he would otherwise have been" (Dodson, 1983, p.  0l)'

The striking contrast between the general negative findings reported

before the mid l96Ots, and the more frequently found positive results reported

since have been analysed by Lambert (1975) and Cummins (1976). It has been

noted by both Lambert and Cummins that researchers in earlier studies failed

to control for additional factors, such as SES and the degree of bilingualism.

On the other hand, researchers in more recent studies have frequently

controlled f or additional factors and have employed balanced bilinguals.

Furthermore, the majority of the recent studies have been done in an f'additive

bilingual" environment: that is, an environment in which both languages are

valued and maintained.

Few studies completed after the work of Peal and Lambert have found

negative effects associated with bilingualism. In one such study by Tsushima

and Hogan (1975r, it was found that bilinguals performed significantly poorer

than monolinguals on measures of vocabulary, reading and language usage

which were assessed by the Iowa School Achievement Test. However, it has

been noted by Cummins (1976) that details concerning the bilinguals' relative

competence in both languages were not given in this study. Brown, Fournier

and Moyer (tgll) nave also found that bilinguals performed significantly
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poorer than monolinguals on a concept formation and a science test, but again

it should be noted that the degree of bilingualism was not assessed'

It also needs to be noted that studies in this area have been criticised on

methodological grounds. For example, MacNab 097Ð and lUagner (1980) have

argued that many of the cognitive gains associated with bilingualism may be

explained with reference to experimental bias in the selection of bilingual

subjects: Balanced bilinguals are specifically selected on the basis of their

relative skitl in their languages and therefore they may be more intelligent

than their monolingual controls.

Another point argued by MacNab 0979) and several others including

Mclaughlin (1984a, 1984b), Diaz (1985b), Palij and Homel 0987\, is that

bilinguai and monolingual groups are not "comparable" groups. Children are

not randomly assigned to bilingual or monolingual upbringings' f or

unfortunately this allocation is beyond the experimenter's control. This last

point is well summarised by Diaz (1985b):

t'Regardless of experimenter's efforts to match the groups on relevant

variables, good experimental science tells us that cognitive differences

between bilinguals and monolinguals could be ultimately explained by

differences other than proficiency for a second language" (p. 7).

If there are other underlying variables which may explain the differences

found between bitinguals and monolinguals (say SES) then these variables are

worthy of further investigation. It is not sufficient merely to recognise that

such variables might be intervening explanatory constructs. Furthermore,

intervening or background variables, may be controlled as covariates or by use

of multiple regression' so as to examine differences which remain thereafter'
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In fact, Hakuta and Diaz (19S5) and Diaz (1985a, 1985b) have proposed a

rrwithin-bilingual" experimental design for studying the effects of bilinguaiism'

in which both proficient and nonproficient English bilinguals are included. To

allow greater control of additional variables, multiple regression techniques

are advocated, and "the effect of bilingualism on cognitive ability could be

assessed by estimating the variance explained by second-language learning

proficiency, once the variance explained by first-language ability and other

relevant variables (such as age and SES) are partialled out from the analysis"

(Diaz, 1985b, p. l0).

The above type of paradigm has also been used by Alvarez (t984) and

Gerald (1935). However, this paradigm has its limitations too, because the

performance of bilinguals can not be compared to that of monolinguals. An

optimal design would inciude proficient and nonproficient bilinguals' and

monolinguals.

Overall, researchers have become more aware of the methodological

limitations in the field, and recent efforts to integrate the general findings

and the limitations have led several authors to draw "cautious" conclusions

(Ben-Zeev, 1984; Mclaughlin, 1984a, 1984b; Garcia, 1986; Hakuta, 1986;

Katchan, 1986; Arnberg, 1987; Bowey, 1988; Baker, 1988; Cummins, l9S9).

For example, Baker (19S8) has argued:

rrTwo extreme conclusions may both be untenable. First, to conclude

without a doubt that bilingualism gives cognitive advantages fails to take due

cognizance of the weight of the criticisms and limitations given throughout

the chapter. Second, to conclude that such criticisms are so damaging as to

suggest all the research is invalid, fails to acknowledge that the judgement of
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the great majority of researchers tends to be positive. tühile individual pieces

of research are sometimes weak and with limitations, cumulatively the verdict

seems to favour a bilingualism-cognitive advantages link. There is insufficient

evidence to satisfy the sceptic, but what evidence there is leads in the

direction of supporting believers in bilingualism" (pp. a3-4a).

An important question for researchers now who are convinced of the

positive effects associated with bilingualism is 'rhow or why does bilingualism

promote cognitive development?rr In contrast, the earliest theoretical work in

this field was concerned with explaining the negative effects attributed to

bilingualism, and this will be reviewed first in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2 THEORIES CONCERNING THE EFFECTS OF BILINGUALISM

ON COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

An early theory for explaining the negative effects first associated with

bilingualism was proposed by Jespersen (1922, p. l4S). He held that bilingual

children did not learn either of their languages as well as monolingual children

learnt one, and in addition, he believed that 'rthe effort of the brain required

to master two languages instead of oneil diminished the childrens' capacity for

further learning. Jespersen's theory is known as the Balance Effect Theory

(Macnamara, !966; Jakobovits, 1970; Cummins, 198Ia, 198lb) and it assumed

that the two sets of linguistic abilities in bilinguals are seParate. As Cummins

(198la, p.27) has noted the Balance Effect Theory assumed:

,'that there is only so much linguistic capacity available and therefore

sharing it between two languages would lead to lower levels of proficiency in

each language compared to unilingual speakers of each"'

Now there is a large amount of evidence which is inconsistent with the

assumptions of the Balance Effect Theory (cummins, 1979' 1981a' 1981b'

1989; Cummins, swain, Nakajima, Handscombe, Green & Tran, 1984i Eckstein,

1986; Harley, Hart & Lapkin, 1986; Ramirez, 1987; Malakoff, l98S). The

present evidence suggests that the two sets of linguistic abilities are

interdependent, and thus any instruction in one language is capable of

promoting skills in both languages.

The Balance Effect Theory was proposed to explain the negative

cognitive effects first associated with bilingualism. On the other hand, in

1962 Peal and Lambert proposed three hypotheses for explaining the positive
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effects of bilinguaiism which they found on verbal and nonverbal intelligence

tests. These have been subsequently elaborated by Cummins 097Ô and Diaz

(l9Sib). Cummins has labelled these (a) rrthe experiential enrichment

hypothesis", (b) "the switching hypothesis" and (c) "the objectif ication

hypothesis".

Each of these hypotheses hightights various aspects of bilingual

functioning. The experiential enrichment hypothesis holds that bilinguals are

more advanced because they are exposed to a wider range of experiences and

culture. The switching hypothesis holds that bilinguals are more advanced

because they develop a more flexible language set as a result of switching

between languages and making use of two different perspectives' The

objectification hypothesis holds that bilinguals are more advanced because

they have two symbols for many objects from an early age; and in this way

they may conceptualise environmental features in terms of their general

properties without reliance on linguistic symbols. Therefore, they may be

more flexible, and adept as concept formation and abstract thinking.

Cummins has extended Peal and Lambert's third hypothesis. He has

suggested that because bilinguals have two symbols for every word, they may

develop a faster seParation between sound and meaning; and this directs

bilingual children to the essential attributes of objects and to the nature of the

two languages. This hypothesis is the one favoured by Cummins (1976), an¿

some of the results from earlier studies have been re-interpreted in the light

of this hypothesis. For example, anecdotal evidence from the linguist Leopold

(1919-1949) and from Imedaze (1960, cited by Diebold, 1963) is viewed as

supporting the objectification hypothesis. Even Vygotsky's 0962) views are

relevant:
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"the bilingual child will tend to see his languages as one particular

system among many, to view its phenomena under more general categories,

and this leads to an awareness of his linguistic operations" (p. 110).

Two additional hypotheses have been proposed by Diaz (1985b, p. 16) and

these are also described by Hakuta, Ferdman and Diaz (l9SZ). The first is "the

verbal mediation hypothesis" which holds that "the unique linguistic experience

of bilingualism and the accompanying awareness of language might lead to an

increasing reliance on verbal mediation in cognitive tasksrf. Furthermore, it is

maintained by Diaz that the reliance on verbal mediation may account for the

bilinguals' improved performance on many tasks. The second hypothesis

integrates both the objectification and the verbal mediation hypothesis, and

according to Diaz, this is the one which best accounts for the overall findings

on bilingual cognitive development:

"The systematic exposure to two languages found in bilingual additive

situations will give a unique advantage in the objectification of language.

Such objectification of language, in turn, will foster an increased and more

efficient use of language for self-regulatory functions" (p. l6).

One other hypothesis for explaining the cognitive effects associated with

bilingualism has been proposed by Ben-Zeev 0977ò. Ben-Zeev has emphasised

another aspect of bilingual functioning, that is, interlingual interference.

Interlingual interference has been studied by several researchers (e.g.,

Weinreich, 195311963; Durga, 1978; Foster-Meloni, 1978; Lindholm' 1980;

Ahukanna, Lund & Gentile, 1981; Magiste, 1984). However, Ben-Zeev is not

interested in interlingual interference per sêr but in rrthe cognitive

consequences of the strategies or processes which develop in the bilingual
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child as he struggles to overcome interlingual interference operating on the

structural level of language" (p. 30).

Ben-Zeev (1977c, p. 31) has proposed four different mechanisms which

the bilingual child may use to resolve the interference between his/her

languages. Although it is cautioned by Ben-Zeev that "these mechanisms are

not intended to be definite and they are subject to revision with further

evidence. They are the result of extrapolations from and interpretations of

data which now existrr. Her basic assumption is "that the primary effect of

bilingualism is on language-learning strategies, and that is through this channel

that bilingualism may affect general thought processes". All four of the

mechanism's focus on the structure of language at the syntactic level:

language analysis, sensitivity to feedback cues, maximisation of structural

differences between languages and neutralization of language structure.

It has also been noted by Dodson (1933) that the bilingual children have

additional language-learning strategies available to them as compared to

monolinguals:

"Whiist the monolingual child has been observed to exhibit three main

language strategies when involved in this absolutely vital playing with

language, i.e. extending, substituting and chaining utterances or parts of

utterances, the bilingual is able to play further Sames with language because

he has another language available. He compares and contrasts utterances

from both language so that both versions are said one after the other, e.g. 'the

blue hat - der blaue Hut - the yellow hat - der gelbe hut - der rote hut -the red

hat' etc. He has become a little interpreter who, in the Process of

interpreting, learns to compare and, more importantly, keep apart the two

languages" (P. 410).
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Ben-Zeev has argued that interlingual interference may explain the

positive effects associated with bilinguaiism, but it needs to be noted that

interlingual interference has also been proposed by some researchers for

explaining its negative effects (Carringer, 1974). This at first appears

somewhat paradoxical, however the two opposing views may be accomodated

by the Threshold Theory (Cummins, 1976, 1979' 1984, 1987; Toukomaa &

Skutnabb-Kangas, 1977, cited by Cummins, 1979; Skutnabb-Kangas'

lgSl/1984). This theory maintains that bilinguals need to achieve high levels

of linguistic proficiency in both of their languages before bilingualism can

promote cognitive development. It would also be the case that if bilinguals

had a good command of both their languages, they would then be in a better

position to analyse their language systems and thus deal effectively with

interlingual interference by using the types of strategies described by Ben-

Zeev.

The Threshold Theory further maintains that if children attain a high

level of proficiency in only one language and they attain a lower facility with

the other language, then their bilingualism will have no positive effect on their

cognitive development. Last, if children attain a Poor level in both languages

then the theory maintains that bilingualism will have a negative effect on

cognitive development. In addition, if bilinguals have not attained a high level

of proficiency in either language then they may not be equipped to deal

effectively with their interlingual interference.

The Threshold Theory has received some empirical support, in that,

proficient bilinguals have been found to perform significantly better than

nonproficient bilinguals or monolinguals on various cognitive tests (Cummins &
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Mulcahy, 1978; Duncan & De Aviia, 1979; Holtzman, 1980; Rueda, t9s3).

However, the majority of studies in this field may not be interpreted as

providing evidence either for or against the Threshold Theory, in that,

researchers have frequently only examined bilingual balance' Therefore'

bilinguals may have attained a high level of proficiency or a low level of

proficiency in both languages. (Studies which have included measures of

metalinguistic awareness are reviewed in chapter 3, and studies which have

included measures of creativity are reviewed in Chapter 7')

There is one study by Diaz (19S5a) which has provided evidence which is

not consistent with the Threshold Theory, and thus he has suggested an

alternative view. Diaz found that the degree of bilingualism predicted

significant portions of the variance in most of the assessed cognitive variables

for a nonproficient bilingual group, but not for a more proficient bilingual

Broup. This alternative view was proposed:

"the positive effects of bilingualism are probably related to the initial

efforts required to understand and produce a second language rather than to

increasing higher levels of bilingual proficiency (Diaz, 1985a, p. 138).

It needs to be noted, however, that the results found by Diaz have not

been replicated. This results are contrary to the Threshold Theory, but the

latter has the greater empirical support. In the next chapter, previous studies

which have specif ically investigated the effects of bilingualism on

metalinguistic awareness are reviewed.
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CHAPTER 3 METALINGUISTIC AU/ARENESS AND BILINGUALISM

The first empirical evidence suggesting that bilingualism may promote

metalinguistic awareness was anecdotal in nature, and was provided by

Leopold 0939-1949, 196l), who observed the development of metalinguistic

awareness, particularly word awareness, in his young bilingual daughter

Hilgeard. Hilgeard was exposed to German and English from birth and Leopold

(1961) noted:

rrThe most striking effect of bilingualism was a noticeable looseness of

the link between the phonetic word and its meaning. The child never insisted

on stereotype writing of stories, as monolingual children often do and even

made vocabulary substitutions freely in memorized rhymes and songs. The

unity of phonetic word and naming, which is postulated by some scholars, was

definitely not a fact for this child, who heard the same thing constantly

designated by two different phonetic forms. This separation of word and

meaning may be considered beneficial, because it favours content over form,

thinking over verbiage" (p. 358).

Leopold's main conclusions f rom his observations have been

independently supported by Imedadze (1160, cited by Diebold, 1968):

I'At the very first stage of speech development in the bilingual child,

when he first encounters the fact that an object can have two names, a

separation of object and name begins. A word, when freed from its referents,

can easily become the object of special attention'r (p- 276).

Further observations of a similar kind have been made more recently by

Slobin 0978) and oksaar U97711983, 1980, 19sl). slobin cited several
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examples of his daughterrs metalinguistic skills between the ages of 3 and 6

years. The emergence of these early metalinguistic skills was associated with

the child's linguistic environment whilst living in Turkey and travelling through

a number of other countries where she came into contact with several foreign

languages. Similarly, Oksaar has commented that multilingual children

demonstrated metalinguistic awareness earlier than monolingual children in a

longitudinal study in Hamburg. Some other anecdotal examples which also

provide support for the view that metalinguistic awareness develops at an

early stage in bilingual children are cited by Bizzarri (1983), Ferguson (1983)

and Clyne Q987).

In addition to the anecdotal evidence, there have been a number of

experimental studies which have addressed the relationship between

metalinguistic awareness and bilingualism. Thirty-three such studies are

summarised in Table 3.1. Many of these studies have been criticised on

methodological grounds (Pinker, 1979i Bowey, 1986a), and many have examined

only the word-referent relationship. Nevertheless, the majority of these

studies do lend some support for the view that bilingualism promotes the

development of metalinguistic awareness, in that, a bilingual superiority has

often been found.
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Table 3.1 Summarv of bilingual studies which have included measures of metalinquistic awareness

N4etali nguistic
Study Subjects awareness measures Summary of main results

Feldman &
Shen (1971)

lanco-Worrall
(1972\

Sandoval (l 976,
cited by
Lindholm, 1980)

Ben-Zeev (1977a)

Ben Zeev (1977b)

Cumrnins (1978a)

Cummins &
Muicahy (l 978)

Benelli (1978)

Gandoifi &
Benelli (l 979)

Pinker (l 979)

Aronsson (l 98 l)

Oren (1981)

Diaz & Hakuta (1981)

Karoii.ie-Watz (1981 ,
cited by Valtin, t984a)

Bense (1981, cited by
Valtin, t984a)

Mohanty (l 982)

Ca.lambos &
Coidin-N4eadow
(1e83)

Spanish-English bilinguals
English nrorrolinguals
Aged between 4 and 6 years

Af ricaans-English bi tinguals
Af ricaans monolinguals
Engiish monolinguals
Aged between 4 and 9 years

Spanish-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Kindergarten and grade I

Hebrew-English biÌinguals
Hebrew monollnguals
English monolingual
Aged between 4 and 9 years

Spanìsh-English bilingua.ls
Engiish monolin¡1uals
Aged between 4 and 6 years

Irish-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Grades 3 and 6

Ukrainian-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Grades I and 3

Italian-Cerman biÌinguals
Italian monolinguals
Grades l, 2 and 3

Ital¡an-German bi.linguals
Ita,tian monolinguals
Aged between 3 and 5 years

French-English biìinguals
English rnonolinguals
Agec! between 3 and 5 years

Bilinguals rvere Swedish
speaking and spoke one
other European language

Aged between 5 and 7 years

Hebrew-English bilinguaìs
Englìsh bilinguals
Aged between 5 and 7 years

Telgu-Oriya bilinguals
Kui-Oriya bilinguals
Oriya monolinguals
Grades 6,8 and l0

Spanìsh-English bílinguals
Spanish monolinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between 4 and 8 years

Three word-referent tasks
Analytic orientation to
iantuage test

Syntactic awareness task
Word awareness task
Phonemic awareness task

Four rvord referent task

Bilingual advantaBe,
but differences not
significant

Bilingual superiority
on one word-referent
task and on analytic
test

Bilingual superiority
on syntactic awareness
awareness task

BilinguaÌ superiority

Bilingual superiority

Bilingual superiority on
alÌ tasks for children
under 7 years and on one
task for children over
7 years

Word-referent task Rilingual superiority

Three part word-referent task Bilingual superiority
on one part of task

Four part worcj-referent task No bìlingual advantage

Word-referent task Bilingual superiority

Word-referent task

Word-referent task Bilingual superiority
on syntactic awareness
task

Syntactic awareness task

Word-referent task Bilingual superiority
but signìficance not
assessed

Bilingual superiority
but significance not
assessed

Word-referent task

Three worcl awareness task No bilingual advantage

Spanish-English bilinguals
Kindergarten and Grade I

Languages of children not given lford-referent task
Aged 5 years

Details not given Word awareness task

Word-referent task Rilingual superiority

Two syntactjc awareness tasks Proficient biììnguals
perf ormed signif icantly
better than nonbaìanced
bilinguals on one task

Bilingual superiority

Three part word-referent task
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Table 3.1 Summary of bilingual studies which have included measures of metalinguistic awareness (continued)

Metalinguistic
Study Subjects awareness measures Summary of main results

Mohanty &
Babu (1983)

Rueda (1981)

Rosenblum &
Pinker (1983)

Merino (1984)

Pattnaik &
\4ohanty (l 984)

Babu (1984)

Ricciarde.lli (1984)

Diaz (t985a)

B ialystok (l 986a)

Biaìystok (t986b)

Hakuta (l 987)

Damm-Luhr (1987)

Mohanty & Das (1987)

Bialystok (1988a)

Calambos &
Hakuta (1988)

Edwards &
Christophersen
( l e88)

Kui-Oriya bilinguals
Oriya monolinguals
Grades 6, 8 and t0

Spanish-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between l0 and 12 years

Hebrew-Engiish bilinguals
English monoìinguals
Aged between 4 and 6 years

Spanìsh-English bilinguals
Crades 2, 3 and 4

Oriya-Kui bilinguals
Oriya monolinguals

Oriya-Kui bilinguaÌs
Oriya rnonolinguals
Crades 6, 8 and l0

Italian-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between 4 and 5 years

Spanish-Engiish bilinguals
Aged between 5 and 7 years

Bilinguals who spoke English
and one other language

French-English bilinguals
English rnonolinguals
Aged between 5 and 9 years

French-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between 4 and 6 years

Spanish-English bilinguals
Aged betu,een ) and ll years

Cerman-English bi tinguals
French-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between 5 and 9 years

Languages of children not given
AgedTand9years

French-English bilinguals
ltalian-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between 6 and 7 years

Word-referent task

Three part word-referent task
on two parts of task

Word-referent task

Syntactic awareness task

Three syntactic awareness tasks

Syntactic awareness task

Two syntactic arvareness tasks
for children under 7 years

One syntactic awareness task
for children over 7 years

Word-referent task
Word awareness tasl<
Two syntactic awareness tasks

Bilingual superiority

Bilingual superiority

Bilingual superiority on
explanations given

Proficient bilinguais
perf or med signif icantly
better than nonproficient
b ili nguals

Biljngual superiority

Proficient bilinguaÌs
perf ormed signif icantly
better than nonproficient
bilinguals on one task

Bilingual superiority on
items which required a
higher degree of cotnitive
control

B ilingual superiority on
items which required a
higher degree of cognitive
control and performance on
items which required a high
degree of analysed knowledge
was related to the degree of
bilingualism

Proficient bilinguals
perf ormed signif icantly
better than nonproficient
bìlinguals

Performance on all tasks
except for syntactic
awareness correlated
positìvely and
sign.if icnatly with the
degree of bilingualism

À4etalinguistic test consistinB
of 7 parts assessing phonemic
awareness, syntactìc awareness
and word awareness

Syntactic awareness task Rilìngual superiority

Word-referent task No bilingual advantage

Three word awareness tasks Bilingual superiority
on iter¡s which
a higher degree

required
of

cotnitive control

Performance on tasks was
not related to the degree
of bilingualism

Two syntactic awareness tasks No bilingual advantage

Details are not given No bilingual advantage

Spanish-English bilinguals
Aged between 5 and
I 3 years

Bilinguals and monolinguals
from l8 different linguistic
ancl national backgrounds

Aged between 4 and 6 years

Two syntactic awareness tasks

Analytic orientation to
language test

Two word-referent tasks
Word awareness task
Syntactic awareness test
Word awareness task
Syntactic awareness test
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Seven of the studies summarised in Table 3.1 have not involved

comparisons between bilinguals and monolinguals, but rather metalinguistic

performance was studied in relation to the degree of bilingualism (Diaz &

Hakuta, 1981; Merino, 1984; Diaz, 1985a; Hakuta, 1987; Bialystok, 1988a;

Galambos & Hakuta, 1988; fdwards & Christophersen, 1988). All these studies

except for one (Hakuta, L987) are consistent with the Threshold Theory, in

that, the bilinguals with high levels of proficiency in both languages performed

significantly better than the less proficient bilinguals on at least some of the

metalinguistic tasks.

However, many of the other studies in Table 3.1 may not be interpreted

as providing evidence either for or against the Threshold Theory because

details concerning the bilinguals' linguistic proficiency in their two languages

are not given. In the majority of these studies, researchers have selected

bilinguals who have attained a comparable level of proficiency in each of their

two languages. Therefore, the bilinguals are considered to be balanced, but

the bilinguals may have attained high levels or low levels in both languages.

Researchers in only five of the experiments from Table 3.1 (which involve

bilingual-monolingual comparisons) have ensured that bilingual subjects were

both balanced and highly proficient in their two languages (Ianco-Worrall,

1972; Cummins, 1978a; Cummins & Mulcahy, 1978; Galambos & Goldin-

Meadow, 1983; Rueda, l933).

The predominant view in this field is that bilingualism Promotes the

development of metalinguistic awareness but recently Bowey (1986a, 1988) has

further argued that metalinguistic awareness may Promote bilingualism. Thus,

bilingualism and metalinguistic awareness may be mutually facilitative. Some
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of the available evidence has been re-interpreted as supporting this view (e'g'

Cummins, 1978a; Aronsson, 1981; Trites, 19S4)'

Independently of Bowey's work, rù(/ebster (1987) and Thomas (1988) have

provided evidence which is consistent with the view that metalinguistic

awareness may promote second language learning in adults. Webster has found

that syntactic awareness measures are related to the speed and ease of second

language learning. Furthermore, Thomas found that bilinguals who had

received formal training in both languages made more progress in learning a

third language as compared with monolinguals. This was attributed to the

bilinguals' superior metalinguistic abilities.

A further question which needs to be addressed in this thesis concerns

the nature of metalinguistic awareness, and whether it can be best conceived

as a unitary construct. Some of the researchers within the bilingual field have

implicitly assumed that metalinguistic awareness is indeed a unitary

contstruct (ne Avila & Duncan, L979; Pattnaik & Mohanty, 1984, Thomas'

lgSS). On the other hand, Cummins (1937) has questioned the construct

validity of metalinguistic awareness:

'rA major difficulty in interpreting these studies (apart from the usual

bilingual-unilingual control problems) is that the measures used to asesss

metalinguistic skills usually only have face validity. Where correlations

between tasks are rePorted (e.8., Cummins, 1978b) they tend to be low, thus

raising not only the empirical validity question but also the theoretical

question of what the dimensions are of the construct of metalinguistic

awareness or skill and what developmental stages it goes throughrr(pp.70-71).

This issue, which clearly should have priority in the empirical investigation of
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metalinguistic awareness and its correlates, has been studied within the

linguistic developmental field, and it is addressed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 THE DEGREE OF CONSISTENCY AMONG MEASURES OF

METALINGUISTIC AVARENESS

Research on metalinguistic awareness in the linguistic development

iiterature has increased intensively during the last decade. Several review

articles apPear in The Chiidrs Concept of Language edited by Sinclair'

Jarvella, and Levelt 097Ð; M c Awareness in Children : Theorv.

Research and Imolications edited by Tunmer, Pratt, and Herriman (1984);

Lansuaee Awareness and Learn to Read edited by Downing and Valtin

(l9SA); and several other reviews of this expanding field have been done by

Hakes 0982); Bredart and Ronda| Og82); Saywitz and llilkinson (1982); Van

Kleeck 0982); Chaudron (1933); Barton (1935); Bialystok and Ryan (1985a,

t9S5b); Sinclair (1936); Wagner and Torgesen (1987); Bowey (l9SS); Birdsong

(19S9); and Garton and Pratt (1989).

Moreover, the actual phenomena now studied bearing the descriptor of

',metalinguistic'r are vast. It is noted by Sinctair (1981, cited by Valtin, 1984a)

that metalinguistic phenomena include:

"ail the capacities and activities concerning language and language

judgement which are not themselves a part of (or very closely tied to)

production and comprehension processes. Any reflections, ideas, knowledge or

explicit formulation of underlying principles, rules, etc.r concerning language

structure, functions, or rules for its use have been classified under the label

'rlinguistic awarenessrr or rrmetalinguistic awareness" (p. 207)'

Other terms are also used to refer to the numerous metalinguistic

phenomena in this area. For example, Titone (1935) has made a distinction

I

I

I
{
i
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between "language awarenessrr and 'rmetalinguistic consciousness". According

to Titone the former is concerned with an implicit, unanalysed knowledge of

ianguage functions whilst the latter is concerned with a formal, abstract and

explicit knowledge of language functions which requires an advanced level of

formal schooling. Contrary to Titone, Bowey (l9SS) has advocated the use of a

looser term which can be applied to both young children and adults, that is,

'rmetalinguistic functioning". It is explained by Bowey 'rthat the only

requirement for inclusion of an activity in the category of metalinguistic

functioning is that attention should be focussed on form rather than on

meaning" b.42).

The subject matter thus defined is vast, however, researchers have

frequently confined their empirical work to specific types of metalinguistic

abilities. The well documented abilities include: (a) phonemic awareness

(Nesdale, Herriman & Tunmer, 1984; Valtin, 1984a; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987i

Bowey, 1988; Lundberg, Frost & Peterson, 1988), (b) word awareness (Bowey &

Tunmer, 1984; Vaitin, 1984b; Bowey, 1988; Zhiukov, 1965ll98S), (c) syntactic

awareness (Tunmer & Grieve, 1984; Ryan & Ledger, 1984; ; Bowey, 198S)' (d)

pragmatic awareness (Pratt & Nesdale, 1984; Garton and Pratt, 1989), and (e)

print awareness (Downing, 1984; Watson, 1984; Huba & Kantos, 1985).

Although, much research in this field has focused on specific

metalinguistic abilities, several writers have further addressed the issue of

whether there is a general metalinguistic ability. This issue has been

investigated by intercorrelating children's performance on different tasks. In

an early study of this kind, Cummins (l97Sb) found very few significant

correlations among four metalinguistic tasks in grade 3 and grade 6 children
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(the actual correlations are not reported). On the basis of these findings,

Cummins concluded that there was little evidence that the tasks represented a

unitary dimension.

subsequent studies, however, have frequently found positive and

moderate correlations among various tasks. Thirteen studies, including

cummins' (tgsz¡) study, which have investigated at least three different

metalinguistic tasks in either children or adolescents, are summarised in Table

4.1. Only Cummins'study and one other (Edwards & Christophersen, 1988) do

not support the notion of a general metalinguistic ability. These two studies

both include three of the same tasks derived from a study by Osherson and

Markman (1928). Therefore, taken together the two studies strongly question

the construct validity of the Osherson and Markman measures which

unfortunately have been used in some bilingual studies (Cummins, I978ai

Mohanty & Babu, 1987; Rueda, 1983i Pattnaik & Mohanty, 1984). On the other

hand, the majority of the studies in Table 4.1 have generally supported the

notion that metalinguistic awareness can be conceived as a unitary construct.

I'

lr

I
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T¿ble 4. I istic measures in either children or
adolescents

Þ-

I

I

S tudy Subiects
Metðlinguistic
awâreness measures Summary of main results

Cummins (1978b)

Hakes (i 980)

Lundberg, \lall,
& Olofsson
( l e80)

Smith & Tager-
Flusberg (1982)

Sdywitz & Vilkinson
( r e82)

Stanovich,
Cunningham &
Cramer (1984)

W ar ren-L eubecker
( l e85)

Carlucci (l 987)

ottavi (l 988)

Lombardo (l 988)

Yopp (1988)

Tunmer, Herriman &
Nesdalc (l 988)

Edwards &
Christophersen (1988)

Irish-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Grades 3 and 6

English monolinguals
Aged between 4 and 8 years

Swedish monolinguals
Aged between 6 and 7 years

English monoÌ.inguals
Aged between 3 and 4 years

English monolinguals
Aged betwen 6 and 7 years

English monolinguals
Kindergarten

English monolinguals
Kindergarten and Grade I

Italian monolinguals
Grades 4 and 5

Italian monolinguals
First, second and third
trade of high school

Italian-Sicilian bilinguals
First grade of high school

English monolinguals
Aged between 5 and 6 years

English monolinguals
Kindergarten and Grade I

Bilinguals and monolinguals
from lE different linguistic
and national backgrounds

Aged between 4 and 6 years

Three word-referent tasks
Analytic orientation to
lanBUage test

Two syntactic awareness tasks
Phonemic awareness task

Two phonemic awareness tasks
Two word awareness tasks
Two syntactic awareness tasks

Two phonemic awareness tasks
Three syntäctic awareness tasks
Six word âwareness tasks

Ten phonemic awareness tasks

Phonemic awareness task
\lord awareness task
Syntactic awareness task

Four syntactic awareness tasks
Word awareness task
Phonemic awareness task

Some tasks as in
Carlucci (1987)

Same tasks as in
Carlucci (1987)

Ten phonemic awareness tasks

Phonemic awareness task
Syntactic awareness task
Pragmatic awareness tâsk
Print awareness task

Analytic orientation to
lanBUage test

Two word-referent
Word awareness task
Syntactic awareness task

Majority of correlations
among tasks were not
significant but
correlations are not
reported

Moderate and positive
correlations among all
tasks

Moderate and positive
correlations among
5 tasks

High and positive
correlations among
all tasks

Moderate and positive
correlations among
7 tasks

Moderate and positive
between phonemic and
syntàctic tasks in
both groups

Several moderate and
positive correlations
among tasks but not
all significant

Several moderate and
positive correlations
tasks in first grade
but not all significant

Low positive correlations
among tasks in higher
grades

Moderate and positive
among all tasks but
not all significant

Moderate and positive
correlations among
9 of the tasks

Moderate and positive
correlations among
all tasks

Nine phonemic awareness tasks Moderate and positive
correlations among
7 tasks

Mostly
correla
tasks

low and positive
tions among

1
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Recently, Birdsong (1989, p. 50) has argued that "metalinguistic ability

should not be regarded as a unitary ability". However, the two main studies he

cites to support this conclusion focused on metalinguistic abilities in adult

subjects. (Scribner & Cole, l98l; Morais, Bertelson, Cary & Alegria, l936)' In

addition, Birdsong maintains that the rrcorrelations of results of different

metalinguistic tasks are found to be erratic'r by Ryan and Ledger (1984). This

reference cited by Birdsong is a review article which addresses the

development of grammatical awareness in children, but the authors do not

report correlations among different metalinguistic tasks, to substantiate

Birdsong's conclusion.

On the other hand, studies which have included adult subjects are

consistent with Birdsong's views. Scribner and Cole (1981) have studied the

performance of Vai literate and nonliterate monolinguals, and Vai-Arabic

bilinguals on four tasks assessing word awareness, three tasks assessing

syntactic atwareness, and a pragmatic awareness task. The average age of the

subjects was 50 years. Younger adults with a mean age of L9.55 years were

studied by Webster (1987) and this study included two tasks assessing syntactic

awareness and three tasks assessing word awareness. One other study with

adults (nonliterate subjects, aged between L7 to 60) by Morais et al. (1986)

investigated seven tasks assessing phonemic awareness. In contrast to the

overall results found with children, these studies with adults have found mostly

low positive and negative correlations among the examined metalinguistic

tasks. Furthermore, Ottavi (198S) has found low positive and negative

correlations among metalinguistic tasks in second and third year high school

adults.

l
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A different conceptual framework for studying metalinguistic awareness

has been developed by Bialystok and Ryan (lg85a, 1985b). This framework

makes reference to two components, analysis of linguistic knowledge and

control of linguistic processing, and metalinguistic task are viewed as differing

in terms of the demands that each places on these components. Some tasks

require more analysed linguistic knowledge (..8., detecting errors in

ungrammatical meaningful sentences) and others require a higher control of

linguistic processing (".g., detecting errors in grammatical anomalous

sentences).

Recently, Bialystok (1988b) has provided some support for the existence

of the two components in 8-year old children. Only two metalinguistic tasks

were employed, a syntactic awareness task and a word awareness task, but

each continued three types of items. Items which made low analysis and low

control demands, items which made high analysis and low control demands, and

items which made low analysis and high control demands. On the whole' the

correlations between the items from the two tasks which made similar

processing demands were positive and significant although somewhat low (.25,

.37, .3Ð. Furthermore the correlations among the items which made low

demands on both "analysisrr and rrcontrol'r, and those that made high demands

on both f'analysisrr and I'controltr, and those that made high demands on either

"analysis" or rrcontrol" were generally low positive or low negative (e.g., .08).

However some, positive and significant correlations were found between items

that made high demands on analysis but low demands on control, and those

that made low demands on analysis but high demands on control (e.8., .48).

Therefore, these results are also consistent with the studies which have found

moderate correlations among different metalinguistic tasks.
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Studies with children have further suggested that metalinguistic

awareness can be viewed as developing concomitantly with other intellectual

activities. Metalinguistic awareness tasks have been found to correlate

moderately and positively with tasks assessing conservation skills (Hakes,

1980), general language development (Saywitz &. \Ùt/ilkinson, 1982; Smith &

Tager-Flusberg, 1982; Bowey, 1986a, 1986b; Bowey & Patel, 1988) and reading

achievement (Lundberg, Wall & Olofsson, 1980; Stanovich, Cunningham &

cramer, 1984; Warren-Leubecker, 1985; Willows & Ryan, 1986; Bowey 1986a;

1986b; Iù(/arren-Leubecker & Carter, 1988; Tunmer, Herriman & Nesdale, 1988).

In addition, Forrest-Pressley and Waller (19S4) have found a composite

measure of metalinguistic awareness to be related to measures of reading,

nonverbal intelligence, attention and memory.

An appropriate method for assessing whether metalinguistic awareness

can be best conceived as a unitary or a multidimensional construct, and

whether metalinguistic abilities are basically different from other intellectual

abilities is factor analysis. In this field factor analysis has been used by

Warren-Leubecker (1985), Stanovich, Cunningham and Cramer (1984), Valtin

(1984a), and Yopp (1988). However, Warren-Leubecker (1985) failed to obtain

an "enlightening'r factor solution, and the other studies have addressed only

phonemic awareness.

All three studies concerned with phonemic awareness have found

evidence suggesting that it can be conceptualised as a unitary construct.

First, Stanovich et al. have found using principle factor analysis with ten

tasks, that one factor accounted Lo1 47.8 per cent of the total variance, and

that eight tasks had moderate to high loadings on this first factor. Second,
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Valtin has used factor analysis with data obtained by Lundberg et al. (1980)

which included nine phonemic awareness tasks, two cognitive nonlinguistic

tests and three reading tests. Four factors were extracted; seven of the

phonemic awareness tasks had moderate to high loadings on the first factor,

which accounted for 66 per cent of the total variance. YoPP has also

employed principle factor analysis with ten phonemic awareness tasks,

although he found that a two factor solution fitted the data better than a one

factor solution. The first factor, which accounted Lo1 59 per cent of the total

variance, was labelled I'simple phonemic awareness"; whilst the second factor

which accounted for 9.5 per cent of the variance was called "compound

phonemic awarenessrt. However, it may be noted that the correlation between

the two factors was high (r = .77); and that the second factor was trivial in

relation to the first.

The relationship among different metalinguistic tasks is one of the

empirical themes included in this thesis. A first small-scale experiment

investigated 10 metalinguistic tasks with 40 children aged between 5 and 9

years. In a second larger experiment, 7l children aged either 5 or 6 years old

were administered lO metalinguistic tasks and 12 standard tests assessing both

verbal and nonverbal abilities. This second experiment was designed to use

factor analysis on a variety of metalinguistic tasks, and to examine

metalinguistic awareness and its relationship to other intellectual abilities.

The first experiment was conducted during the last school term in 1985 (mid

September to early December) and the second experiment was conducted

during the first five months of the school year in 1986 (February to June). A

detailed report of these two experiments follows.
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CHAPTER 5 EXPERIMENT I: THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG IO

METALINGUISTIC TASKS

The aim of the present experiment was to assess the construct validity

of l0 metalinguistic tasks. All the tasks focused on the linguistic unit, the

word, but assessed various metalinguistic abilties: understanding of the term

word, awareness of words as units of spoken and written language, awareness

of phonemes, awareness of the word-referent relationship, awareness of the

arbitrary nature of language, and awareness of word order.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 40 English-speaking children drawn from four grades:

reception (the first grade of primary school), grade l, grade 2 and grade 3.

They attended a public primary school located in a predominantly middle-class

suburb in Adelaide, South Australia. In view of the small number of children

and the unequal number of sexes studied in each grade, the children were

divided into two groups of.20 for analysis. Group I consisted of 8 reception (2

girls, 6 boys) and 12 grade one children (7 Birls, 5 boys). Group 2 consisted of

l0 grade two (8 girls,2 boys) and l0 grade three children (5 girls, 5 boys). The

mean age of Group I was 5 years I I months (SD=7 months) and the mean age

of Group 2 was 7 years, 7 months (SD=9 months).

Parental consent was obtained for the children to take part. The l0

metalinguistic tasks (specified in detail in the following section) were

administered to each child by the experimenter during school hours, and in a

private room. Tasks were given to the children in three sessions. Each session
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lasted approximately 15 minutes, and there was an interval of I to 4 days

between adjacent sessions. In Session I the children were given tüord

Discrimination,WordLength,\ffordPrintandPhonemicSegmentation;in

Session 2 they were given llord Referent, Word Renaming, and Symbol

Substitution; and in Session 3 they were given lüord Order Judgement, llord

Order Correction, and Word Unit. The tasks were presented as rrword gamesfi

and they were administered after rapport had been established with the

children. The children's responses to the test items tü/ere recorded on answer

sheets by the experimenter.

Metalinguistic tasks

A brief summary of the lO metalinguistic tasks is given in Table 5.1.

Some details of previous research using similar materials and their usage are

provided, because these tasks have not been standardised. A copy of each task

(instructions and items) is given in Appendix 5.1. The tasks were scored simply

as the number of correct responses except where indicated.

Word Discrimination. This task was adapted from one developed by

Bowey, Tunmer and Pratt (19S4). It was used to assess children's

understanding of the term word and their awareness of words as units of

spoken language. They were required to say whether each of 12 items

consisted of one or two words (".8., candle, the farm). These were preceded

by a short training task which involved similar instructions, in that the

children were required to say whether 6 words were animals or not (e.g., horse,

tree). Corrective feedback was provided for the training task. The 12 items

of the main task included six bisyllabic words (2 nouns, 2 prepositions, I

adverbial conjunction, and I adjective) and six phrases consisting of two
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Table 5,1 Sum marv of metalinquistic tasks emoloved in ExPeriment I

Task Main Source Ability
Task
requirements

No. of
of items

l. word Discrimination

2. Word Length

3, Word Print

4, PhonemicSeBmentdtion

5. Word Referent

6, Word Renaming

7. Symbol Substitution

8, Word Order Judgement

9, Word Order Correction

10. Word Unit

Bowey, Tunmer
& Pratt (1984)

Papandropouìou
& Sinclair (1974)

Watson (1979)

Tunmer
& Nesdale (1982)

Piatet (1929)

Rosenblum
& Pinker (l 983)

Ben-Zeev
(1977a,1977b)

Gleitman, Gleitman
& Shipley (1972)

Pratt, Tunmer
& Bowey (1984)

Tunmer, Bowey
& crieve (1983)

Understanding of
the term I'word'l

Understanding of
the term "word"

Awareness of
words in print

Awareness of
phonemes

Awareness of
word-referent
relationship

Awareness of word-
referent relationship

Awareness of arbitrary
nature of language

Awareness of
word order

Awareness of
word order

Awareness of
words

Judge between
one and two words

Judge between
long and short words

Circle words
or letters

Tap phonemes
in words

Explain arbitrary
nature of words

Answer questions

Substitute words
in sentences

Judge sentences
for grammatical
correctness

Correct sentences

Tap words in
phrases

t2

L2

t0

t6

IJ

l8

8

t8

l2

t2

Note: Tasks were scored as "number of correct itemsrr; except that for Word Referent and Symbol Substitution,
items were scored out of 2, with I given for PartialÌy correct answers.
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monosyllabic words (3 were of the form determiner plus noun, and 3 were of

the form adjective Plus noun).

llord Lensth. This task was based on work conducted by Papandropoulou

and Sinclair (1974) and Berthoud-Papandropoulou 0978), and it is similar to a

task developed by Pinker (1979). The task was used to assess children's ability

to distinguish word from referent, but confounded with this ability is the

children's understanding of the term word. The task requirements were similar

to the Word Discrimination task: The children were required to say whether 12

items were long or short words. It was given directly after the tü/ord

Discrimination. Four types of items were included: (a) three short words with

relatively llongn referents (u.8., truck), (b) three long words with I'short'l

referents (u.g., butterflv), (c) three short words with no referents (e.g., hot),

and (d) three long words with no referents (e.g.zbeautiful)'

Word Print. This task was modified from Watsonrs 0979) Units of Print

Test. It was used to assess children's understanding of words and letters in

print. They were required to circle all the words, or the first word, or the

first letter in each word, within each of l0 boxes. For example, in the first

item the children were required to circle each word in the box containing

these elements: on, 6, little, D and 3. Prior to the test items, the children

were also given three practice trials taken from tüatson (1979\, to ensure that

they understood the requirements of the task. In these trials the children were

required to circle specified figures in designated boxes, and corrective

feedback was provided.
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phonemic Seementation. This task was used to assess children's ability

to segment spoken words into their phonemic units, and it was based on work

done by Tunmer and Nesdale (1182, 1985). The test items consisted of eight

real digraph words (words which contain letter pairs representing single

phonemes, e.g., them) and eight psuedo digraph words (".8., theb). A task

consisting of digraph words was chosen, since Tunmer and Nesdale have found

that tasks using nondigraph words (u.g., cat) over-estimate children's phonemic

awareness; they have argued that children, particularly beginning readers,

adopt a "graphemerr strategy with nondigraph words and tap once for each

letter in the word.

For the task, children were required to represent successive phonemes in

each spoken word with taps. The task instructions were derived from Tunmer

and Nesdale (1982), and three practice trials were first given to the children.

These were presented in triads (".8., oo, boo, b*!) and corrective feedback

was given. In addition, as in the Tunmer and Nesdale Q982) study, four

nonscored vowel sounds were included with the test items, to I'avoid possible

effects due to response bias and to maintain consistency with the training

triads" (Tunmer & Nesdale, 1982, p. 30Ð. However, unlike that study, the

order of items was not counter-balanced across the subjects. Instead, the

items were presented in a set order as with the other tasks.

Word Referent. This task was used to assess childrenrs understanding of

the word-referent relationship and the arbitrary nature of language. Similar

tasks have been employed by a number of researchers (e.8., Ianco-Worrall,

1972; Osherson & Markman, 1975i Rosenblum & Pinker, 198?), and these can

all be traced to Piaget (1929) or Vygotsky (1962).
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The present task contained l5 items. The children were asked a number

of questions: Why referents had been given their labels, whether referents

could be given new names and the reasons for their answers' why people from

a far away country could call things differently, and if we also could call

things differently and the reasons for their answers. For instance, in the first

item the children were asked, while shown a picture of a cat, "\ühy do we call

it a cat?". Six items requiring a yes or no ansv/er were scored 2 or 0,

respectively. The other nine items which required an explanatory answer were

scored 2, I or 0. A score of 2 was given only to "nonrigid" explanations which

reflected a "playful" or an rrarbitraryt' attitude towards language (t'8',

rrBecause they call them different names sometimes. They can be any

names"). Explanations which reflected a 'rrigid" attitude towards language

(u.g., rrBecause thatrs not their names") or explanations which were concerned

with empirical features of the referents or words (".8., 'rBecause it chases

rats" and I'Because it rhymes") were scored l. Children who gave no specific

answer (".g., "l don't know"), or answers which were judged to be inappropriate

(e.g., "Because I had to say it") received a score of 0. Further details of the

scoring criteria are given in Appendix 5.2. The maximum possible score on

this task was 30.

Word Renaminq. This task was modified from a name-manipulation test

devised by Rosenblum and Pinker (1933). It was used, in addition to rüord

Length and V/ord Referent, to assess children's awareness of the word-referent

relationship.

The children were required to accept new names for referents, and

answer 18 questions about the renamed referents. The main task was preceded
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by a counter-factual task also based on Rosenblum and Pinker's work, in which

the children were first asked to accept counter-factual information and then

asked to deduce implications.

Following the counter-factual task, the children were given the Word

Renaming task containing 18 items, which consisted of questions and

commands relating to renamed objects. For example in one item a toy boat

was renamed cow and the children were requested to rrPut the cow next to the

truck'r and "Hand me the cowrr; they were also asked rrDoes the cow have a

funnel or legs?rt and "Does the cow walk or does it sail?". Included were

animate and inanimate objects, some being visible and others not.

Symbol Substitution. This task was adapted from one developed by Ben-

Zeev (1977a, 1977b) and it was used, in addition to \ùford Referent, to assess

children's understanding of the arbitrary nature of language. The children

were required to substitute a given word for a target word in a sentence, even

though the result violated sematic and syntactic rules. According to Ben-

Zeev, the solution depends on grasping the idea that the structure of language

is arbitrary and subject to change.

The present task consisted of eight items. In half of the items, the

children were required to substitute a major part of speech for another part of

speech: e.g. ItFor this game the way we say I is to say lce. So how do we say I

am cold?". In other items, the children were required to substitute a minor

part of speech for a major part: e.g. "For this game the way we say under is to

say play. So how do we say, The kittens are under the tree?r' All the items

were chosen such that the given word was relevant to the meaning of the

sentence, in this way the sentence was not rendered completely nonsensical.
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The items were scored either 2, I or 0. The highest score was given to

"flexible" answers: that is, when the target word was correctly substituted,

and no attempt was made to resolve the resulting grammatical and semantic

violation. Children received a score of I for "rigidrr answers: that is, when

they substituted the target word for the given word, but in addition they

resolved the resulting grammatical or semantic violation. Lastly, the children

received a score of 0 only if the given word was repeated, if the sentence was

merely repeated, if the given word was substituted incorrectly, or if the

meaning of the sentence was changed. The maximum possible score on this

task was 16.

Word Order Judgement. This task was an "acceptability judgement" task

in which children had to judge sentences for grammatical correctness. Similar

tasks have been frequently employed by researchers to assess syntactic

awareness (".g., Gleitman, Gleitman & Shipley, 1972; Smith & Flusberg, 1982i

Bohannon & Warren-Leubecker, 1984; Bialystok, 1986a).

The children were introduced to a PuPPet, Mr P and they were given

three practice trials, with corrective feedback. They were asked to judge

whether Mr P's utterances were the right or the wrong way round. These were

followed by 18 test items. In order for the task to be appropriate for young

children, only three simple rules of word order violations were included: (a)

adjective-noun was changed to noun-adjective (e.g., The car blue is on the

.od), (b) subject-verb-object was changed to subject-object-verb (e.g., The

teacher a book reads) and (c) auxilary-negator-participle was changed to

negator-auxilary-participle (..8., Mice not do like water). Six items were

included from each of the three above Eroups; half of these were

grammatically acceptable and half were not'
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llord Order Correction. This was a second task employed to assess

syntactic awareness. It was based on a task developed by Pratt, Tunmer and

Bowey (19S4) that was specif ically designed to avoid eliciting judgements and

justifications. Pratt et al. argued that it is difficult to determine the criteria

used by young children to judge sentences. Instead of attempting to do this' in

the Word Order Correction task, Pratt et al. directed the childrenrs attention

towards grammatical considerations. This was achieved by telling the children

from the commencement of the task that a puPPet said things "jumbled upr',

and it was the children's task to correct the puppetrs utterances.

The present task was structured closely on Pratt et al.'s task. The

children were introduced to a puppet Miss B, and they were told that Miss B

had a lot of trouble saying things the right way round and always said things

the wrong way round. The children were requested to help Miss B say things

the right way round. They were given three practice trials with corrective

feedback. These were followed by 12 test items of the same form as those in

Word Order Judgement. There were four items from each of three violation-

types. The childrenrs answers were scored as correct if the error in the word

order was resolved without altering the meaning of the sentence. Only minor

grammatical and semantic ommissions or alterations were tolerated in the

scoring of answers as correct.

Word Unit. This task was adapted from Tunmer, Bowey and Grieve

(1983), and it was used to assess children's awareness of the word as a unit of

spoken language. The test items consisted of two types of compound word

phrases: (a) with stressed functors (".g., his toenails); and (b) with unstressed

functors (".g., the new shoelace These were the types of phrases employed
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by Tunmer et al. to assess a fully developed word concept. According to

Tunmer et al. (1983, p. 590) 'rchildren who have acquired a fully developed

word concePt regard words as the smallest meaningful, cohesive, and

permutable units of languaget' and rrcompound word phrases can only be

correctly segmented by children using a word strategyrr'

The task was modelled closely on Tunmer et al.'s task. The children

were required to seParate two and three-word phrases by tapping once for

every word. Tunmer et al.'s instructions were used and a similar set of 12

compound phrases was constructed. As in the Tunmer et al. study, the task

was first demonstrated with an example, and then the children were given two

practice trials with corrective feedback before the twelve test items.

Results and Discussion

Group differences

Age differentiation is a major criterion used to validate tests which

purport to measure aspects of intellectual development (Anastasi, 1982,

p. 144). Therefore, the two age groups in the present experiment were

compared. Children's scores on each task were first converted to a Percentage

of the possible total score, in order that the relative difficulty of each task

could also be examined. The mean percentage scores for the two groups on

each task are presented in Table 5.2 which shows that in each case the older

group obtained higher scores on the tasks.

Scores on the ten tasks were subjected to both multivariate and

univariate analyses of variance, bY Eroup and sex. For the multivariate

analysis, Hotelling's T2 revealed signif icant overall group difference " A2=
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1.03, F(10,27)= 2.78, p<.051, as the sole significant effect. In particular,

univariate F tests revealed significant SrouP differences on seven of the ten

tasks which are shown in Table 5.2. Therefore, the metalinguistic tasks have

generally demonstrated the expected age differentiation.

Table 5.2 Mean correct scorestt on metali tasks in
ment

rs mon and

erences

Group

I 2

Task Mean SD Mean SD F(1,36) p

2
mean

l. Word Discrimination

2. Word Length

3. Word Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. llord Referent

6. Word Renaming

7. Symbol Substitution

8. llord Order Judgement

9. rüord Order Correction

10. Word Unit

79.17

78.7 5

68.50

25.00

72.50

70.28

?5.00

80.00

55.56

34.t7

22.54

21.0?

19.27

23.77

8.84

19.77

28.92

t0.42

24.45

36.?6

94.17

97.08

79.50

36.56

75.8?

84.17

54.69

88.33

7 T.TI

87.??

7.70

5.59

21.64

26.69

9.04

L2.L?

28.95

6.72

22.05

29.86

6.87

t2.78

3.87

2.42

2.24

6.?4

4.92

8.7 5

5.74

t8.42

<.05

<.01

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

<.05

<.05

<.01

<.05

<.01
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Two of the tasks which failed to show significant age differentiation,

Phonemic Segmentation and V/ord Referent, were difficult for both groups'

with only about a quarter to a third of items scored correct. The other task,

Word Print, was less difficult and showed a small difference between the two

groups; F(|,76)=3.87, p(. I 0.

The childrenrs performance on Phonemic Segmentation was extremely

poor as compared to the performance of the kindergarten and grade I children

studied by Tunmer and Nesdale (tl8Z, l9S5). For example, the children in

Tunmer and Nesdale's study (mean age=6 years, 2 months) obtained a mean

percentage score of 60.7I on the digraph words in their phonemic

segmentation task. In this experiment, Group I and Group 2 obtained mean

percentage scores of. 25.00 and 36.56, respectively. Only four children in

Group l, and five children in Group 2 obtained higher scores than 60 per cent.

The difference between the studies is difficult to explain, since identical

instructions and similar practice and test items were emPloyed. The poor

performance of even the old group suggests that several children failed to

understand fully the task requirements.

The poor performance on rüford Referent reflects the children's rigid

attitude towards this aspect of language, and is consistent with previous

research using similar tests (e.g., Piaget, 1929; Osherson & Markman, 1975).

For instance, Piaget (1929), using similar word-referent problems (e.g., rrCould

the sun have been called rnoon and the moon sun?") has argued that children

are generally unable to solve these problems before the age of ll or l2 years.

Similarly, Osherson and Markman Q975) found that few grade l, grade 2 and

grade 3 children were able to pass these types of problems. However, this
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does not mean that young children are wholly unaware of the word-referent

relationship. Rather, the results suggest that children under I I years may be

unable to solve the problems specifically used in tasks like those in rùt/ord

Referent. Word Renaming and Word Length also assessed children's

understanding of the word-referent relationship, and their performance on

these two tasks was considerably higher, as can be seen in Table 5.2.

In addition, Smith and Tager-Flusberg (198Ð have demonstrated that

even children aged between 3 and 4 years are able to solve word-referent

problems when presented in a more coherent and simplified manner. For

example, in Smith and Tager-Flusbergrs task:

"the child was shown a picture of a carrot, and asked if its new name

could be 'rgok". When the new name was accepted, we ensured the child could

remember the new word. Then the picture was removed and four true/false

questions were asked aboutrrgok5tttt b. a55).

It may be noted that adults have performed poorly on tasks which are

similar to Word Referent. For example, Rosenblum and Pinker (1933)

conducted an informal survey of six Stanford students and staff by asking them

frCan you call this table a gb¡g?" and all six thought that the correct answer

was no. Rosenblum and Pinker have argued "that the question may have been

construed as being about the object's true name in English" (p. 778). Scribner

and Cole (1981) have also found that many adults were unable to answer

correctly, the type of word-referent problem used by Piaget concerning the

interchangeability of the names "sun" and "moon".
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Symbol Substitution was another difficult task for both groups, and

recently it has been evaluated by Bialystok and Ryan (1985a, 1985b; see also

Birdsong, l9S9) as requiring a large degree of cognitive control. In this task'

the children were required to substitute a given word for a target word in a

sentence, even though the result violated semantic and syntactic rules.

Iùlord Order Correction and Word Unit were two other difficult tasks for

Group 1. These were more demanding than the three easiest tasks which

required only dichotomous judgements: Word Discrimination, \üord Length, and

líord Order Judgement. For example, in rüord Order Judgement, the children

were only required to judge sentences for grammatical correctness, while in

tüord Order Correction, the children were required to correct the

ungrammatical sentences. The tasks of moderate difficulty for both groups

were rüord Print and ïlord Renaming.

Test reliabilities

Task intercorrelations were calculated to examine evidence of construct

validity in both Group I and Group 2. First, however, rrpoor" items were culled

from the scales, and the reliability of each task was assessed by computing

Cronbach's alpha coefficients for the entire sample in this experiment (N=40).

These steps were taken since the magnitudes of correlations are limited by the

reliability (i.e. internal consistency) of the scores. Items which correlated

negatively with the total scale were deleted in order to increase test

consistency. The items with zero variance were also deleted since such items

do not reflect individual differences and contribute nothing to the reliability

or validity of the test (Anastasi, 1982, p. 193). Details of the deleted items

are given in Appendix 5.3.
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The number of "validn items remaining in the culled scales, and the alpha

coefficients are displayed in Table 5.3. on the whole, test reliability for all

the tasks, after having deleted the "poor" items was very satisfactory, and all

coefficients range from moderate to high.

Table 5.3 Test reliabilities for metalinsuistic tasks in Experiment I (N=40)

I

I
tt

d.'ri
,1]

'1

I
I

I

I

i

i

Task
No. of
items

Cronbach's
alpha

I
$,1

fl
l. Word Discrimination

2. ìü/ord Length

?. rüord Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. Word Referent

6. Word Renaming

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Judgement

9. lWord Order Correction

10. Word Unit

l0

ll
l0

I6

L2

t6

8

10

l2

l2

.74

.81

.68

.86

.62

.80

.87

.77

.68

.94

I

',i,
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Task intercorrelations

Task intercorrelations for Groups I and 2 are displayed in Tables 5.4 and

5.5, respectively. All significant correlations for both SrouPs were positive

and there were more significant correlations in the younger ErouP' The

younger children gave 4l positive correlations of which l8 were significant;

whilst the older group gave 30 positive correlations of which 7 were

significant. The fact that fewer positive and significant correlations were

found in the older groups may be due to some tasks being more appropriate for

the younger group. The older children were found to be performing near

ceiling level on three of the metalinguistic tasks, that is, ÏÍord Discrimination'

Word Length and rüord Order Judgement (see Table 5.2).

Table 5.4 In relations a metali tasks for lin

I¡

It
{
'i

.t

I
I

I

I

I

I
ent

Task 2?45678910

I lford Discrimination .66 .?6

V/ord Length .55

Word Print

Phonemic Segmentation

ìùlord Referent

rùlord Renaming

Symbol Substitution

\üord Order Judgement

Word Order Correction

Word Unit

.t6

.36

.32

.28

.24

.33

-.17

-.03

-.15

.17

.t3

.18

.48

.47

.72

.29

.42

.45

.49

.55

.75

.29

.18

.18

.48

.66

.65

.?7

.08

.48

.09

.47

.59

.54

.31

.r8

.16

-.09

.?4

.3t

.34

.47

2.

7.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Note: r ).37, p (.05; r ).5?, p (.01 (one tailed tests).
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Table 5.5 Intercorrelations am m tic tasks for Grou 2in

i
t

F

Task 2345678910

,l
t'

,¡
,t

t
ll

\

t

I
l

l.

2.

?.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

rùlord Discrimination .21

Word Length

Word Print

Phonemic Segmentation

ìùlord Referent

Word Renaming

Symbol Substitution

V/ord Order Judgement

Word Order Correction

Word Unit

.09 -.20

.79 .?7

.02

-.74

.19

.3t

.47

-.r7

.36

.31

.)6

-.05

.18

.33

.?4

.26

-.16

.06

-.16

-.29

-.02

.09

-.08

.3r

.20

.20

-.04

.54

-.22

.08

-.16

.5t

.15

.08

-.04

.59

-.07

.t6

.24

.23

.43

.4?
I

Note: r ).?7, p (.05; r ).5?, p (.01 (one tailed tests).

Overall, the results from this experiment give some degree of support

for the notion of a 'rgeneral metalinguistic ability[ in children, since a

generally positive manifold and several significant correlations were found

among the ten tasks. A further method for assessing this notion would be

factor analysis. No attempt was made to use this statistical technique in the

present experiment, since some of the têsks were rather too easy for the older

group, and the samples studied at each age level were considered to be too

small. Thus a second experiment was specifically designed to utilise factor

analysis in the study of metalinguistic êwareness.
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENT 2Z METALINGUISTIC AVARENESS AND

GENERAL INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

The first aim of this experiment was to use factor analysis in the further

examination of metalinguistic awareness and its relationship to other

intellectual abilities. Because it was found that some tasks were rather easy

for the older children in Experiment I, this experiment focused only on 5 and 6

year olds.

An additional aim of the experiment was to examine the relationship

between metalinguistic awareness and five relevant background variables,

namely, Iength of time at preschool, length of time at primary school, aget sex

and parental education. The highest level of education attained by parents

was used as an index of SES. It was included because specific metalinguistic

tasks have been found to be related to SES (Bereiter & Englemann, 1966;

lfallach, Wallach, Dozier & Kaplan, 1977i Warren-Leubecker, 1985, 19871

Warren-Leubecker & Carter, 1988; Cito, 1987). The length of time at

preschool and at school were recorded, since children from the studied

population may spend up to 3 years at preschool, and primary schools may take

new intakes of children during various times of the year. In South Australia,

most children begin school at the age of 5 years, though a few children may

begin at the age of 6.

I
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Method

Subjects

The subjects were 71 Engtish-speaking children drawn from reception

classes and grade I classes in four public primary schools, located in a

predominantly middle class area of Adelaide, South Australia' Four children

f rom the initial sample of. 7 5 did not complete all the tasks due to frequent

absences from school, leaving 38 girls and 33 boys for analyses. The mean age

of the subjects was 5 years and 9 months (Sn=4 months)'

Arrangements for testing

parental consent was obtained for the children to take part, and a short

questionnaire concerned with background information was completed by

consenting parents. The obtained data included children's age, length of time

at preschool and school, and the educational level of parents' A five-point

scale was used to describe the highest level of education attained by each

parent: (1) only primary school; Q) high school but not to year 12; (3)

completed schooling to year L2 or obtained technical qualifications (e.8.,

plumber) but had not attained entry into university; (4) attained entry into

university; or (5) obtained tertiary qualifications (degree or diploma)'

Ten metalinguistic tasks and 12 standard tests (specified in detail below)

were administered to each child by the experimenter during school hours, in a

private room. Tasks and tests were given to the children in five sessions'

Each session lasted approximately 30 minutes and there was an interval of I to

4 days between adjacent sessions. Children's answers to all items were

recorded on answer sheets by the experimenter'
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Two test orders were emPloyed, Test Order A and Test Order B' This

was a rough check on order effects, though these were exPected to be small

given the short length of the sessions. Haif of the children in each school, and

half of the boys and half of the girls did each test order. The contents in the

two test orders, displayed in Table 6.1 were chosen in order that there would

be a variety of different tasks for the children, and so that the sessions would

last no more than ?O minutes to facilitate the children's concentration and

interest. The test orders were reverse orders with two exceptions. The

Animal House test was given first to atl the children in Session I as a "Play-

like" beginning. The four tests in Session I (Test Order A) or Session 5 (Test

Order B) from the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Inteliigence

(WeeSt; Wechsler, 1967), and the Receptive and Expressive tests from the

Northwestern Syntax Screening Test (ruSSf; Lee, I97I) were administered in

the standard order.

Metalinguistic tasks

A summary of the metalinguistic tasks employed in the present

experiment is given in Table 6.2. Five of the tasks remained unmodified from

Experiment 1: Word Discrimination, Word Length, Word Print, Word Renaming

and Word Order Correction. Word Order Judgement was not used here because

in Experiment I nearly half of the items had to be deleted. (These items

correlated negatively with the total scale.) Modifications were made to four

of the tasks which had been difficult for the younger Sroup: Phonemic

segmentation, tüord Referent, symbol substitution, and \üord unit. Last, a

new task, Supply Initial Consonant, was included to also assess phonemic

awareness. Details of the modifications made to the four tasks, and a

description of the new task are given below. The complete tasks are included
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Table 6.1 Contents of session s. and the two test orders in Experiment 2

Session Test Order A Test Order B

I

2

Animal House
Information
Geometric Design
Block Design

rWord Discrimination
Word Length
Picture Completion
Sentences
Word Renaming

'Word Print
Supply Initial Consonant
Northwestern SYntax

Screening Test-RecePtive
Northwestern SYntax

Screening Test-Expressive

Phonemic Segmentation
Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test
Word Referent
Word Order Correction

It/ord Reading
Symbol Substitution
Basic Number Skills
Word Unit

Animal House
Word Unit
Symbol Substitution
Word Reading

Word Order Correction
Word Referent
Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test

Phonemic Segmentation

Northwestern SYntax
Screening Test-RecePtive

Northwestern SYntax
Screening Test-RecePtive

Supply Initial Consonant
rüord Print

Word Renaming
Sentences
Picture Completion
Word Length
Iüord Discrimination

Information
Vocabulary
Geometric Design
Block Design

3

4

5
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Table 6.2 Metalinguist ic tasks employed in Experiment 2

Task Main Source Ability
Task
requirements

No. of
items

l. Word Discrimination

2. Word Length

3. Word Print

4, PhonemicSegmentätion

5. Supp.ly Initial Consonant

6, Word Referent

7. Word Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order

10. llord Unit

Bowey, Tunmer
& Pratt (1984)

Papandropoulou
& Sinclair (1974)

Watson (1979)

Understanding of
the term I'wordÍ

Judge between
one and two words

Judge between
iong and short words

Identify
missing sound

Tunmer
& Nesdale (1982)

Understanding of
the term rrword"

Awareness of
words in print

Awareness of phonemes

Stanovich, Cunningham Awareness of phonemes
& Cramer (1984)

Circle words
or letters

t0

Tap phonemes in words 16

L2

t2

12

l8

l0

t2

Piaget (1929)

Rosenblum
& Pinker (1983)

Ben-Zeev
(1977a, 1977b)

Pratt, Tunmer
& Bowey (1984)

Tunmer, Bowey
& crieve (1983)

Awareness of word-
referent relationship

Awareness of word-
referent relationship

Awareness of arbitrary
nàture of language

Awareness of word
order

Awareness of word

Explain arbitrary
nature of words

Answer questions

Substitute words in
sentences

Correct sentences

Tap words in
phrases

8

l8

Note: Tasks were scored as "number of correct items"i except thêt for Word Referent and Symbol Substitution,
items were scored out of 2, with I given for partially correct answers.
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in Appendix 6.1. As in Experiment l, all tasks were scored simply as the

number of correct resPonses' except where indicated'

Phonemic Seementation. Modifications were made to the instructions in

this task in order that the instructions would be more comprehensible.

Instructions in the first version were based on Tunmer and Nesdale's 0982)

task. The children were told that they were to taP words and they were

instructed: "I'm going to say some real words and some play words, and tap

them after I say themrr (Tunmer & Nesdale, L982, p. ?0Ð. The ta5k

instructions were then demonstrated. For example, for the word boot the

experimenter tapped three times and the children were asked: "Say boot. Now

tap it.n In the revised instructions here, the children were told that they were

to tap out the sounds, and demonstrations were also used but the requirements

of the task were explained in more detail. For example, for the item Þ!' the

experimenter tapped three times, and explained "I tapped three times because

there were three sounds" and the sounds were spelt out. No changes were

made to the item content or the scoring procedure'

Word Referent. The revised task consisted of eight items which were all

concerned with nonsense or foreign names. It was noted that the children in

Experiment I found these types of items generally easier, and thus more

f requently gave "nonrigidrr answers which reflected a I'playfult or an

"arbitraryrr attitude towards language. The previous scoring procedure was

used; the maximum possible score was 16.
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Symbol Substitution. First, in order to help the children understand the

requirements of the task, three simple practice trials were introduced and

corrective feedback was provided on these (e.g., "For this game the way we

say mum is to say 5!3¡!r so how do we say Mum is working?). In the previous

version no practice items had been included, since it was based on a task

developed by Ben-Zeev 0977a) which also had not included any practice items.

Second, to reduce the difficulty of the task, several shorter sentences were

included. The modified task consisted of 10 items which were scored as in

Experiment 1; the maximum possible score on the test was 20.

word unit. The items of word unit in Experiment I consisted entirely of

compound phrases. Tunmer, Bowey and Grieve (1933) have found that children

aged between 5 and 7 years have less difficulty in separating noncompound

phrases as compared with compound phrases. Thus, in order to reduce the

difficulty of this task, six noncompound phrases (half were two-word phrases

and the other half were three-word phrases as in the previous task) were added

to the 12 items. Half of the new phrases began with stressed functors (e.g.,

her new table), and half began with unstressed functors (".8., the police)' No

other change was made.

Supply Initial Consonant. This task was introduced in the present

experiment to assess further phonemic awareness. It was adopted from a task

used by Stanovich, Cunningham and Cramer (1984) which was found to be of

moderate difficulty, to have high reliability, and to have a high positive

loading on a general factor of phonemic awareness.
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The children were presented with a pair of words which were identical

except that the initial sound had been deleted from the second word, and they

were required to say what the missing sound was (e.g., meal/eel). The children

were given three practice trials with corrective feedback, followed by l2 test

items.

Standard tests

A brief summary of the 12 standard tests is given in Table 6.3. They

covered various aspects of intellectual development, including verbal abilities'

sensory-motor skills, and reading and numerical achievement. Seven tests

were from the rüPPSI: Information, Vocabulary, Sentences' Animal House,

Picture Completion, Geometric Design, and Block Design. Both the Receptive

and Expressive tests from the NSST were used to assess the development of

syntax. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) Form M was used (Dunn

& Dunn, 1981), and finally, two tests were used from the British Ability Scales;

Basic Number Skills (Test Form B) and Word Reading (Test Form A). For each

test, standard instructions and raw scores were used; the maximum possible

raw score for each test is shown in Table 6.3.
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Tabìe 6.1 Summarv of standard tests emDloved in Experiment 2

Task Main Source Ability
No, of
items

Maximum
raw Score

Task
requirements

t.

)

?

4.

5,

6.

7,

8.

9.

I0.

ll,

t2,

Information

Vocabulary

Sentences

AnimaI House

Picture Completion

Geometric Design

Block Design (1967)

NSST-Receptive

NSST-Expressive

PPVT

Basic Number Skiils

Word Reading

Wechsler (1967) Knowledge of
environment

Wechsler (l 967) Expressive
vocabulary

wechsler (1967) Memory and
comprehension

Vechsler (1967) Learning and
memory

Vechsler (l 967)

Answer factual
questions

Explain meanings
of words

Listen to and
repeat sentences

Associate coloured
pegs with animals

Detect missing
part in pictures

Copy designs from
test booklet

Reproduce designs
from models

Select pictures
for sentences

Explain pictures
using sentences

Select pictures
for words

Answer questions

Read words

Wechsler (l 967)

Wechsler (l 967)

Lee (1971)

Lee (1971)

Dunn & Dunn
(lesl)

Elliot (l98la)

Visual organization
and memory

Perceptual and
visual-motor
organization

Perceptual and
spatial organization

Receptive syntax

Expressive syntax

Receptive vocabulary

Pre-numerical and
numerical skills

23

44

?0

70

21

28

20

40

40

t75

34

90

21

22

I1

20

21

l0

l0

40

40

175

34

90Elliot (1983a) Reading
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Results and Discussion

Preliminary analyses

Differences between boys and girls, and between subgroups having

different test-orders, were first examined. A multivariate analysis of

variance (using Hotelling's T2) was calculated with the scores from the l0

metalinguistic tasks and 12 standard tests as the set of dependent measurest

and with sex and the order of test presentation as independent variables. Both

main effects and the interaction effects of sex and test-order were not

significant overall at the .05 level, as shown in Table 6.4. Therefore all the

subsequent analyses were conducted on the total sample'

Table 6.4 Sex and test-order d ifferences in Experiment 2

Effect 72 F(22, 46) p

Sex

Test Order

Sex by Test Order

.73

.79

.46

1.53

t.65

0.96

>.05

>.05

>.05

Descriptive statistics for metalinguistic tasks

Children's scores on each metalinguistic task were converted to a

percentage of the possible total score, in order that the relative difficulty of

each task could be examined. In the case of the unchanged tasks, comparisons

could be made with the results obtained in Experiment l. The reliability of

each task was assessed by computing Cronbach alpha coefficients, as in
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Experiment l. Both the mean'percentage correct, scores and the reliabilities

of the tasks are given in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 Descr ve statistics for metali tasks in enl 2

Task

Mean
percentage
correct

No. of
items

Cronbach's
alphaSD

l. V/ord Discrimination

2. Word Length

3. V/ord Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. Supply Initial Consonant

6. Word Referent

7. Word Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order Correction

10. tùt¡ord Unit

67.25

68.54

5?.80

28.43

68.1 9

74.r6

65.1 8

27.18

52.35

64.24

21.14

2r.60

?0.25

27.50

37.65

18.48

22.56

22.10

24.45

27.69

T2

L2

l0

T6

T2

8

l8

l0

T2

l8

.68

.68

.87

.83

.95

.60

.88

.88

.78

.90

The most difficult metalinguistic tasks (that is, with mean rrpercentage

correctn scores of less than 50 per cent), were Phonemic Segmentation, Word

Referent, and Symbol Substitution. Two other relatively difficult tasks were

Word Print and Word Order Correction, whilst the remaining tasks were all of

moderate difficulty.
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Retiabitities for all tasks range from moderate to high, and on the whole

they were very satisfactory for this SrouP of 5 and 6 year olds. The inter-

scorer reliability of Word Referent was also assessed for five items in the task

which required explanatory answers since the scoring of these items requires

some degree of subjectivity unlike the test items in the other metalinguistic

tasks (u.g., after the child was asked rrCan a cat be called a gat?", s/he was

asked to justify the answer). (The scoring criteria for rüord Referent is

described fully in Appendix 5.2.) Childrenrs answers were scored by the author

and an independent scorer. The correlation obtained between the two sets of

scores was fairly high, .83, thus demonstrating that the inter-scorer reiiability

for Word Referent is satisfactory. The authorrs scores were used for all

subsequent analyses.

Overall, the present group of children performed at a lower level on the

metalinguistic tasks in comparison to the Group I children from Experiment l.

For example, on Word Discrimination (which was unchanged from Experiment

l) the Group I children in Experiment I obtained a mean percentage score of

79.L7, whilst the children in the present experiment obtained a mean

percentage score of. 67.25. The children in this experiment were slightly

younger, on average two months younger, and they were tested during the first

four months of their school year (February to June). The children in

Experiment I were tested during the last three months of the school year (mid

September to December) and on average they had spent at least three months

longer at school. Thus, the differences between the children's performance in

this experiment and that of the Group I children in Experiment I may be

attributed to age and schooling effects. In fact, both age and length of time

at school correlated positively and signif icantly with several of the

metalinguistic tasks as can be seen in Table 6.6 below.
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Four tasks used in Experiment I were modified here, in order that they

might be easier for the children. However, in general, the children's

performance on three of these tasks was not improved: Phonemic

segmentation, word Referent, and symbol substitution. only word unit was

found to be tess difficult for this group of children. In word unit, additional

items, noncompound-word phrases, were included of the type which Tunmer,

Bowey and Grieve (1933) had found to be easier for young children.

Intercorrelations

Correlations were computed among all 27 variables included in this

experiment. In addition, since a large number of correlations were calculated'

a preliminary check was undertaken of the overall significance of the total

correlation matrix using Sakoda, Cohen and Beall's (1954) method' There were

244 out of. ?51significant correlations at the .05 level, and on an experiment-

wide basis, this proportion has a null-hypothesis of ('01'

Of interest first are the correlations among the l0 metalinguistic tasks.

These as shown in Table 6.6 were all positive, and several were moderate and

significant, as in Experiment l. Correlations among the metalinguistic tasks

and the l2 standard tests, as shown in Table 6.7 were also generally positive,

moderate and significant.
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Table 6.6 tions a tic tasks in 2 7lI

Variable 2?45678910

l. Word Discrimination

2. Word Length

?. Word Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. Supply Initial Consonant

6. Word Referent

7. Word Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order Correction

10. Word Unit

.64 .0?

.02

.28

.25

.42

.25

.18

.18

.25

.?r

.05

.r1

.rl

.?r

.24

.26

.t7

.15

.51

.51

.52

.27

.?6

.29

.50

.4?

.50

.56

.41

.70

.25

.t9

.59

.44

.42

.57

.10

.24

.27

.?t

.55

.t9

.4t

.52

Note: r ).19, p (.05; r ).26, p (.01 (one-tailed tests)'
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Tabte 6.7 Correlation metalinsuistic tasks ståndàrd tests in 2 (N=71)

Variable ll 12 13 l4 l5 16 17 lE 19 20 21 22

l. Word Discrimination

2. Word Length

3. Word Print

4. Phonemic SeSmentation

5. Supply Initial Consonant

6. Vord Referent

7. Vord Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Vord Order Correction

10. Word Unit

I L Information

12. Vocabulary

I 3. Sentences

14. Animal House

15. Picture Completion

16. Geometric Design

17. Block Design

I 8, NSST-Receptive

I 9. NSST-Expressive

20. PPVT

21. Basic Number Skills

22. \lord Reading

.)9

.47

.4t

.16

.21

.27

.14

.41

.49

.42

.t2

.)o

.50

.20

.t9

.19

.26

.41

.41

.45

.62

.49

.21

.t5

.t7

.2t

.29

.18

.20

.47

.r7

.r2

.29

.28

.22

.44

.29

.40

.09

.t6

.25

.t2

.4t

.3E

.to

.41

.40

.46

.t7

.27

.t5

.?9

.14

.tt

.r0

.18

.43

.19

.42

.14

-2t

.07

-t4

.t6

.rt

,19

.19

.10

.ll

,10

.to

-21

.19

-tl
,ll

-26

,12

.40

.r7

-42

.4t

.r7

.52

.26

.14

.19

.il

.5t

.5t

.47

.45

.57

.54

.tt

.47

.47

.tl

.56

.52

.59

.24

.2t

.24

.47

.65

.5t

.47

.46

.5t

.52

.t?

.44

.42

.2E

.71

.47

.5t

.52

.t2

.t2

.22

.40

.5t

.61

.45

.6t

.56

.56

.4t

.47

.t6

.2t

.55

.57

.65

.70

.61

.t0

.1t

.27

.T)

.59

.4t

.57

,41

.40

.40

.4t

.40

.47

.tt

.50

.56

.51

.69

.52

.5t

.5'

.t2

.16

.26

.t9

.69

.56

.5t

.40

.49

.45

.5t

.42

.60

.t7

.55

.62

.67

.17

.41

.45

.2E

.07

.29

.t2

.50

.60

.to

.44

Note: r).19, p(.05; r).26, p('01 (one-tailed tests)'
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In addition, the majority of the metalinguistic tasks and the standard

tests correlated positively and significantly with age and length of time at

school, as shown in Table 6.8. These results are Eenerally consistent with

previous research which has found metalinguistic awareness to be related both

to age (e.g., Saywitz &. Wilkinson, 1982) and to school grade (e.g., \üarren-

Leubecker, 1985). At school teachers talk a lot about words, sounds and other

linguistic units and this may facilitate children's metalinguistic awareness

(Garton & Pratt, 1939). Furthermore, it may be noted that one of the primary

academic activities which much time is devoted to at school is reading, and

the relationship between metalinguistic awareness and reading is a well

documented one (Calfee, Lindamood & Lindamood, 1973i Downing' 1984;

Tunmer, Herriman & Nesdale, 1988; Bowey, 1988)'

The nature of the relationship between metalinguistic awareness and

reading has been frequently addressed, but the differing theoretical views and

varied empirical data have given rise to controversy. It has been argued that

metalinguistic awareness plays a casual role in the acquisition of reading

(Tunmer & Bowey, 1984; Torneus, 1984; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987); that

metalinguistic awareness is mainly the result of learning to read (Donaldson,

1978; Valtin, t984a); and that the relationship is reciprocal (Perfetti, Beck,

Bell & Hughes, 1987¡ Garton & Pratt, l9S9). In the last case, it has been

proposed that metalinguistic awareness both plays a role in learning to read

and is facilitated by learning to read.
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tasks

.t
I

,t

¡

*
fl

ù

var

Variable 21 24 25 26 27 Mean SD

l. Word Discrimination

2, Vord Length

3, Word Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. Supply Initiàl Consonant

6. Word Referent

7, Word Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order Correction

10. Word Unit

ll. Information

12, Vocabulary

I 3, Sentences

14. Animal House

15, Picture Completion

16. Geometric Design

17, Block Design

I8. NSST-Receptive

I 9, NSST-Expressive

20. PPVl

21, Basic Number Skills

22. word Reading

23. Age

24. Length of time at preschool

25. Length of time at school

26, Mother's education

27. Father's education

.44

.t6

.14

.16

.tt

.29

.09

-2t

.77

.30

.t2

.29

,07

.24

.tl

.5'

.25

.16

.27

.t2

.42

.54

.15

,17

.0E

-.17

-.09

-,02

.t5

,06

,00

.13

,t5

.01

.07

.ll

.12

.02

.10

.07

.00

,09

.15

.t2

-.01

.57

.47

.4t

.12

.J5

.l I

.10

.44

.J'

.t9

.18

.3t

.22

.18

.22

.47

-26

.19

.45

.r2

.4?

.Jt

.6)

-,07

.00

.21

.11

.04

.20

-.01

.05

.22

.05

,07

.22

.27

.tt
,t1

.20

-,04

.ll
,06

,10

.16

,t)
.18

-.t9

.t4

.07

-.0 I

.ll

-,07

.07

.06

,05

.24

.07

-.05

.09

.20

.11

.20

-.01

,t6

-.12

.ll

.04

.05

.17

.18

.13

_. l6

.t9

-.09

.4t

8.07

8.25

5.38

4.55

8. l8

5.47

11.71

4.68

6.28

I I.56

14.12

15.07

t4.78

50.21

t4.54

t3.96

t4.20

28.59

28.7t

6E.7E

2t.16

t3.94

5.77

13.E2

6.06

2.80

?.44

2.54

2,59

3.03

1.7 6

4.52

2.96

4.06

4.42

2.93

4.99

2.40

6.EE

4.76

8,17

1.47

4.92

1.07

4.26

4.E5

11.t2

5.18

16.81

.?8

4.30

1.94

t.t7

1,22

Note: r).I9, p(.05; r).26, p(,01 (one-tailed tests).
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Further correlations were computed to examine the relationship among

the metalinguistic tasks and the standard tests independently of both the

effects of age and schooling; to this end age and length of time at school were

partialled out. The resulting partial correlations are displayed in Tables 6'9

and 6.10. As would be expected, partial correlations among the metalinguistic

tasks and the standard tests were lower than the simple correlations, but

several coeff icients remained moderate and signif icant. For example,

amongst the metalinguistic tasks, 28 of. the 45 correlations were significant at

the .05 level.

Table 6.9 Correlations amon m tasks in E iment 2 with

I
frrl
¡û

{x

,{

È

I
t'

i
t
I

'l

I
I

I
I

out

Variable 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0

l. líord Discrimination

2. Word Length

?. V/ord Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. Supply Initial Consonant

6. Word Referent

7. V/ord Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order Correction

10. Word Unit

.5t .71 -.06

.?9 -.06

.25

.04

.?o

.10

.r3

.t I

.2t

.28

.01

.06

.20

.21

.14

.26

.04

.t7

.76

.38

.41

.t9

.25

.28

.47

.70

.41

.4E

.78

.19

.17

.14

.54

.28

.29

.48

.05

.ll

.24

.27

.47

.?0

Note: r ).19, p (.05; r ).26, p (.01 (one-tailed tests).
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Table 6. l0 tàsks

I

i
r
'!

I

I
I

Variable lt 12 13 t4 15 L6 t7 18 19 20 21 22

l. Word Discrimination

2. tJVord Length

1. Word Print

4, Phonemic Segmentation

5, Supply Initial Consonant

6. Word Referent

7. Word Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order Correction

10. Word Unit

I l. Inf ormation

12. Vocabulary

13. Sentences

14. Animal House

15. Picture Completion

16. Geometric Design

17, Block Design

18, NSST-Receptive

19. NSST-Expressive

20. PPVT

21. Basic Number Skills

22. Word Reading

.16 .20

.45 .27

.46 .)4

.t) .25

.r6 -.08

.27 .26

.09 .24

.3t .41

.4t .17

.t9 .55

.41

.77 -.01

.20 .17

.t3 .2t

.05 .07

,05.18

,17 .20

.09 ,12

.t9 .12

.to .2t

.2) .tl

.42 .08

.14 .12

.47 .01

.12 .25

,02

.21 .26

.06 .2t

.08 .42

.06 .2t

.ot -.02

.04 .t2

.26 .24

. t4 .44

.0 t .50

.2J .t7

,06 .42

.r7 .t9

,07 .53

.t6 .26

.12 .41

.t4 .3t

.22

.26

.24

.47

.19

.14

.22

.20

.t6

.42

.42

.60

.46

,12

.29

.72

.25

.2t

,t3

.19

.44

.tt

.26

.27

.2t

.21

.4t

.40

.50

.21

.t5

.2t

.t9

.56

.48

.t7

.44

.4t

.4t

.29

.¡l

.22

.19

.6t

.15

.50

.44

.29

.22

.16

.t7

.52

.55

.r6

.62

.49

.55

.t6

.4t

.08

.20

.49

.52

.t5

.42

.42

.2E

.22

.19

.46

.6t

.46

.4'

.?7

.rt

.4t

.49

.r4

.47

.2t

.44

.55

-61

.4E

.59

.49

.0t

.20

,t9

.19

.4t

.t4

.45

.¡o

.21

.3t

.t7

.x)

.22

.20

.t,

.4t

.42

.5E

t:

fi

Note: r).19, p(.05; ù.26, pZ-}l (one-tailed tests).
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Several of the metalinguistic tasks and the standard tests also correlated

positively and significantly with parental education, as shown in Table 6'8'

These results are consistent with other studies which have often found a

significant effect for SES on cognitive tests' in favour of children from high or

middle SES backgrounds (Robinson, 1978; Dines, 1979; Tlzard & Hughes' 1984

rùUells, 1985; Gottfried, 1985; Cito, 1987). However, there is much controversy

about how such findings are to be explained and whether parents from high or

middle sES backgrounds provide a more stimulating and enriching linguistic

environment for their children than parents from low SES backgrounds' For

example, Tizard and Hughes rePort some commonly held beliefs that "working-

class children are barely talked to by their parentsrr and that "working-class

mothers never play with their children, and that they fail to answer their

questions,' (Tizard & Hughes, 1984, pp. L?5-136\. Contrary to these views

Tizard and Hughes have found no I'social class differences in the amount of

mother-child talk, the length of conversations, the frequency and nature of the

mother's questions and controlling remarks, or the amount that mothers played

with their children" (p. 158). However, Tizard and Hughes did find some more

subtle differences between "middle-class mothers" and "working class

mothersrr which may account for the superior performance of children from

higher sES backgrounds on various cognitive tests. They found that:

,,... middle-class mothers tended to make some frequent uses of language

for complex purposes, and used a wider vocabulary in talking to their children'

They more often gave their children information, of a wider ran8et and they

more often took a role in their imaginative play. They also took their

children's 'ìíhy' questions more seriously than working-class mothers, that is'

they less often ignored them and more often gave them adequate answers"

(p. 15s).
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Factor analyses

Following the correlation analyses, two maximum-likelihood factor

analyses were performed using the Joreskog and Lawley technique of

extraction within the FACTOR program of SPSS-X (SPSS Inc', 1986)' The first

analysis included only the lO metalinguistic tasks, while the second included

these plus the 12 standard tests. The effects of age and schooling had been

partialled out in both cases, prior to entering correlations into the factor

analyses.

In each factor analysis the number of extracted factors was determined

by two criteria, both of which had to be satisfied. The first was Kaiser's

criterion; only initial factors having eigenvalues Sreater than one were

retained. The second criterion used was the Chi-square statistic derived from

the residual correlation matrix, as provided by maximum-likelihood factor

analysis. If the Chi-square value is nonsignificant following extraction of a

given number of factors, then this impties that the fit of the factor model is

good, and it would then be inappropriate to extract further factors.

In both analyses, the two-factor solution was accepted, and reported

results are for the unrotated solution since rotation did not assist

interpretation. For the first factor analysis, loadings are shown in Table 6'11'

The chi-square statistic testing the residuals after the extraction of two

factors was nonsignificant, X2=3L.25, 26 d.f.., p).20. Factor I accounted for

39.3o/o of the total variance, and was interpreted as indicating general

metalinguistic ability. It gained high positive loadings on five tasks (tüord

Discrimination, 'lüíord Length, tüord Print, Symbol substitution, word order

Correction and Word Unit), and low positive loadings on three tasks (Supply

Initiat Consonant, Word Referent and Word Renaming)'

i, l
t'

I

t
t
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V

I
I
I
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only Phonemic segmentation had an approximately zero loading on

Factor I, reflecting its generally low correlations with the other tasks'

Phonemic Segmentation also correlated poorly with some of the metalinguistic

tasks in Experiment 1. This isolation of Phonemic Segmentation may have

been due to the predominance of tasks involving whole words in the battery'

In addition, supply Initial consonant had a low loading on the general Factor I'

which again reflected its low correlations with the other tasks generally' Both

supply Initial consonant and Phonemic segmentation were used to assess

phonemic awareness, but the correlations between the two tasks was Poor'

Other studies have reported moderate to high correlations among various

phonemic awareness measures (u.8., YoPP, l98S)'

Table 6.1I Factor loadin for l0 m ic tasks in E iment 2

I

I

Factor I Factor IIVariable

l. Word Discrimination

2. Word Length

?. llord Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. Supply Initial Consonant

6. 'Word Referent

7. Word Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order Correction

10. Word Unit

.57

.67

.60

.00

.25

.75

.32

.70

.59

.57

-.06

-.06

.25

1.00

.t?

.01

.26

.20

.38

.05

Note: For Phonemic Segmentation, the loadings to 4 decimal places were

-.OOlI and '9995 resPectivelY'
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Factor II accounted for onty 13.4o/o of the total variance and was not

usefully identified. It was a simple binary factor dominated by an extremely

high positive loading on Phonemic Segmentation and a moderate positive

loading on Word Order Correction. Only Factor I appeared to be relevant to

the identification of metaiinguistic awareness, and on the basis of this analysis'

metalinguistic ability appeared to be a relatively unitary dimension, at least so

far as word units are involved. such a finding is likely to be contingent on the

use of reliable measures, suited to discriminate for the age-level involved'

The second factor analysis was conducted to examine the factorial

relationship between the metalinguistic tasks and the standard tests. A two

factor solution was again found to be appropriate. In the analysis of

nonsignificant residuals, X2=206.53, 188=d.f., p).I7. Factor loadings are

shown in Table 6.12. The first factor accounted for ?2.70/o of the total

variance and was interpreted as a very Seneral dimension of intellectual

ability. The factor had moderate to high positive loadings on most variables.

The broad range of the factor is demonstrated by high loadings on measures of

verbal abilities (e.g., PPVT, .77), number skills (u.8., Basic Number Skills, '78),

reading achievement (e.g., Word Reading, .64) and metalinguistic abilities

(".g., Symbol Substitutionr.TS). As Thorndike, Hagen and Sattler (1986, p' 6)

stated, referring to the general ability factor, g: "Like a phoenix, it keeps

rising from its ashes and will no doubt continue to be an enduring part of our

psychometric theorY".

Factor II accounted for only 4.9o/o of the total variancet and was a

bipolar factor which weakly reflected a verbal/nonverbal distinction. The

factor had negative, moderate loadin8s on two verbal tests from the !ü/PPSI
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Table 6.12 Factor load f 10m tic tasks and 12 tests
ent

Variable Factor I Factor II

l. Word Discrimination

2. tùíord Length

?. Word Print

4. Phonemic Segmentation

5. Supply Initial Consonant

6. Word Referent

7. Word Renaming

8. Symbol Substitution

9. Word Order Correction

10. Word Unit

I l. Information

12. Vocabulary

13. Sentences

14. Animal House

15. Picture ComPletion

16. Geometric Design

17. Block Design

18. NSST-RecePtive

19. NSST-Expressive

20. PPVT

21. Basic Number Skills

22, Word Reading

.48

.56

.6?

.29

.24

.?t

.41

.73

.67

.56

.66

.58

.66

.50

.52

.?6

.27

.66

.74

.77

.78

.64

-.06

.00

-.12

.0?

.r3

-.0?

.27

.20

-.r3

.05

-.40

-.20

-.38

.25

-.21

.47

.27

-.1 I

.01

-.10

.?5

.12
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(Information and Sentences), and positive, moderate loadings on one nonverbal

test (Geometric Design), and Basic Number Skitls. Such a distinction has

frequently been found (Sattler, 1982)-

Overall, the results f rom this experiment support the notion of a

"general metalinguistic ability" in children, and the data are broadly consistent

with the results obtained in Experiment l. From the second factor analysis it

was concluded that the metalinguistic tasks reflected general intellectual

ability. The tasks were not factorialty distinct from other tests of intellectual

abilities, and were not clearly related to a verbal/nonverbal distinction. This

kind of consistency with other intellectual and scholastic abilities has been

suggested by earlier small-scale studies (".8., Smith & Tager-Flusberg, 1982\.

In addition the results from this experiment have indicated that metalinguistic

abilities are related to age, schooling and parental education, as are other

intellectual abilities.

Up to this point the thesis has been concerned with previous research and

preliminary empirical work on metalinguistic awareness. The next chapter

focuses on past studies which have addressed one of the other main topics

included in this thesis, that is, the effects of bilingualism on creativity.
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CHAPTER 7 CREATIVITY AND BILINGUALISM

The majority of researchers who have investigated the effects of

bilingualism on creativity have employed the Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking (ffCf; Torrance, !962, 1966' 1974ù. In fact these have been by far

the most frequently used creativity tests uP to date, as noted by Lissitz and

Willhoft (1985, p. l):

"of all the instruments contained in the Eighth Mental Measurements

yearbook (Buros, 1978), the TTCT ranked 24th in total number of references

and had the most references of all tests of creativity'r. A cummulative

bibtiography of the vast amount of work that has been done with the TTCTs

has also been provided by Torrance, Dogan and Horng (1981)'

The TTCTs' popularity is most likely due to the fact that they cover a

wide age range, primary school through to college. Moreover, Torrance

presents a broad conceptualisation of creativity which he has defined as:

'ra process of becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies, gaps in

knowledge, missing elements, disharmonies, and so on; identifying the

difficulty; searching for solutions, making Suesses, or formulating hypotheses

about the deficiencies: testing and retesting these hypotheses and possibly

modifying and retesting them; and finally communicating the results"

(Torrance, 1974a, p. S).

The TTCT include two Verbal tests forms (Torrance, 1974b, 1974c) and

two Figural test forms (Torrance, I972a, I974d). All tests are timed and have

standard instructions. The Verbal forms require 45 minutes of testing time

and they include these five subtests: Ask-and-Guess Activities; Product
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Improvement Activity; Unusual Uses Activities; Unusual Questions Activity;

and Just Suppose Activity. The Figural forms reguire 30 minutes of testing

time and they include these three subtests: Picture construction Activity;

Incomplete Figures Activity; and Repeated Figures Activity' Alt subtests may

be scored for fluency (the number of relevant responses); flexibility (the

number of different categorical responses)i originality (based on the statistical

infrequency and appropriateness of ideas produced); and elaboration (the

number of details given in elaborating the resPonses). On the whole,

intercorrelations among these scores have been high, and extensive evidence

has been provided for testsrconstruct and predictive validity (Torrance, 1966,

1967, Lg72b, 197 4a, 1981a).

More recently, Torrance Q979) and Torrance and Hall (1980) have

experimented with new scoring procedures for the TTCT, which attemPt to

capture aspects of creativity that fall outside the realm of cognitive style.

Some of these new scores have been studied in relation to the well known

scores (".g., fluency) by Heausler and Thompson (1988)' but overall the new

scores do not appear to provide any additional information.

Twelve bilingual studies which have examined the TTCT are summarised

in Table Z.l. Included in this table are also eight studies which have examined

other creativity tests, but like the TTCT, they are divergent thinking tests and

in each case the subjects were required to produce as many ideas as they

could. In addition, it needs to be noted that many of these bilingual studies

have been criticised on methodological grounds (Baker, 1988), as have many of

the bilingual studies which have examined measures of metalinguistic

awareness (Chapter 3). Nevertheless, the majority of studies in Table 7.1 do
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lend some support for the view that bilingualism promotes creativity as

assessed by divergent thinking tests, in that, a bilingual superiority has often

been found. Only two of the studies reviewed have provided no evidence for a

bilingual advantage on any of the examined measures (Gowan & Torrance,

1965i Withey, 1974). There is one further study cited in the literature by

Baker (1988) which has reported no bilingual advantage on creativity tests'

This unpublished study was conducted by Anisfeld in 1964, but it is not

included in Table 7.1 because details concerning the subjects or the tests used

are not given bY Baker.

Although, a bilingual superiority has frequently been found on creativity

tests, as on metalinguistic tasks, only five of the studies reviewed here may be

interpreted as providing some support for the Threshold Theory. These five

studies included bilinguals who were proficient in both of their languages

(Lambert, Just & Segatowitz, 1970; Carringer, I974i Holtzman, 1980; Okoh,

l98O; Alvarez, 1934). In ten of the other studies, the subjects' degree of

bilingualism was not assessed (Gowan & Torrance, I965i Jacobs & Pierce'

1966i Torrance, Wu, Gowan & Aliotti, 1970; Landry, 197?a, 1977b, 1974; Price-

williams & Ramire z 1ll, 1977; Chorney, 1978; Kessler & Quinn, 1980' I9S7)'

It/hilst, the remaining five studies included balanced bilinguals who had

attained a comparable level of proficiency in both of their langua8es' but not

necessarily a high level (Withey, 1974; Cummins & Gulustan, 1974; Srivastava

& Khatoon, 1980; Wang, 1982; Koulos, 1936). This same pattern of results was

observed in the bilingual studies which included measures of metalinguistic

awareness.
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Table 7.1 Summarv of ua-l studies which have included creativitv measures

Study Subj ects Creativity measures
Summary of
main results

Gowan & Torrance
( l e65)

Jacobs & Pierce
(te66)

Torrance, Wu,
Gorvan & Aliotti
(le7o)

Cummins & Culustan
(197 4)

5t. LambertProject French-Engìishbilinguals
(Lambert, Just & English monolinguals
Segatowitz, 1970; FrenchmonolinguaÌs
Lambert & Tucker, Cohort I were studied from grade 3

1972: Lambert, through to 6

Tucl<er & d'Anglejan, Cohort 2 were studied from grade 3

l97J; l\ruck, Lambert through to 6

& Tucker, 1974,1977\

Landry (1973a) Second language learners
(details not given)

English monolinguals
Grades 2, 4, 5 and 6

Landry (1973b) Second language learners
(details not given)

English monolinguals
Grades 2, 4, 5 and 6

Landry (l 974) Second language learners
(details not given)

English monolinguals
Grades l, 4 and 6

Spanish-English bilinguals
Spanish monolinguals
Mean age of subjects
was 15.2 years

Carringer ( I 974)

withey (1974) German-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between l2 and l4 years

Product Improvement ànd Bilingual superiority for
Unusual Uses from Verbai girls only in grades 4,
TTCT (Form version not given) 5 and 6

Scored for fluency and
flexibility

Chinese-English bilinguals
Malay-Engli sh biÌinguals
Tamil-English bilinguals
Chinese monolinguals
lrlalay monolinguals
Tamil monolinguals
English monolinguals
Crades 3, 4, 5 and 6

Bilinguals spoke Czechoslovakian,
Polish, Cerman, Creek or
Spanish and English
English monolinguals
Grades 5 and 6

Malay-Engìish bilingua.ls
Chinese-English bilinguals
Chinese monolinguals
li4alay monolinguals
Grades 3, 4 and 5

French-English biìinguals
English monolinguals
Grade 6

Figural TTCT
(Form version not given)

Monolingual superiority

lVords Meanings test
Uses test
Scored for fìuency

BilinguaÌ superiority on
Uses test but statistical
significance was not assessed

Figural TTCT, Form A
Scored for fluency, flexibility
originality, and elaboration

Cohort I were given Unusual
Uses and Consequences tests
in grades 3, 4 and 5; and
Lines and Patterns tests
in grade 6

Cohort 2 were given Unusual
Uses and Consequences tests
in grades 2, 3 and 4; Lines
and Patterns tests in grades
5 and 6; and Unusual Uses
and Similarities tests
in grade 6

Scored for fluency

Incomplete Figures and Circìes
from Figural TTCT
(Form version not given)

Scored for fluency and
flexibility

Verbal and FiguraÌ TTCTs
(Form version not given)

Scored for fluency,
flexibility and originality

Incomplete Figures and
Repeatecl Figures from
Figural TTCT, Form A

Product Improvement and
Unusual Uses from Verbal
TTCT, Form B

Scored for fluency,
flexibility and originality

Verbal TTCT' Form B
Scored for f-tuency,
flexibility and originality

Uses test scored for fluency,
flexiblity and originality

Patterns test scored for
flexibility and originality

Monolingual superiority on
fluency in each grade, on
flexibility ìn grades 3 and
4, and on originality in
grade 3

Bilingual superiority on
flexibility in grade 3 and
on elaboration in grade 4

Cohort I showed a bilingual
superiority on the Unusual
Uses test in grade 3 and
5 and on the Lines and
Patterns tests in grade 6

Cohort 2 showed a bilingual
superiority on the
Consequences test in
grade 4

Bilingual superiority in
grades 4, 5 and 6

Bilingual superiority in
grades 4 and 6

Bilingual superiority on
verbal flexibility, verbal
originality, f igural fluency
and figural originality

No bilingual advantate

Bilingual superiority on
the Uses orignality
score
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Tabte 7.1

Study Subjects Creativity measures
Summary of
main results

Price-Williams &
Râmirez lll (1977)

Chorney (l 978)

Holrzmdn (1980)

okoh (l 980)

Kessler & Quinn
( l e80)

Sriv¿stava &
Khatoon ( I 980)

wang (1982)

Alvarez (1984)

Kouìos (1986)

Kessler & Quinn
( l e87)

Spanish-English bilinguals
French-EngIish bilinguaÌs
English monolinguals
Grade 4

Ukranian-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between 6 and 9 Years

Spanish-English bilinguals
Spanish monolinguals
Engiish monoìinguals
Aged between 9 and l2 years

Yorubo-English bilinguals
Welsh-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Aged between 9 and ll Years

Italian-English bilinguals
Spanish-English bilinguals
English monolinguals
Grade 6

Kannada-Engiish bilinguals
Kannada monolinguals
Grade 8

Chinese-Engl.ish bilinguals
English mono.linguals
Aged between l2 and l5 years

Spanish-English bilinguals
Aged between 5 and l0 Years

Greek-EngÌish bilinguals
EngÌish monolinguals
Aged between 12 and l3 Years

Spanish-English bilinguaÌs
English monolinguals
Grade 6

Unusual Uses test
Scored for fluency
and flexibility

Figural TTCT, Form A
Scored for fluency,

f lexìbi.lity, originality
and elaboration

Figural TTCT, Form A
Just Suppose and Unusual Uses
from Verbal TTCT, Form A

Unusual. Uses from Verbal
TTCT, Form B

Scored for fluency and
flexibility

Word Meanings test
Uses of ob.iects test
Instances test
Picture Construction and
Picture Completion from
Figural TTCT, Form B

Scored for fluency, flexibilitY,
originality and elaboration

Science test which involved
generating hYPotheses

Scored for quaÌity and
syntactic complexity

Verbal creativity test scored
for fluency, flexibility and
originality

Nonverbal creâtvity test
scored for originality and
elaboration
(Detaiis of tests not given)

Controlled Association test
Opposites test
Making Sentences test
Arranging Vords test
Rewriting test
Topics test
Themes test
Different Uses test
Ornamentation test
Elaboration test
Hidden Patterns test
Copying test
Scored for fluency

Figural TTCT, Form A
Scored for fluency,
f lexibility, originality
and elaboration

Verbal TTCT, Form B
Scored for fluency'
f lexibility, originality
and eiaboration

Science test which
involved generating
hypotheses

Scored for quality,
syntactic complexitY
an<J ttumber of metaPhors

Biìingual superiority
for boys only

Bilingual superiority on
fluency, fÌexiblity and
originality

Prof icient bilirrguals
perf ormed signif icantly
better than nonprof icient
bilinguals on verbal fluency
on verbal fluency

Spanish monolinguals
performed signif icantly
better than aÌl other
groups on figural fluency
and flexibility

Bilingual superiority on
total verbal creativity
and on verbal originality

Bilingual superiority

Biìingual superiority f or
both boys and girls on
verbal flexibility
Bilingual superiority for
boys oniy on verbal fluency

Bilingual superiorìty f or
girls only on nonverbal
elaboration

Bilingual superiority on
a general factor of
creativity

Proficient bilinguals
scored higher than
nonprof icient bilinguals
but differences were not
signif icantly dif f erent

Bilingual superiority
for boys only

Bilingual superiority
but statistical
significance not
assessed
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Moreover, it has been argued, as with metalinguistic awareness, that

creativity may also promote second language learning. Scott 0973) has re-

analysed some of the data from the longitudinal St. Lambert Project (Lambert

& Tucker, 1972). The results indicated that there was a significant difference

between the bilinguals and monolinguals on the creativity tests, favouring the

bilinguals. In addition, it was found that the creativity measures obtained in

grade 2 predicted significantly the bilinguals' speaking skills in grade 3. Thus,

it was concluded by Scott that rtthe results of this study seem to indicate that

bilingualism can both influence and be influenced by divergent thinking which

operates both as a cause and effect" (p. 10).

Four of the studies summarised in Table 7.1 have further found an

interaction effect between bilinguatism and sex on measures of creativityr but

the results are conflicting. Two studies have indicated a bilingual superiority

for boys only (Price-Williams & Ramirez lll, 1977; Koulos, 1936); one study has

reported a bilingual superiority for girls only (Landry, t973a); whilst the other

study has reported mixed results (Srivastava & Khatoon, 1980).

Studies which have examined sex differences on creativity tests with

nonbilingual subjects have also provided confusing and contradictory data.

Several studies have reported a significant advantage favouring girls after the

age of 7 years (Piers, Daniels & Quakenbush, 1960; Mearig, 1967; Olive, 19721

Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Kershner & Ledger, 1985; Richardson, 1985; Dhillon

& Mehra, 1987 11989), but some studies have found a signif icant advantage

favouring boys (Torrance & Aliotti, I969i Raina, L969), and others have found

no sex differences (Dewing, 1970; Akhurst, 1978; Raina, 1980; Schmitz' l98l;

Pandey & Pandey, l984ll9S7). Furthermore, it may be noted that sex
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differences on creativity tests have not been found in the preschool and the

earliest school years (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Bayard-de-Volo & Fiebert,

1977; Aliedin, 1979; Torrance, l98lb; Moran III, Milgram, Sawyers & Fu, 198?;

Bachtold & Worley, 1986).

It may also be noted that the bilingual studies which have included

measures of creativity have not usually focused on children in the earliest

school years. Only three studies have included some bilingual children aged 5

or 6 years (Landry, 1974¡ Chorney, 1978; Alvarez, 1984), but even in these

studies, the majority of children were from middle and upper primary school

grades. The other bilingual studies summarised in Table 7.1 have focused

exclusively on children from middle and upper primary school grades or the

early high school grades. On the other hand, researchers in the creativity area

have freguently studied younger children, even those as young as 3 years

(Levine, 1984). In the following chapter some of the creativity measures

which have been developed for use with young children will be reviewed.
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CHAPTER 8 ASSESSING CREATIVITY IN YOUNG CHILDREN

One issue needs to be addressed first: There are researchers who hold

that the word rrcreativity" should only be used when referring to adult

performance, and it should not be employed in the name of any instrument

designed for young children (Ward, 1974; Dudek, 1974). However, even in the

adult literature, there are researchers (e.g., Cropley, 1967) who would like to

avoid the term rrcreativity", because too little is known about this very broad

concept, and in many instances researchers have been investigating only

"divergent thinkingrr.

\ùt/ard (1974) has proposed that the word 'rcreativity" should not be used to

describe children's abilities or behaviour because childhood I'creativity" may

have little bearing on adult creative endeavours. The latter is contingent on

much learning and effort before any notable creative product is evident.

Instead, he suggests calling the tests by more specific names such as I'a

measure of playfulness, of openness to experience, of ideational fluency, or

whatever else it looks like" (Ward, 1974, p. 105).

Despite the please made by researchers like Ward (1974r, the term

"creative'r is a popular word used to describe some young children, and it is

likely to remain popular. The popularity is reinforced by commonly held

beliefs and intuitions about childhood creativity. Several of these are

described by Dudek (1974), such as the following: creativity in young children

is universal and spontaneous, it is innate, and it begins to I'dry outtf very early

at around the age of five years due to social pressures for conformity.

Similarly, it has been noted by Gilchrist (1972, p. 47)z
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I'that a number of theorists have claimed that the young child is more

creative than the average adult, the young child appears to be aware of the

nuances of his immediate sensory experience, he is puzzled, quick to question,

av/are of problems and incongruities, eager to learn, explore and understandt'.

In addition, there are poets and artists assuring us that young children are

indeed creative (Torrance, l98lb).

Rimm and associates (Rimm & Davis, 1976, 1980; Rimm, 1980' 1983,

1934) have further developed a series of inventories for identifying highly

creative children. One of these, PReschool and Kindergarten Interest

DEscriptor (pRtOE; Rimm, l9S3) was specifically designed for children aged

between 3 and 6 years. It contains 50 items concerned with attitudes and

interests usually associated with creativity in young children such as

independence and curiosity. This inventoryrs reliability is very high (.92), and

in addition, Rimm (1933) has provided some criterion-related validity. In three

different samples, the criterion was a I'composite score consisting of teacher

ratings of creativeness and experimenter ratings of a picture and a brief

dictated storyr' (p. 3). The correlations between the criterion and PRIDE were

.?8, .50 and .32 for the three sarnples.

Much of the other research in this area has been concerned with the

development of creativity tests for young children. These include three of the

Wallach and Kogan (1965) divergent thinking tests which have been modified

by Ward (1968) for use with children aged between 4 and 8 years:

l) Instances. Children are asked to name objects falling into common

categories (".g., things that are round).
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2) Alternative uses. children are asked to specify possible uses for

specified objects.

)) Pattern Meaninqs. Children are required to specify possible meanings

or interpretations for abstract visual designs'

Ward found that the correlations between the Instances and the

Alternate Uses tests for the 4 to 6 years olds were similar to those for the 7

and 8 year old children, and to those found by Wallach and Kogan (1965) with

l0 and ll year olds. The correlations between these two tests scored for both

fluency and originality were moderately high and positive, and they correlated

poorly with IQ. In contrast, Pattern Meanings correlated poorly with the other

two divergent thinking tests for the 4 to 6 year olds, but it correlated

moderately and positively for the children aged 7 or 8 years. Therefore, Ward

has suggested that Pattern Meanings may not be suitable for children under 7

years.

Further evidence, suggesting that the Pattern Meanings may not be

suitable for young children was found by Busse, Blum and Gutride 0972\ in a

study which focused on children identified as "disadvantaged", and who were

attending the Head Start Program. The children were aged between 3 and 5

years. In addition, to Pattern Meanings' the children were Siven three other

creativity tests, the Unusual Uses test (children are required to Eive uses for

specified objects as in Alternate Uses; adapted from Torrance' 1962 and ìíard,

t963); the Construction test (children are required to build structures with

blocks; Savoca, tg6Ð; and the Starkweather test (children are asked to give

ideas on what styrofoam forms represent; starkweather, 1964). These four

tests were scored for fluency, flexibility and originality, and all subjects were

given two equivalent forms of each test devised by the authors.
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overall, the results found by Busse et al. were discouraging, in that, the

Unusual Uses test had to be dropped because few children Save meaningful

responses, whilst the correlations among the other three tests, and between

the alternate forms were generally low. On the basis of these results, Busse et

al. concluded: "It is doubtful that any unitary rrcreative ability" exists at this

age þ.297).

In contrast, to Busse et al.rs study, more recent studies have provided

support for a unitary creativity ability in young children. one such study was

conducted by D'Alessio and Mannetti 0976). Their subjects were ltalian-

speaking preschoolers aged between 5 and 6 years from both low and middle

sES backgrounds. All subjects received four of the wallach and Kogan

divergent thinking tests scored for fluency and originality (Instances,

Alternate Uses, Pattern Meanings and Line Meanings) and three subtests from

the Wechsler Scale of Intelligence (''¡íSIC; Vocabulary, Picture Arran8ement'

and Block Design), which had been adapted for Italian-speaking children. Two

factor analyses using the principle component method followed by a varimax

rotation were conducted. Both included the three subtests from the WSIC' but

they differed in that the first included the fluency scores from each of the

four creativity tests, whilst the second included the originality scores. For

both analyses two-factor solutions were accepted, and in each case Factor I

was ciearly identified as a creativity factor since it had moderate to high

positive loadings on each of the creativity measures' but low loadings on the

three subtests from the WSIC. On the other hand, Factor II had moderate to

high positive loadings on the three subtests from the WSIC' but low loadings on

the creativitY measures.
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Further support for the notion of a unitary creativity ability has been

found by Levine (1984) and by Tegano, Moran III and Godwin (1936)' Levine

assessed creativity in three year olds using the Instances and Alternate Uses

tests, and by observing children's play with a doll and stylised blocks' These

f our measures were scored for fluency, originality and imagination' In

contrast to the Busse et al. study, the results indicated that creativity is rta

relatively homogenous constructrr, in that, the avera8e intercorrelation amonS

the four measures was .67. Simitarly, Tegano et al. have found moderate and

positive correlations amon8 the Instances, Alternate uses and the Pattern

Meanings tests which were scored for originality'

In addition, Harrington, Block and Block (1983) have provided some

encouraging evidence for the predictive validity of divergent thinking tests in

young children. In this study, subjects were given the Instances and the

Alternate uses tests at the age of 4 and 5 years, respectively' Both of these

creativity tests scored for fluency correlated significantly and positively with

teacher-evaluated creativity when the children were in grade 6.

Torrance has also developed a test specifically designed for children

aged between ? and 8 years. This is Thinking creatively in Action and

Movement(TcRHlt;Torrance,lgslb).Thetestwasdevelopedasaresultof

the author's dissatisfaction with TTCT for young children' Torrance wrote

(l98lb, p. 4):

,,The present author initiated efforts in 1958 to develop tests of creative

thinking that would extend downward to five-year olds. These efforts were

finally integrated into the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin (Torrance,

1966, 197q. These tests proved to be only marginally successful even with
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five year-olds and were unsuitable with three- and four-year olds' It was not

untit 1966 at the University of Georgia that the author made serious efforts to

test the creativity of preschool children ... Most of these procedures relied

heavily upon verbal responses and were Senerally disappointing in their results'

However, it was out of these disappointments that the idea for Thinking

Creativelv in Action and Movement emerged. In day-care centers and in other

programs for preschool children, the author set out to observe the ways in

which preschool children expressed their creative thinking. It was on the basis

of these experiences that the procedures described herein were developed."

The TCAM contains three subtests which may be scored for fluency or

originality:

l) How Manv Wavs? In this subtest children are asked to invent ways of

moving across the room.

Ð what other wa In this subtest children are required to think up

ways of putting a paPer cup in a rubbish bin.

3) What Mieht It Be? In this subtest children are asked how many things

they could do with a PaPer cuP.

In addition, TCAM contains another subtest, 'rwhat Might It Be?" for

which the children are asked to assume six different roles. Each of the roles

(".g., a tree) which the child is asked to assume is scored on a five-point scale

for imagination, where one point indicates very little imagination and five

points indicate high imagination. A complete guide for the scoring of this

subtest is given by Torrance (1981b) in the testrs manual'
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Satisf actory reliability data for the TCAM has been provided by

Torrance(l98lb),andevidenceforthetest'sconstructvalidityisreportedby

Reisman, Floyd and Torrance (1981), and Tegano, Moran III and Godwin (1986)'

Reisman et aI. have found that the overali scorer and the fluency and

originality scores from the TcAM correlated moderately, positively and

significantly with two measures which involved divergent problem solving

skills. On the other hand, the scores from the TCAM correlated poorly with a

traditional Piagetian test which assessed convergent thinking' Furthermore'

Tegano et al. have found that the majority of scores obtained from the TCAM

correlated moderately, positively and significantly with originality scores from

the Instances, Alternate Uses and Pattern Meanings tests.

A divergent thinking test has also been inciuded among the assortment in

the British Ability scales (Elliot, 1983a). This is the verbal Fluency scale

which contains six items. In two items the child is asked to give as many

names of things to eat and of animals, as possible; in the next two items the

child is presented with ambiSuous drawings, and is asked to say what they may

represent; and in the last two items the child is asked to say what would be the

consequences of certain unusual eventsr such as having two heads' Alt items

are scored for fluencY.

Satisfactory reliability data have been provided for Verbal Fluency for

subjects aged between 4 and 18 years (Elliot, 1983b). In addition,

intercorrelations between verbal Fluency and the other ability scales are low

positive. With the four scales used to calculate the short-form IQ, the

correlations with verbal Fluency for the 5 year olds were: Matrices, r=.29i

Naming Vocabulary, r=.27; Similarities, r=.27i and Recall of Digits, r='I7'
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Again, this evidence shows that creativity as assessed by divergent thinking

tests may be measured reliabily in young children; and it is distinguishable

from convergent thinking.

other research on creativity with younS children has focused on the

study of background variables which are believed to affect it' These include

SES and birth order. A number of experimental studies have demonstrated

that children from high or middle SES backgrounds perform significantly

better on creativity tests than chiidren from low SES backgrounds (Savoca,

1965; Lichtenwalner & Mawell, 19691 Ogletree & ujlaki' 1981; Bruen'

Schawarcz & Barihbaum, 1984; AIi, 1987l19891Mishra, 198711989)- In fact, it

has been argued by Lichtenwalner and Maxwetl (1969) that creativity may be

impeded in children from low SES families because parents in such families are

Iess likely to provide a stimulating physical environment and "are more likely

to exert control by harsh punishments rather than appeals to reason, thereby

repressing creative behavior" b. I2a7)'

However, not all the evidence is consistent with Lichtenwalner and

Maxwell's view. Some studies have found no differences between SrouPs which

differ on SES (Cicirelli, 1966; Mannetti, 1976a; Torrance, l97l). Whilst, other

studies have shown that children from low SES backgrounds perform

significantiy better than children from high SES backgrounds, particularly on

measures of nonverbal creativity (Rogers, 1968; Singh, L970; Torrance, l97L1,

Kaltsounis r IgT4; Levene, 1984; Haley, l9S4).

The relationship between birth order and creativity has also been

addressed frequently in the creativity literature, but the evidence is again
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inconsistent, as with the relationships between SES and creativity' First born

children have been found to score significantly better than later-born children

on creativity tests (Lichtenwalner & Maxwell, 1969; Eisenman & Schussel,

1970; Mannetti, 1976b; Jarial, 1985i Runco & Bahleda, 1987). However, in one

study, later-born children were found to be more creative (Staffieri, 1970)' and

in some studies no differences have been observed (Sellwood, 1974; Albaum'

1977i Bayard-de-volo & Fiebert, 1977; Wilks & Thompson, 1979).

Since the two background variables, SES and birth order have been

frequently studied in the creativity literature, and several studies have

demonstrated that they are significant correlates of creativity, both variables

were included in Experiments 3 and 4 of this thesis' Experiment 3 was

conducted during the months JuIy to December of 1986 and March to

December of 1987, whilst Experiment 4 was conducted during the months

March to May and september to November of 1988. A detailed report of these

two experiments follows.
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i
CHAPTER 9 EXPERIMENT ?Z METALINGUISTIC AWARENESS AND

CREATIVITY IN ITALIAN.ENGLISH BILINGUAL CHILDREN

ANDENGLISHSPEAKINGMoNoLINGUALCHILDREN'FRoM

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

The first aim of the present experiment was to investigate the

relationship between metalinguistic awareness and creativity in bilingual and

monolingual children. Although many researchers have compared bilinguals

and monolinguals on measures relating either to metalinguistic awareness or

creativity, the tv/o tyPes of measures have not been studied simultaneously

before.

In the bilingual literature, no type of relationship between metalinguistic

awareness and creativity has been postulated or investigated' It is

hypothesised here that there exists a positive relationship between measures

of metalinguistic awareness and measures of creativity in young bilingual

children. This hypothesis is based on the notion that the degree of the

,'objectification of language" (described in Chapter Ð associated with

bilingualism, will also be associated with consequential gains in both cognitive

areas.

with respect to metalinguistic awareness, it has been frequently argued

that because bilingual children have two words for every referent from an

earlyäSe,ormoregenerallytwolanguagesystems,theyconsequentlyhavea

superior metalinguistic knowledge (cummins , 1978a; De Avila & Duncan, 1979;

Mohanty and Babu, 1983; Tunmer & Myhill, 1984; Diaz, l9s5b). Furthermore,

it has been argued that having access to two language systems frees children
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from the "tyranny" of words and language, and in this way children learn to

think in more abstract and conceptual terms (Carringer, 1974; Cummins,

1976). To the extent that such thinking develops, it may assist both creativity

and metalinguistic test performance.

Other similar processes are also believed to influence both creativity and

metalinguistic awareness in bilinguals. For example, positive gains in these

two areas are believed to result from interlingual interference' This general

view was described in Chapter 2 but it has been discussed with specific

reference to creativity by Torrance, Wu, Gowan and Aliotti 0970)' Torrance

et al. write of the competition of old and new associations in bilingual and

bicultural children, the diverse associations being derived from languages and

cultures; and they have suggested that this competition between the new and

old associations facilitates creativity. similarly, with reference to creativity,

Landry 
,l974) 

has drawn attention to the fact that second language learners

experience negative transfer between their two language systems but they

become more adept at overcoming instances of negative transfer and this is

then beneficial to creativity. Furthermore, it has been argued that bilingual

children become more adept at overcoming instances of negative transfer or

interlingual interference by attending more closely to language structure and

this is then beneficial to metalinguistic awareness (Ben-Zeev, 1977c; Aronsson,

l e81).

Nothing has yet been said about any possible relationship between

metalinguistic awareness and creativity in monolingual children' However' in

the developmental linguistic literature, van Kleeck Q982), has argued that

metalinguistic tasks may be related to creativity tasks, in that both types of

i-

i

I
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tasks involve cross-cateSory comParisons and evaluations' Therefore, positive

correlations between measures relevant to the two conceptual areas were

hypothesised also for the monolingual children'

A further aim of the present experiment was to test three hypotheses

derived from the Threshold Theory (described in chapter z), by the comparison

of bilingual and monolingual performance on several cognitive measures' On

the basis of the Threshold Theory it was predicted that bilinguals who have

attained a high level of proficiency in both languages would perform

significantly better than bilinguals who have attained a high proficiency in

only one language, or monolinguals who have attained a high level of

proficiency in their single language. on the other hand, no significant

differences were expected between bilinguals who have attained a high degree

of linguistic proficiency in onty one language and monolinguals who have

attained an equivalent level of proficiency. Last, it was predicted that

bilinguals who have attained a low level of proficiency in both languages would

perform significantly worse than bilinguals or monolinguals who have attained

a high proficiency in at least one language'

The Threshold Theory has very little to say about the performance on

cognitive tests of those bilinguals who have attained a low level of proficiency

in both languages as compared with monolinguals who have attained an equaily

low level of proficiency in their one language. The theory might be taken to

impiy that there would be no difference, but this is not a clear inference. To

assess the matter at an empirical level, a relevant SrouP of monolinguals was

included in the studY.
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The children of Experiment 3 were ltalian-English bilinguals and English

monolinguals from South Australia, aged 5 or 6 years (who had not been

included in either of the two previous studies). English verbal tests were used

to assess the level of English proficiency in both bilinguals and monolinguals'

and Italian verbal tests were used to assess the bilinguals' proficiency in

Italian.

In addition, several of the ability and background variables examined in

Experiment 2 were included, in order that the relationship between

metalinguistic awareness and other relevant variables could be further

examined in bilingual children. These variables included: reading achievement'

English verbal abilities, nonverbal abilities, age' sex' and parental education

which was used as an index of SES. Two additional variables, namely, birth

order and children's literary interests (e.8., reading) were also included'

Several studies have found that birth order, and SES are related to measures of

creativity (these studies were reviewed in Chapter 8)' Literary interests in

the home were assessed since it has been suggested that metalinguistic

development may be promoted in families where literature is valued, but no

empirical support for this view has been provided (Lentin, 197?; Van Kleeck'

1982i Hakes, 1982i Hoff mann, 1985; Garton & Pratt, 1989). Furthermore,

differences between bilingual and monolingual children on these background

variables were examined.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 57 ltalian-English bilingual children (34 boys and 23

girls) and 55 English monolingual children (28 boys and 27 girls)' Three
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children from the initial sample did not complete all the tasks due to frequent

absences from school, and thus were not included in the analyses. The children

were drawn from reception and grade I classes in eight primary schools (four

were public schools and four were private Catholic schools). All children were

5 or 6 years old, the mean age for both groups being 5 years and 8 months

(SO=4 months).

Arrangements for testing

Parental consent was obtained for the children to take part, and two

short questionnaires, Background Information and Literary Interests' were

completed by all the consenting parents. A third questionnaire, Language

Background, was completed only by the parents of the bilingual children'

Details of these questionnaires (and the tests used) are described in later

sections. In this section, the test sessions and the orders of presentation are

described.

Eighteen measures were obtained from all the children by the author

during school hours, in a private room. A summary of these measures is given

in Table 9.1 and further details are provided below. The test items were

administered in four sessions. Each session lasted approximately 30 minutes

and there was an interval of I to 6 days between adjacent sessions. As in the

previous experiments, children's resPonses to all items were recorded on

answer sheets.

Animal House, a nonverbal test was given first to all the children in

Session l, as a "play-likel beginning. In Session I all subjects also received

three verbal tests. About half (28) of the bilinguals were first given three
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English verbal tests in the order Vocabulary, PPVT, and Sentences; they are

labelled in Table 9.1 'rVocabularyl (English)" and so on. These children

received parallel from verbal tests in ltalian in session 2; they are labelled in

Table 9.1 "Vocabulary2 (Italian)" and so on. The other half of the bilingual

group received the three ltalian verbal tests in Session l, and the English

verbal tests in Session 2.

In the case of the monolinguals, about half (28) first received the same

set of English verbal tests as the bilingual groups: Vocabularyl (English)'

PPVTT (English), Sentencesl (English). In Session 2 they received the other set

of verbal tests, also in English: vocabulary2 (English), PPVT2 (English),

sentences2 (English). The other monolingual children received the second set

of English verbal tests in session l, and the first set in session 2.

In Session 2, after the three verbal tests, all children were given two

nonverbal tests: Geometric Design and Block Design. In Session 3, all subjects

received Thinking creatively in Action and Movement (from which were

obtained Torrance Fluency and Imagination)r !íord Discrimination, tüord

Length and Word Order Correction. In the last session, Session 4, all the

children were given Word Print, Symbol Substitution, líord Reading and Verbal

Fluency.
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Table 9.1 Summary ol the tests employed ìn Exoeriment 3

N4 easure Main source Ability
Task
requirements

No. of
items

M aximum
raw score

l. Torrance
Fluency

2. Imagination

3. Verbaì Fluency

4. Word
Discrimination

Symbol
Subst itution

8. Word Order
Correction

9. Animal House

12. Word Reading

I3. PPVTI
(English)

14. Vocabularyl
(English)

I 5. Sentences I
(English)

I6. PPVT2

Torrance (l98lb)

Torrance (l98lb)

Elliot (1983a)

Bowey, Tunmer
& Pratt (1984)

Ben-Zeev
(1977a,1977b)

Pratt, Tunmer
& Bowey (1984)

Wechsler (l 967)

Eìliot (1983a)

Dunn & Dunn (1981)

wechsler (1967)

Wechsler (1967)

Dunn & Dunn
(1981)

Wechsler (1967)

wechsler (I967)

Divergent thinking

Imagination

Divergent thinking

Understanding of
the term rrword"

Understanding of
the term 'rword"

Awareness of
words in print

Awareness of
arbitrary nature
of language

Awareness of
word order

Learning and
memory

Perceptual and
visual-motor
organization

Perceptual
spâtial

and

organization

Reading

Receptive
vocabulary

Expressive
vocabulary

Memory and
comprehension

Receptive
vocabulary

Expressive
vocabulary

Memory and
comprehension

Generate ideas

Pretending
exerc lses

Generate ideas

Judge between long
and short words

none

106

6

t6

none

t6

16

l0

20

1.2

70

28

20

90

175

44

30

t75

44

30

5. Vord Length Papandropoulou
& sinclair (1974)

6. Word Print Watson (l 979)

Judge between Ìong 16
and short words

Circl.e words
or letters

Substitute
words in
sentences

Correct
sentences

l0

l0

t2

20

l0

l0

90

175

22

13

175

22

t)

10, Geometric Wechsler (1967)
Design

I l. Block Design Wechsler (1967)

Associate
coloured pegs
with animals

Copy designs
from test
booklet

Reproduce
designs from
models

Read words

Select pictures
for words

Explain meanings
of words

Listen to and
repeat sentences

Select pictures
for words

Explain meanings
of words

Listen to and
repeat
sentences

(English or
I ta lian)

I 7 Vocabulary2
(English or

I taÌian )

I 8, Sentences2
(English or
Italian)
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Details of questionnaires

A copy of the three questionnaires used in the present experiment is

included in ApPendix 9.1.

Backeround Information. This questionnaire was also used in Experiment

2 and the obtained data included children's age, length of time at preschool

and at school (in months), educational level of parents, and details of any

siblings (e.g., age). Educational level of parents was rated on a five-point

scale (1 to ¡) as in ExPeriment 2.

Literary Interests. This questionnaire contained eight items which were

concerned with the children's activities in the home related to reading and

language. Parents were required to rate each item on a five-point scale

indicating whether the child engage'd in the activity: (l) never; (2) sometimes;

(3) often; (4) most of the time; or (5) always. The maximum possible score was

40

Lanquase Backeround. This questionnaire, which was given only to the

parents of the bilingual children was based on Hoffman's (1934) nilingual

Schedule. It was mainly concerned with assessing the amount of Italian used in

the home by the child. Parents were first asked to indicate whether Italian or

an Italian dialect was spoken in the home, and to indicate whether the childrs

preferred language was: (1) only English, (2) mostly English, (?) both English

and ltalian, (4) mostly ltalian, or (5) only ltalian'

The main part of the questionnaire consisted of 19 questions. Seven

questions were concerned with the amount of ltalian heard by the child from
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the family members and the extended farnily, and seven further items were

concerned with the amount of Italian spoken by the child to the family

members and the extended family. Each of these questions was rated using a

five-point scale which indicated the extent to which English and Italian/ltalian

dialect were used: (l) always English; (2) mostly English; (3) both English and

Italian; (4) mostly ltalian; or (5) always ltalian. The last five questions were

concerned with additional forms of exposure to the Italian language in the

home (".g., books). These were also scored on a five-point scale indicating

whether the exposure wass (1) never; (2) sometimes; (3) often; (4) most of the

time; or (¡) always. All 19 items were summed to give an overall index of the

amount of ltalian used in the home; the maximum possible score was 95.

Creativity tests

Two creativity tests were selected from those designed for 5 and 6 year

olds: Thinking Creatively in Action and Movement and Verbal Fluency' Both

of these were reviewed in Chapter 8. The creativity tests were administered

according to the standard test instructions, and raw scores were assessed.

Torrance Fluencv. This measure was obtained from three subtests in

Thinking Creatively in Action and Movement (Torrance, 1981b): rrHow Many

Ways?", 'rWhat Other Ways?", and "What Might It Be?". In each subtest the

child is asked to give as many responses as s/he can, and the score is based on

the total number of appropriate responses given on the three subtests.

ImaRination. Imagination was assessed by a fourth subtest in Thinking

Creatively in Action and Movement: "Can You Move Like?". It contains six

items and each resPonse is given a rating between I to 5. The overall
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Imagination score is determined by adding the six ratings; the maximum

possible score is 30.

Verbal Fluencv. Verbal Fluency is one of the 23 scales in the British

Ability Scales (Elliot, 1983a). This scale contains six items and the score is

based on the total number of appropriate resPonses given on each, as for

Torrance Fluency.

Metalinguistic tasks

The five metalinguistic tasks used in this present experiment were

selected from the tO tasks studied in Experiment 2. These were Word

Discrimination, Word Length, ïüord Print, Symbol Substitution and Word Order

Correction. Each had a moderately high loading on the factor identified as

general metalinguistic awareness. In two of the tasks, Word Discrimination

and Word Length, which had reliabilities less than .70, four new items were

added in the hope of improving the test reliability. A copy of the two

modified tasks is included in Appendix 9.2.

Additional cognitive tests

Three of the tests from the ìíPPSI were employed to assess nonverbal

'abilities: Animal House, Geometric Design, and Block Design. Word Reading

(Test Form A) from the British Abilities Scales was used to assess reading

achievement, and three tests were used to assess verbal abilities in English:

PPVT (Form M), and Vocabulary and Sentences from the lt/PPSI. These tests

are labelled in Table 9.1 PPVTI (English); Vocabularyl (English) and

Sentencesl (English). For each test standard instructions were employed and

raw scores were calculated.
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In order to assess verbal abilities in Italian, first the alternate version of

ppVT (Form L) was translated into ltalian, and administered according to the

standard test instructions (Dunn & Dunn, 193l). Alternate versions of

Vocabulary and Sentences are not available, and so two new tests were

constructed by the author. These three Italian tests are referred to in Table

9.1 as ppVT2 (ltalian); Vocabulary2 (ltatian) and Sentences2 (ltalian). In

constructing the alternate Vocabulary test, English words of equal frequency

and of the same category as the words in the Vocabulary test from the ìíPPSI

were chosen from Kucera and Francis'(1967) extensive word corpus, and these

were then translated into ltalian. For Sentences2 (Italian) the main vocabulary

was chosen from a first grade ltalian reader (Scotti, 1973) and sentences of the

same length as in the WPPSI Sentences test were constructed. Scoring of the

new Vocabulary and Sentences tests was based on the same criteria used in the

WPPSI. The English versions of these two new tests and the alternate PPVT

(Form L) were given to the monolinguals, and these are referred to in Table

9.1 as PPVT2 (English); Vocabulary2 (English) and Sentences2 (English). Copies

of the three Italian tests and the English versions of the two new tests are

given in Appendix 9.3.

Results and Discussion

The principal aims of the present experiment were to investigate the

relationship between measures of metalinguistic awareness and measures of

creativity in both bilingual and monolingual children, and to test the

hypotheses generated from the Threshold Theory. However, test reliabilities

were first calculated for the metalinguistic tasks and for the new measures

developed for this exPeriment.
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Test reliabilities

All reliabilities were assessed using Cronbach alpha coefficients, as in

the previous experiments. These were calculated for the bilingual and the

monolingual group separately, and are given in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 Test reliabilities examined in E riment 3

Bilinguals (N=¡Z) Monolinguals (N=55)

Measure
No. of
items

Cronbach's
alpha

No. of
items

Cronbach's
alpha

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

PPVT2 (ltalian or English

Vocabulary2 (Italian or English)

Sentences2 (Italian or English)

Literary Interests

Language Background

l6

t6

l0

t0

l2

62

18

l0

8

t9

.7r

.66

.78

.92

.81

.89

.94

.80

.76

.88

16 .72

16 .74

l0 .83

t0 .90

t2 .79

87 .95

22 .81

10 .78

8 .65

Not appropriate

PPVT2, Vocabulary2 and Sentences2 were given in Italian to the
bilinguals and in English to the monolinguals.

Note:
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For both groups the metalinguistic tasks demonstrated satisfactory

reliabilities, in that all coefficients were moderate to high. Four additional

items were included in Word Discrimination and Word Length, in the hope of

improving the test reliability. Overall, these test reliabilities were improved'

in that only Word Length for the bilinguals had a coefficient less than '70'

For the new ltalian and English verbal tests, the items with zero

variance were not included in the total scale. These items were passed or

failed by all the children, and are listed in Appendix 9'4' The reliabilities for

these new verbal tests were Senerally very high. Test reliabitities were also

calculated for the other two new scales, Literary Interests and Language

Background, and these were satisfactory'

Sex differences

Differences between mean scores for boys and girls were examined in

each group separately, by multivariate analysis of variance (using Hotelling's

L2) ritf, the creativity measures, metalinguistic tasks and the other cognitive

tests as the set of dependent variables. The overall effect of sex was not

significant at the .05 level for either SrouP' and only one univariate F test was

significant: this was for the monolingual group' on rüord Discrimination' with

girls having a higher mean score OZ.Z6 compared with 10'36); F(1, 5?)=5'64'

p<.05. Since the overall sex effect was not significant' and most differences

were negligible, the variable was not investigated in further analyses.
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Intercorrelations among the cognitive measures

Correlations were calculated among all variables included in this

experiment for the monolinguats (25) and for the bilinguals (26)' Since a large

number of correlations was computed for each SrouPr a preliminary check was

undertaken of the overall significance of the total correlation matrix using

Sakoda, Cohen and Beall's $954) method, as in Experiment 2' In the

monolingual group 187 of the 300 correlations were significant at the .05 level,

whilst in the bilingual SrouP there were 147 out of ?25. For both groups' on an

experiment-wide basis, this proportion has a null-hypothesis of (.01.

of interest first is the relationship between the measures of

metalinguistic awareness and the measures of creativity. Correlations among

these measures are shown in Tables 9.3 and 9.4 f.or the monolinguals and the

bilinguals, respectively. These correlations are mostly positive in both SrouPs

and some are significant at the .05 level. However the relationship is weak, as

reflected by the low correlations overall'

A further method for assessing the overall relationship between the five

metalinguistic awareness measures and the three creativity measures is

canonical correlation analysis (Thompson, 1984). This was performed for the

monolingual and bilingual Sroups separately, and in each case the overall

relationship between the two sets of measures was not significant at the '05

level. Therefore, on the whole, the results from this experiment do not provide

support for the hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between

measures of metalinguistic awareness and measures of creativity'
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Table 9.3 Correlations am creativi and metalin measures for
ment

Variable 2 3 4 5 7 86

l. Torrance FluencY .20

2. Imagination

?. Verbal Fluency

4. Word Discrimination

5. rüord Length

6. ìíord Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

.t9

.22

.04

.t?

-.04

.04

.?o

.16

.46

-.0?

.02

.11

.46

.50

.10

.08

.T?

.??

.40

.42

-.02

.15

.25

.26

.58

.?l

.?l

Note: r ).21; p (.05; r ).30, p (.01 (one-tailed tests).

Table 9.4 Correlations am creativi metalin measures for
ent

Variable 2 ? 4 5 6 7 8

1. Torrance Fluency .77

2. Imagination

7. Verbal Fluency

4. rülord Discrimination

5. Word Length

6. Word Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

.51

.40

-.01

.08

-.02

.07

.29

.24

.41

.T?

.29

.16

.?5

.5?

.42

-.16

.T?

.T?

.44

.56

.01

.25

.22

.52

.54

.54

.5t

Note: r ),21, p (.05; r ).?0, p (.01 (one-tailed tests)'
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For both the monolinguals and bilinguals the correlations amonS the five

metalinguistic measures and amongst the English verbal measures' the

nonverbal measures and Word Reading were generally moderate, positive and

significant. Thus, the main findings of Experim ent 2 were replicated here' as

displayed in Tables 9.3 and 9.5 f.or the monolinguals; and these were extended

to the bilinguals as shown in Tables 9'4 and 9'6'

A canonical correlation analysis was also conducted to examine the

overall relationship between the five metalinguistic awareness measures and

seven of the standard cognitive measures which were given to both Sroups:

PPVTI (English), Vocabularyl (English), Sentencesl (English), Word Reading'

Animal House, Geometric Design, and Block Design. An overall significant

relationship was found in both the monolingual group, lT2=5'72, F(?5,

217)=6.7l, p<.O11, and the bilingual SrouP' U2=?'8LrF(?5'217)=4'71' p('011' In

addition, for each grouP the canonical coefficient on the first function was

high. This was .92 lor the monolingual children and .88 for the bilingual

children, thus indicating that there is a large degree of overlap between

metalinguistic measures and the other more standard cognitive measures' This

was also suggested by the results of the second factor analysis in Experiment

correlations amon8 the three creativity measures for the monolinguals

and bilinguals are given in Tables 9.3 and 9.4. They ranged from '20 to '51 and

all but one was significant. The correlations amonS the creativity measures

and the other standard cognitive measuresr shown in Tables 9'5 and 9'6, were

mostly low and positive, although several of these were significant, and a few

correlations were high. For example, the correlation between Imagination and

2
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Table 9.5 Correlations of the creativi and measures with
or monove measures

Variable 9 10 ll 12 L3 14 15 16 17 18

t. Torrance FluencY

2. Imagination

3. Verbal FluencY

4. Word Discrimination

5. Word Length

6. Word Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

9. rüord Reading

lO. PPVTI (English)

I l. Vocabularyl (English)

12. Sentencesl (English)

L?. PPVT2 (English)

14. Vocabulary2 (English)

15. Sentences2 (English)

16. Animal House

17. Geometric Design

18. Block Design

-.08 -.02

T6 .21

.05.18

.77 .29

.57 .64

.51 .56

.54 .79

.6? .55

.46

.r4 .18 -.03

.?6 -.04 .22

.27 .30 .12

.24 .7? .?2

.51 .49 .5?

.42 .45 .66

.25 .62 .40

.55 .50 .?4

.50 .45 .51

.65 .52 .71

.48 .60

.41

.17 .03

.27 -.08

.42 .10

.22 .?7

.40 .44

.44 .47

.47 .57

.52 .4E

.50 .4E

.57 .48

.72 .40

.57 .82

.5? -28

.57

.04 -.07

.11 .22

.24 .05

.t6 .?7

.40 .60

.49 .57

.?t .75

.?6 .44

.?6 .42

.47 .55

.rl .51

.25 .72

.41 .r7

.48 .71

.2? .?O

.51

.0?

.07

.05

.28

.52

.38

.?5

.2t

.?6

.52

.77

.27

.41

.7?

.25

.47

.62

Note: r ),21, p (.05; r ).30, p (.01 (one-tailed tests)'
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Table 9.6 Correlations of the creativi and metali
t ve measures or

lc measures with
errment

9 l0 l1 L2 13 14 15 L6 17 18
Variable

1. Torrance FluencY

2. Imagination

3. Verbal FluencY

4. lù(/ord Discrimination

5. Word Length

6. Word Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

9. Word Reading

lO. PPVTI (English)

11. VocabularYl (English)

12. Sentencesl (English)

13. PPVT2 (ltalian)

14. Vocabulary2 (Italian)

15. SentencesZ (ttalian)

16. Animal House

17. Geometric Design

18. Block Design

.09 .2r .09 .16 -.0? .10

.4? .07 .08 .10 -29 -27

.25 .01 .05 .09 .?6 -24

.?2 .2' .10 .28 .38 -7t

.r, .08 .17 .L? .27 -?5

.35 -.18 -.10 -.06 .52 -40

.4? .2r .?8 .29 .?l -75

.40 .?o .29 .41 .44 -47

.?9 .38 .45 .45 .74 -40

.42 .r2 .05 .13 .54 -41

.58 -.04 .05 .08 .75 -21

.ol .00 .18 .47 -46

.55 .67 .04 .09

.73 -.0r .17

.15 .21

.44

.08

.28

.06

.60

.62

.46

.72

.60

.09

.30

.?2

.51

.42

.48

.47

.51

.48

.24

.67

.?7

.19

.tE

.71

.5?

.?E

.47

.47

.07

.27

.t7

.?7

.47

.50

.75

.52

.47

.41

.7r

.?l
.07

.2?

.22

.53

.52

Note: r ).21, p (.05; r ).30, p (.01 (one-tailed tests)'
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Vocabularyl (Englisfi) in the bilingual group was .67. Canonical correlation

analysis was again employed, in this case to examine the overall relationship

between the three creativity measures and the seven standard cognitive

measures which were examined above with respect to the metalinguistic

awareness measures. An overall significant relationship was found only in the

bilingual group U2=1.29, F(21, 137)=2.80, p(.0lJ, and the canonical coefficient

on the first function was moderately high, .72.

In the bilingual group (see Table 9.6) 13 of the 2l possible correlations

among the three creativity measures and the seven cognitive measures were

significant at the .05 level, whilst in the monolingual group there were only

five significant correlations (see Table 9.5). Previous studies which have

investigated the relationship between creativity (as assessed by divergent

thinking tests) and intelligence (as assessed by general tests of intelligence

such as the WPPSI) have also reported varying degrees of overlap between

these two constructs. Correlations range from .60 to -.40, with a median of

.20 (Torrance, 1967, 1974a). Low positive, or near zero and negative

correlations have usually been found in more homogeneous samples,

particularly those of high intellectual ability whilst moderate and positive

correlations have been found in more heterogeneous samples (Yamamoto,

1965; Cropley, 1966; Lovell & Shields, 1967; Aliotti, Britt, & Haskins, 1975i

Richards, 1976i Rump, 1979; Schmitz, t98l; Zarnegar, Hocevar & Michael,

1988; Esquivel & Lopez, 1988).

On the whole, the monolingual BrouP in this experiment was a more

homogeneous Sroup as compared to the bilingual group, in that, the between-

subject variation as indicated by the standard deviations (see Tables 9.7 and

1

I

I

I

I
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9.8) for the majority of measures in the monolingual group were lower' For

example, on PPVTI (English) the standard deviation for the monolingual group

was 14.61 as compared with 17.67 in the bilingual 8rouP. This may explain the

overall significant relationship between the measures of creativity and the

other cognitive measures which was found in the bilingual SrouP but not in the

monolingual grouP.

Of further interest in the bilingual grouP are the correlations among the

three Italian verbal measures and all the cognitive measures' As shown in

Table 9.6, the Italian verbal measures correlated positively and significantly

with some of the other measuresr in particular, Word Discrimination, Symbol

substitution, word order correction, word Reading, and Block Design' Three

further canonical correlation analyses were conducted to examine the overall

relationship between the Italian verbal measurest and the other sets of

measures, that is, the metalinguistic awareness measuresr the creativity

measures and the other standard cognitive measures. The first assessed the

relationship between the three Italian verbal measures and the five

metalinguistic awareness measures. Overall this relationship was significant'

ú=.g0, F(li, 14?)=2.55, n<.011; and the canonical coefficient for the first

function was moderate, .61, thus indicating that there is a substantial degree

of overlap between these two sets of measures. On the other hand, canonical

correlation analysis revealed that there is no overall significant relationship

between the Italian verbal measures and the creativity measuresr nor is there

an overall significant relationship between the Italian verbal measures and the

other standard cognitive measures.
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Overall, the relationship between the metalinguistic awareness and the

creativity measures was nonsignificant. On the other hand, there was a large

degree of overlap between the metalinguistic awareness and the other

standard cognitive measuresr as found in Experiment 2' Furthermore, there

was a significant relationship between the creativity measures and the other

standard cognitive measures in the bilingual 8roup, who on the whole were a

less homogeneous SrouP than the monolinguals. These findings are broadly

consistent with previous studies which have found varying degrees of

correlation between measures of creativity and other intellectual abilities.

Intercorrelations among the cognitive and background measures

The correlations among the cognitive and the background measures

examined in this experiment are given in Tables 9.7 and 9'8 for each of the

two groups. First it may be noted that in both grouPs' the metalinguistic

measures and the majority of the other cognitive measures correlated

moderately, positively and significantly with age and length of time at school,

as was found in Experiment 2. Several of these measures also correlated

positively and significantly with length of time at preschool which was not

found in Experim ent 2. On average, the children in the present experiment

had spent about the same amount of time at preschool as the children in the

previous experiment, but the between-subject variation was greater for this

experiment (the standard deviation for length of time at preschool in

Experiment 2 was 4.33 months whilst in this experiment it was 7'27 and 7'22

months for the monolingual and the bilingual groups, respectively)' Summary

statistics on all variables examined in the Present experiment are also given in

Tables 9.7 and 9.8.
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Table 9.7

t9 20 21 22 23 24 25 Mean SDVariable

)
1

4,

Torrance Fluency

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimin¿rtion

5. Word Length

6 Word Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

9. Word Reading

10. PPVTI (English)

I I Vocabularyl (English)

12. Sentencesl (Engìish)

13. PPVT2 (Engìish)

14. Vocabulary2 (English)

15. Sentences2 (English)

16. Animal House

17. Geometric Design

18. Block Design

19. Age

20, Length of time at preschool

21. Length of time at schooì

22. Mother's education

23. Father's education

24, Birth order

25. Literary Tnterests

-.t4
-.05

.12

.07

,t7
.t2
.14

.t2

.29

.22

,21

.20

.20

.14

.20

.20

.27

.l I

.19

.09

.il
-.08

.19

.3E

,t7
.26

.25

.2t

.,E

.29

.17

.ro

.26

.26

.50

-26

-24

-.t2
.07

.18

.26

.30

.12

.19

-t5
.rt
.24

.t2

.2t

.il

.t3

.t7
,19

.2'

.14

.75

.05

,17

.07

.02

.ll

.44

,t4
.19

.25

-,07

,04

-.08

.01

,t7
l)

-.27

.07

-.21

-.02

-.18

-,t 5

-.t4
-.to
-.05

-.08

.l I
-.t6
-,09

.10

-.22

-.0 3

-.12

.to

.ll

.08

.t2

.12

.22

.08

.09

.09

.29

.t5

.3t

.t9

.22

.09

.20

.26

.37

-.09

.il
-.0 I

.24

,t8

-.07

20.1 8

15.93

I 9.01

I t.29

r 1.09

5.36

3.93

5.27

9.44

69.06

t1.66

16.18

66.09

t7,69

16.7 5

47.1)

t0.27

13.5J

5.55

12,69

5.56

3.11

3,28

|,5J

24.t)

t0.41

).12

5.15

3,l0

3.29

3.08

4.62

2.90

t3.0?

l4,61

5.20

6.0v

t1.61

6.50

6.07

10.94

),7 t

9.57

??

7.27

2.71

t.)5
t.26

.50

4.30

.04

.06

.03

.r4

.45

.2E

.lE

.to
.21 .40

.49 .5)

.3t .52

.4' .40

.r4 .47

.41 .57

.rt .46

.l I .18

.19 -35

.t5 -t9
,02 -,06

.26 -29

,00 -.12

.61

Note: r ).21,p (.05; r >.30, p (.01 (one-tailed tests).
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Table 9.8 Correlations amonq the coenitive and backqround measures for biÌinguals in Exoeriment I (N=57)

I

t
t

,'1

I
I
it

ì

Variable t9 20 21 22 2) 24 25 26 Mean SD

J' Torrance Fluency

2, Imagination

l. Verbal Fluency

4, Word Discrimination

5, Vord Length

6, Word Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

9. Word Reading

10. PPVTI (English)

ll. Vocabularyl (English)

12. Sentencesl (English)

I 3, PPVT2 (ttalian)

14. Vocabulary2 (ltalian)

15. Sentences2 (ltalian)

16. Animal House

17. Geometric Design

18. Block Design

19. Age

20. Length of time at preschool

21. Length of time at school

22. Motherrs education

23. Father's education

24. Birth order

25, Literary Interests

26. Language Background

-,07

.14

.03

.49

.40

.17

.31

.26

.41

.16

.49

.02

-.06

.21

.41

.42

.20

.09

.21

.2)

-.04

,01

-.1 5

.t3
-.02

.02

.05

.ll

.08

.08

.t6

.22

.07

-,03
ôq

.01

-. l0
,09

.05

.56

.46

.41

.24

.42

.17

.37

.09

.30

.01

.04

.01

.t2

.19

.24

.El

-.11

.07

- rì?

.04

-,07

.10

-.06
)^

.09

.26

.t0

.04

_ ô?

,19

-27

.18

.08

.16

.04

-.25

-,07

-.t3

-.02
l)

.t7

-.t3
.t2

-.02

.15

.07

.03

.14

,l I

-.07

-. t4

-.04

-.t2
.14

.t4

.01

-.21

-.16

-.04

.49

.01

.00

-.02

-.08

-.t2
-.06

-.22

-,14

-.12

--24

,02

.02

-.09

-,t3
-,07

-.1I
-.06

-,0 I

-. l0

-.08

-.12

-.20

-.21

,04

,05

.0)

-.05

-.1 5

-.06

-,20

- tn
-.09
_ lq

.03

.01

-.06

-.1 I

-,06

-.08

.00

.01

-.05

-.01
_ ô?

-.21

-.24
_.02

.00

-. l8

-.r5
-,09

-.15

-.4)
-,2t

-.22

-.08

-.40

-.r0
-, l0
.r5
.tt
.24

--27

-.24

-.09

-. l4

-.19

-.25
-. l0

-.rt
.18

.2t

2Lt2
15.54

20.35

10.91

10.29

4.44

3,25

5,49

I 0.46

59.51

t3,14

11.07

I t.5l
.97

4,28

47.40

10.8 I

t2.97

5.68

t3.25

6.46

2.58

2.68

L54

23.83

42.98

t2.17

).38

6.8 3

3,t9

).07

2.7 I

4,56

3. l0
13.)2

17.67

5.86

4.97

8.70

3,43

3.04

12.89

4.t5

J.74

.30

7.22

3,00

.98

l.3l

4.89

11.26

Note: r ).21, p (,05, r ).30, p (.01 (one-tailed tests).
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several of the cognitive measures were found to correlate positively and

significantly with parentsr level of education in the case of the monolinguals'

as was found in Experiment 2. In addition for the monolingual group several of

the cognitive measures, including three of the metalinguistic tasks also

correlated positively and significantly with Literary Interests, which assessed

childrenrs activities in the home that are related to reading and language'

These data offer some support for the contention of Hakes 0952\ and van

Kleeck (19S2) that literary activities are viewed as positive and enriching for

the development of metalinguistic awareness. In addition, the results from

this experiment sug8est that literary activities may be viewed as positive and

enriching for cognitive development generally'

parental education and Literary Interests correlated positively and

significantly with several of the cognitive measures in the monolingual group,

but this pattern of results was not found in the bilingual SrouP' In the bilingual

group very few of the cognitive measures correlated signif icantly with

motherrs level of education, fatherrs level of education and Literary Interests

as shown in Table 9.8. A similar finding has also been found by cahilt (19s7)

with a group of ltalian-English bilinguals aged l0 years; cahill found that

parental education was not related to children's listening, speaking, reading or

writing skilts which were assessed in both Italian and English'

one further background variable, which was examined in both groups was

birth order. A number of studies reviewed in chapter 8 have found that first

born children perform significantly better than later-borns on divergent

thinking tests. In this experiment children were classified as either first born

i
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or later-born and famity size was employed as a covariate. The correlations

between this index of birth order and the other measures are given in Tables

9.7 and 9.8, and on the whole these correlations were low and nonsignificant'

Thus no support was found for the view that birth order is related to creativity

as assessed by divergent thinking tests.

A number of previous studies reviewed in Chapter 8 have further found

an effect for SES on divergent thinking tests, in favour of children from high

or middle SES backgrounds. However, in both SrouPs studied here, no evidence

was found for a significant relationship between creativity and parental

education, which was used as an index of SES. Overall these correlations were

very low.

The last background variable included in this study was appropriate only

for the bilingual grouP, that is, Language Background, which assessed the

êmount of ltalian used in the home. As shown in Table 9.8' Language

Background correlated positively and significantly with each of the Italian

verbal measures. However, Language Background correlated negatively and

significantly with several of the other cognitive measures: Verbal Fluency,

rù(/ord Length, Word Print, PPVTI (English), Vocabularyl (English), Animal

House and Geometric Design. Trends for most of the other correlations were

similar. Therefore, these results indicate that the more ltalian used in the

home then the poorer the children's performance was overall.

The bilinguals who used ltalian to a greater extent in the home may have

performed better on all tests if these had been given to them in ltalian, which

may be considered their more dominant language. It may also be case, that
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these bilinguals had not attained a high proficiency in either of their languages

for which the Threshold Theory does predict an overall poor performance on

cognitive tests. Further analyses were specificatly conducted to examine

differences between bilinguals and monolinguals with varying degrees of

proficiency in each of the respective languages. These are reported in the

next section.

overall, the significant background correlates of several of the cognitive

measures in both grouPs were a8er length of time at preschool and length of

tirne at school. In addition, parental education and Literary Interests emerged

as significant background correlates in the monolingual group, whilst in the

bilingual grouP Language Background correlated significantly but negatively

with the majority of the cognitive measures'

Group differences

In order to test the hypotheses generated from the Threshold Theory'

both the monolinguals and bilinguals were divided into subgroups' First they

were divided into subgroups of those high and low English proficiency on the

basis of a median split. The three English verbal tests, PPVTI (Engtish)'

vocabularyl (English) and sentencesl (Engtish) were used to assess English

proficiency and raw scores on each of these tests were converted to z-scores'

These three z-scores were then summed and the totals were converted to T-

scores. Both bilinguals and monolinguals with T-scores greater than the

median þ1.25) were classified as high on English proficiency, whilst the others

were classified as low on English proficiency. This type of group division

based on the median score for bilingual and monolingual children has also been

used by Aronsson (1981), Diaz (1985a) and Bialystok (l9SSa).
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The bilinguals were further divided into subgroups of those high and low

on Italian proficiency using the same procedure as for English proficiency' but

with the three Italian verbal tests: PPVTz (Italian), vocabulary2 (Italian) and

Sentences2 (Italian). Bilinguals with an ltalian T-score greater than the

median.J;7.g0)wereclassifiedashighonltalianproficiency,whilsttheothers

were classified as low on Italian proficiency. Therefore, six linguistic

subgroups were defined, and for simplicity these are henceforth called

,,groups". Group I consiste d of ?3 monolinguals high on English proficiency;

Group 2 consiste d of. 22 monolinguals low on English proficiency; Group 3

consisted of. lz bilinguals high on both English and Italian proficiency; Group 4

consisted of I I bilinguals high on English proficiency and low on Italian

proficiency; Group 5 consisted of l5 bilinguals low on English proficiency and

high on Italian proficiency; and Group 6 consisted of l9 bilinguals low on both

Engtish and Italian ProficiencY'

ThemeanEnglishT-scoreforeachofthesixgroups,andthemean

Italian T-score for each of the four bilingual groups are given in Table 9'9'

Included in this table are also the group means on the background variables

which correlated significantly with several of the cognitive measures' that is'

age, length of time at preschool, length of time at school, mother's education'

fatherts education, and Literary Interests. These six background variables

were employed as covariates in the subsequent analysest so that any ErouP

differences found on the cognitive measures could not be attributed to any

differences on the background variables'
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Table 9,9 Summarv statistics for the six groups in Experiment 3

Variable Group I
(N=33)

Group 2
(N=22)

Group 3
(N= r2)

Group 4
(N=r l)

Mean SD

Group 5 Group 6
(N= r 5) (N= l e)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

English T-score

Italiân T-score

Age

Length of time
at preschool

Length of time
at school

Mother's education

Father's education

L iterary Interests

Torrance Fiuency

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Ceometric Desitn

Block Design

59,06 5.18 42.81

Not appropriate

5.70 .13 5,61

5.6)

.33

6.99

2.63

58.22

59.18

5,81

6.23

16.99

.21

4,28

2,59

.23

5.7 4

2,11

,32

56.37

45.27

5.71

41.t3

52.51

5.65

5.89

6.24

a7

40,7 1

44.96

5.60

15.06 6,53 9.14 14.00 8.99 1),16 3, I t 15,47 7 ,76 t0.95 7 .10

5,9t

1.72

3,79

25.2t

2t,94

16.)6

20.15

I1.97

12.71

6.52

5.49

6.52

l).6t+

50.52

I 1.88

t5.24

2,7 5

1.ll
l.l4
4.O9

I 0.8E

3.t9

5.22

).1t
)42

2.90

4.91

2,57

t4.66

6.1 I

3.12

2.50

5.05

2,23

2,50

22.50

17 .55

15.27

17.)2

t0.27

8.64

1.64

1.59

1.41

1.14

42,55

7.86

to.95

.69

.96

4.t8

9,)5

2.96

4.65

2,85

1.02

2.52

)9)

2.72

6.24

14.51

2.90

).4)

7,08
)94

1,00

2J.92

29,00

18.67

23.25

I 2.08

1l,92

4,83

7,OE

8.25

20.92

52,58

t4.7 5

t4.7 5

2.21

t.12

1.48

2.61

t5.66

2.90

5.97

3.t2

1.09

2.41

6,01

2.09

21,10

4.36

7.25

4.)t

7.09

2.55

2,91

26,00

15.91

t6,73

22.71

1t.64

I l.9l
6.16

6.09

6.45

14.36

55.09

10.16

13.27

2.63
g?

L45

5.92

6.07

2,57

4.8 4

1.96

2.8 I

2,46

4,55

2.42

7.49

).62

2.9t

3.47

6.07

2.67

2.27

22,91

21.40

t3.27

t9,93

ll.l3
9.20

J.20

,93

4,67

5.53

45.27

10.40

12,87

3.85

l.ll
1.22

),71

I 1.58

2,40

7.82

1.91

t.0?

2.24

t.79

2.5)

9.40

14.51

4.22

1,07

6.00

2,37

?,68

2J.2t

18,95

t4.68

17.47

9.58

9.2t

4.05

l 00

1.84

5,47

4t.53

E.89

11.7 4

? qe

.83

1.20

5.99

I 1.09

3.tI
6,68

2,9 t

2.5t

2.86

2.00

3.t5

7,18

I 5.49

3.74

,.80
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Planned comparisons were conducted to examine differences among the

groups on the dependent cognitive measures. These were chosen such that

they were both relevant to the theoretical questions of this experiment and

independent of each other. In this wâYr each comparison Eave some

nonredundant and unrelated information to that provided by the others. on

the other hand, if nonindependent comparisons were to be employed then the

interpretation of results would be more difficult, as explained by Hay (1963' p'

472)z

,,one really has no simple way to tell how many of the significant results

are due to chance alone, to the circumstance that several tests were carried

out on the same data, or, most important, to the circumstances that some

results dictate others'r.

The difficulties described by Hay are minimised if independent

comparisons are employed. However, if independent comparisons are

employed, only a finite number are possible, and this is always one less than

the number of sample groups (Hay, 196?). Thus, in the Present case no more

than five comparisons can be framed which are completely independent of

each other, although different sets of five mutually independent comparisons

can be found. one such set of planned comparisons which met this criterion of

,,independence'r and which addressed the main research questions of interest

was examined here. In addition, for each of the five planned comparisons' a

multivariate analysis of variance using Hotelling's T2 was conducted first' as a

check of the overall significance with 12 dependent measures' The dependent

measures were: Torrance Fluency, Imagination, Verbal Fluency, Word

Discrimination,lÙíordLength,wordPrint,symbolsubstitution,WordOrder

correction, word Reading, Animal House, Geometric Design and Block Design'
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Group means on these measures are also given in Table 9'9'

The first planned comparison examined the performance of Group 3 in

relation to Groups 1 and 4. on the basis of the Threshold Theory, it was

predicted that Group 3 would perform significantly better than the other

groups. The bilinguals in Group 3 had attained high levels of proficiency in

both languages, whilst Groups I and 4 had attained high levels in only English'

In addition, Group 5 was not included in this analysis because it consisted of

bilinguals who had attained a high level of proficiency in ltalian, but they were

tested in English.

An overall signif icant dif ference was found on the first planned

compariso n gJ--,lS F(12, 89)=2.61, p(.01), and further tests revealed

significant differences in favour of Group 3 on five of the dependent measurest

Torrance Fluency, Imagination, word order correction, word Reading and

Geometric Design, as shown in Tabte 9.10. Group 3 (see Table 9'9) also scored

higher than both Groups I and 4 on verbal Fluency, word Discrimination, and

symbol substitution, but these differences did not reach statistical

significance. Group 3 only performed significantly less well than Groups I and

4, on one measure' Word Print.
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Table 9.10 Planned Co ison I in E iment 3:

GrouÞs and 4
3vs

t(l 00) PMeasure

Torrance FluencY

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

líord Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

2.82

2.12

.89

.25

-.40

-2.12

L.l2

r.97

1.89

-.19

?.r9

.56

<.01

<.05

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

<.05

n.s.

<.05

<.05

n.s.

<.01

n.s.

Note:

The second planned comparison examined the performance of Group I in

relation to Group 4. The children in both of these SrouPs had attained a high

level of proficiency in only English, and on the basis of the Threshold Theory it

was predicted that these two groups would not differ significantly from each

other. As expected, no overall significant difference was found for this

analysis lT2=.17, F(12, 8g)= 1.2?, p).05J, and nor were any of the univariate

analyses significant at the.05 level, as shown in Table 9'll'

All tests for this comparison are one-tailed, since it was predicted

tfiåt Croup 3 woulJ pu.fo.r¡ significantly better than both Groups I

and 4.
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Table 9.1I Planned Co ison II in E iment 3:

vs

3

Measure t(l 00) p

Torrance Fluency

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimination

lVord Length

Word Print

Sybmol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

- 1.38

.73

.98

-t.24

-.80

-.61

.87

-.46

.17

l.l I
-r.?3

-r.81

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Note: All tests for this comparison are two-tailed, since no differences were
predicted.

The third planned comparison examined the performance of Groups lr 3

and 4 in relation to Groups 21 5 and 6. It was predicted that Groups l, 3 and 4

would perform significantly better than the other three SrouPs because the

children in these groups had all attained a high level of proficiency in English,

whilst the other three groups had not. This prediction is also consistent with

the Theshold Theory, and as expected, an overall significant difference was

found Í2=.67, F(12r 89)= 4.96, p<.Oll. Further univariate tests, indicated that

the performance of Groups l, 3 and 4 was significantly superior to Groups 2t 5

and 6 on all but one of the eleven dependent measures, Torrance Fluency, as

shown in Table 9.12.
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Planned ison III in Ex iment 3:

Grou

I 3and4vs
Table 9.12

t(1 00) p
Measure

Torrance FluencY

Imagination

Verbal FluencY

Word Discrimination

Word Length

\íord Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

1.48

4.t9

2.72

1.66

3.95

3.27

4.64

4.79

3.10

2.93

3.15

2.61

n.s.

<.01

<.01

<.05

<.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

<.01

Note:

Thefourthplannedcomparisonwasconcernedwiththeperformanceof

Group2inrelationtoGroup6.Nopredictionwasmadeaboutthe

performance of these two groups for the Threshold Theory has little to say

about the performance of those bilinguals who have attained a low level of

proficiencyinbothlanguagesascomparedwithmonolingualswhohave

attained an equally low level of proficiency in their one language' The results

here indicated that there were no significant differences between the two

groups either overall l!2=.OlrF(12r 89)=.49rp).05J, or on any of the individual

univariate tests as shown in Table 9'13'

All tests for this comparison are one-tailed since it was pre-dicted that

Groups 1, 3 and +,ä[rã p*rorrn significantly better than Groups 2, 5

and 6.
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Table 9.13 Planned Comparison IV in Experiment 3: Grou p 2 vs Grouo 6

Measure t(l 00) P

Torrance Fluency

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print
Symbol Substitution
tùíord Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

-.74

.95

.20

r.28

.09

-.26

-.05

.97

.08

.41

-.64

-.40

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Note: All tests for this comparison are two-tailed since no prediction was

made.

The fifth and final planned comparison examined the performance of

Group 5 in relation to Groups 2 and 6. All three SrouPs had attained a low

Ievel of proficiency in English, but Group 5 had attained a high level of

proficiency in at least one of their languages, that is, Italian. Therefore, it

was of interest to examine if Group 5 differed significantly from Groups 2 and

6 on any of the other measures. An overall significant difference was found

lT2=.26, 1iJ21 89)=1.90, p(.051, but only one of the univariate tests was

significant; this revealed that Group 5 performed significantly less well than

Groups 2 and 6 on Imagination, as shown in Table 9'14'
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Com ison V in iment 3: 5

ps and 6VS

Measure t( r 00) p

Torrance FluencY

Imagination

Verbal FIuencY

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

.54

-2.t8
t.t7
t.66

-.32

-.9r

-.80
1.15

-.21

.4r

1.76

1.30

n.s.

<.01

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Note: All tests for this comparison are two-tailed since no prediction was

made.

On the whole, the results from this experiment are consistent with the

Threshold Theory, for an overall bilingual superiority on the cognitive

measures was found only for those children who had attained a high degree of

proficiency in both Italian and English. A bilingual superiority was not found

for those bilinguals who were high on English but low on ltalian, or for those

bilinguals who were low on both English and ltalian. These results are

discussed further in chapter ll, after a report of Experiment 4 is given'
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CHAPTER IO EXPERIMENT 4: METALTNGUISTIC AVARENESS AND

CREATIVITYINITALIAN-ENGLISHBILINGUALCHILDREN

ANDITALIANSPEAKINGMoNoLINGUALCHILDREN'FRoM

ROME

The present experiment was designed to investigate further the

hypothesesexaminedinExperiment3,withasampleofbitingualand

monolingual children from Rome. It was essentially a replication of

Experiment 3, in that, the same cognitive and background measures were

employed, and children were 5 or 6 years old. In addition, the two languages

of the bilinguats were kept constant' and it was possible to investigate if the

results obtained in the previous experiment with south Australian bilinguals

and monolinguals would be replicated in a different country where Italian and

not English is the national language. Therefore, for this experiment ltalian-

English bilinguals were comPared to ltalian monolinguals'

Method

Subiects

The subjects were 35 ltalian-English bilingual children (15 boys and 20

girls) and 35 Italian monolingual children (19 boys and 16 girls)' Five children

from the initiat sample did not complete all the tasks due to frequent absences

from school, and thus were not included in the analyses. The bilingual children

were drawn from kindergarten (first year of primary school) and grade I

classes from six f,Englishil schools and one ltalian-English bilingual school in

Rome or the surrounding regions. The monolingual children were drawn from

two ltalian public preschools and grade I classes in two ltalian public primary

schools, also from the Rome area'
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The Italian monolinguals from the preschools were 5 years old, as were

the bilinguals from the kindergarten classes. Furthermore, the monolingual

preschoolers were completing their final year at preschool, and during this

final year literacy training begins (n.n¡. Marinelli, personal communication'

October 12, 1988). Therefore, this final year of preschool for the monolinguals

was considered comparable to kindergarten, and it was taken to be their first

year of schooling.

Monolinguals and bilinguals from the grade I classes were mostly 6 years

old but there were a few 5 year olds in both SrouPs. The mean age for the

bilinguals was 5 years l0 months (SD=6 months), and the mean age for the

monolinguals was 5 years I I months (Sn=6 months)'

Arrangements for testing

As in Experiment 3, parental consent was obtained for the children to

take part, and the same questionnaires were completed by consenting parents'

These questionnaires were translated into Italian by the author, as were most

of the other test items. The details are given below'

Eighteen measures were also obtained from the bilinguals in this

experiment, and all test items were administeied in four sessions using the

same format as in Experiment 3. For the majority Q7) of' the bilnguals the

main language of testing was ltalian, and all test items (except for the three

English verbal tests) were given to them in ltalian. For the other bilinguals

(8), whose dominant language was English (as indicated by their Parents in the

Language Background questionnaire), all test items excePt for the Italian

verbal tests were administered to them in English'
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In this experiment 15 measures were obtained from the monolingual

children and alt tests were given in ltalian. The monolinguals were given the

same tests as the bilinguals, except for the English set of verbal tests: PPVTI

(English), Vocabularyl (English), and Sentencesl (English). Since fewer tests

were given to the monolinguals in this experiment, it was possible to

administer all items in three sessions. Session I was the same as for the

bilinguals, in which the children were given Animal House, Vocabulary2

(Italian), ppVT2 (Italian), and Sentences2 (Italian). In Session 2 they were

given Geometric Design, Block Design, Thinking Creatively in Action and

Movement, \üord Discrimination and rùt/ord Length. In the last session, they

received Word Order Correction, Word Print, Symbol Substitution, Word

Reading and Verbal FluencY.

Each session for both bilinguals and monolinguals lasted approximately

30 minutes and there was an interval of I to 6 days between adjacent sessions.

All children were tested by the author during school hours, in a private room'

and childrenrs responses to all test items were recorded on answer sheets.

Details of questionnaires

The three quetionnaires employed in Experiment 3 were translated into

Italian by the author. Modifications were made to one item in Background

Information concerning parentsr level of education, since the educational

system in Italy differs slightly from the one in South Australia. In ltaly there

are generally five years of primary school, three years of junior high school

and five years of senior high school. In South Australia there are generally

eight years of primary school and five years of secondary school. In the

modified questionnaire, parents were asked simply to state the highest level of
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education attained and this information was then coded on a five-point scale

which parallelled the scale used in the previous experiments: (l) only primary

school; (2) senior high school not completed; (3) senior high school completed

or obtained technical qualifications, but had not attained entry into university;

(4) obtained entry into university; or (5) obtained tertiary qualifications'

No modifications were made to Literary Interests. However, Language

Background in this experiment addressed the amount of English used in the

home by the child, and questions from the previous questionnaire were

modified to meet this PurPose.

A copy of the modified questionnaires, Background Information and

Language Background in Engtish and ltalian, and a copy of Literary Interests in

Italian are given in Appendix 10.1.

CreativitY tests

Thinking Creatively in Action and Movement, and Verbal Fluency (Test

Form B) from the British Ability scales were translated into Italian by the

author. No modifications were made. A copy of these translations is given in

Appendix 10.2.

Metalinguistic tasks

The Italian metalinguistic tasks were based as closely as possible on the

English versions. However, the nature of some items had to be changed in

three tasks due to differences between the two languages. The author was

helped by Dr. M. A Pinto (university of Rome, "La Sapienza") who is currently

developing a test battery for assessing a wide range of metalinguistic abilities

I

I

I

l
,i,

iì

{
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in the upper primary and the secondary school grades (Cito, 1987; Carlucci,

1988; Ottavi, 1988).

First, in the Italian version of Word Discrimination, all items contained

three syllables and these were either single words or two-word phrases. In the

English version all items were also single words or two-word phrases but each

item contained only two syllables. It was necessary to change the syllable

criterion in the ltalian version since there are few single syllable words in

Italian which could be used for two-word phrases. Nine of the original English

items when translated into ltalian gave three-syllable items (Items I,3' 4r7,

IO, L2, L?, 15, and 16) and these were retained. The other seven items of the

task in Italian contained more than three syllables and these were rePlaced by

new three-syllables items.

For Word Length, 12 of the original items in Italian met the

requirements of the task (Items 2, 4t 61 71 8, g, l0r ll, I?, L4, 15, and 16)'

Each item had to be of the same type as in the English version, which included:

(a) short words with long referents, (b) long words with short referents, (c)

short words with no referents, and (d) long words with no referents. The four

items which did not meet these requirements were replaced by new items.

Last, modifications were made to Word Order Correction since six of the

English ungrammatical sentences when translated into Italian were

grammatically acceptable (Items I, 2, 4r 8' 1O' and t2). The items included in

the Italian version of Word Order Correction were modelled as closely as

possible on the items from the English version, and they were of the same

Iength. Furthermore, this task contained three types of ungrammatical

.l
I
I
l'¡

È

I
I

I
t
i

!

l
f

I

I

I
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sentences and there were four of each type, as in the originat (described in

Chapter 5).

The first type of unSrammatical sentence concerned the position of

adjectives. Certain adjectives in Italian precede nouns and only these types

were included in the task. As in the English version, the order of adjective-

noun was changed to noun-adjective'

The second type of ungrammatical sentence concerned negation' These

sentences also parallelled those in the English version' However' in ltalian'

the negator, r,not,r (non) precedes the verb, and the order of negator-verb was

changed to verb-negator.

ThethirdtyPeofungrammaticalsentencesintheEnglishversion

concerned the order of the verb in relation to the subject and the object: the

order of subject-verb-object was changed to subject-object-verb' This

modification of word order could not be used for the Italian version because

similar changes to Italian word order would not render sentences

ungrammatical. On the whole, the position of the verb, subject and object is

more flexible in Italian than it is in English (Bates, 1976, 1979)' Thus a

different type of un8rammatical sentence was included which concerned the

position of articles. In these sentences the verb and not the article preceded

the noun (e.g., Dad the washes car)'

WordPrintandSymbolsubstitutionwerealsotranslatedintoltalian,and

no modification was necessary. A copy of each of the metalinguistic tasks in

Italian is given in APPendix l0'3'

'lt'
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Additional cognitive tests

The verbal tests were those which had been used in Experiment 3: PPVTI

(English), Vocabularyl (English), Sentencesl (Engtish)¡ PPVT2 (Italian),

Vocabulary2 (ltalian), and SentencesZ (ltalian). The same nonverbal tests were

also used in this experiment: Animal House, Geometric Design and Block

Design. These have been translated into Italian and published by

Organizzazioni Speciati (Wechs\er, 197?). The last test, tüord Reading (Test

Form A), from the British Ability Scales was translated into Italian by the

author and a copy is given in Appendix 10'4'

Results and Discussion

Test reliabilities

In this experiment test reliabilities were calculated for the majority of

tests which had been either translated into ltalian Jrom the English originals or

modified as apProPriate. These were calculated for the bilingual and the

monolingual group separately, as in Experiment 3, using Cronbach alpha

coefficients. The reliabilities of only two of the translated tests were not

assessed: Animal House and Torrance Fluency'

The reliability of the Animal House was not computed because it is a

speed test, and therefore Cronbachrs method is not appropriate. Wechsler

(I9el, p. 2l) has used the test-retest method "in order to obtain ProPer

reliability data,' for Animal House, and it was found to be satisfactory (.68)'

on the other hand, the reliability of Torrance Fluency was not assessed

because it contained too few items (?). The reliability coefficient reported by

Torrance (t98lb) for Torrance Fluency is also based on the test-retest method,

and it is verY satisfactorY (.96).

i
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some items with zero variance were found in PPVTz (Italian), Sentences2

(Italian), Block Design and Word Reading. These items are listed in Appendix

10.5, and they were not culled from the total scales in either SrouP unless they

were passed or failed by ail the children. In this way the scales had an equal

number of items for both SrouPs.

In addition, some items were found to correlate negatively with the total

scale for Word Length in the bilingual ErouP and for Word Print and Literary

Interests in the monolingual group. These items are also listed in Appendix

10.5. In order to improve the test reliabilities and to have equal-item scales,

the ilpoorrr items were deleted from the relevant scales in each ErouP' All

subsequent analyses were conducted with the modified scales'

The number of "valid" items remaining in the scales and the test

reliabilities for both Sroups are given in Table 10.1. on the whole, they were

satisfactory and generally high. only the reliability for Literary Interests in

the monolingual SrouP was unsatisfactory'

I

I
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Table l0.l Test reliabilities examined in Exper iment 4

I

l

i

Measure No. of
items Cronbach's alPha

Bilinguals
(N=?5)

Monolinguals
(N=35)

Imagination

Verbal FluencY

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

PPVT2 (Italian)

Vocabulary2 (Italian)

Sentencesz (ttalian)

Geometric Design

Block Design

LiterarY Interests

Language Background

6

6

l6
L?

9

l0
L2

90

r25

22

t2
l0

9

6

t9

.82

.71

.69

.62

.82

.92

.87

.99

.98

.85

.87

.82

.88

.6?

.96

.7?

.65

.80

.60

.81

.96

.86

.99

.96

.79

-82

.77

.44

not apProPriate

.72
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Sex differences

Differences between mean scores for boys and girls were examined in

each group seParately as in Experiment 3, by multivariate analysis of variance

(using Hotelling's T2) with all the cognitive measures as the set of dependent

variables. The overall effect of sex was not significant at the '05 level for

either group, and only one univariate F test wasttsignificant" in each group. In

the monolingual Eroup the girls performed significantly better on Geometric

Design (ta.OO compared with 9.79); F(l, ??)=5.52'P<.05. Whilst in the bilingual

group the boys performed significantly better on Sentencesl (English) (11.53

compared with 7.40); I(1, 33)=5.18, p<.05. Since the overall sex effect was not

significant, and most differences were negligible, the variable was not

investigated in further analyses.

Correlations among the cognitive measures

Correlations were calculated among all variables for each group, and a

preliminary check was undertaken of the overall significance of the total

correlation matrix as in Experiments 2 and 3. In the monolingual group 140 of

the 241correlations were significant at the .05 level, whilst in the bilingual

group there were 133 out o1. ?25. For both Sroups, on an experiment-wide

basis, this portion has a null-hypothesis of (.01.

The correlations among the measures of metalinguistic awareness and

the measures of creativity are presented for the monolinguals and the

bilinguals in Tables 10.2 and 10.3, respectively. In the monolingual group' the

majority of correlations between the metalinguistic awareness measures and

the creativity measures are moderate and significant at the .01 level (l I out

of l5), and all are positive. In the bilingual SrouP' all but one of the

correlations are positive, however fewer are significant (6 out of l5).
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Furthermore, a canonical correlation analysis revealed an overall

significant relationship between the measures of metalinguistic awareness and

creativity only in the monolingual 8rouP, :T2=2-IO, F(I5, 87)=?'59, p('0lJ; and

a high canonical coef ficien t of. .79 was obtained on the first f unction' on the

other hand, a canonical correlation analysis for the bilingual group was not

significant at the .05 level, and this mirrors the findings for both groups in

Experiment 3. It may be noted further that in the monolingual SrouP here, two

of the main creativity scores were rather low and significantly lower than in

the bilinguat group. The monolinguals performed significantly lower on

Torrance Fluency 112.26 as compared with 21.94; F(l, 68)= 2l'96, p('0lJ', and

on Imagination [14.03 as compared with 16.?l; F(l,68)=12.78rP<'01]'

summary statistics for all the measures are given in Tables 10'6 and l0'7 for

the monolinguals and the bilinguals, respectively'

correlations amon8 the creativity measures' and amon8 the

metalinguistic measures for both Sroups in the present experiment were

mostly positive, moderate and significant as in Experiment ?' These are given

in Tables 10.2 and 10.3 for the monolinguals and the bilinguals, respectively'

In addition, as in Experiment 3, the metalinguistic measures correlated

positively and significantly with the majority of other standard cognitive

measures in both SrouPs, as shown in Tables l0'4 and l0'5'
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Table 10.2 Correlations am creativi and m ic measures for
tment

Variable 2?45678

l. Torrance FluencY

2. Imagination

?. Verbal Fluency

4. Word Discrimination

5. Word Length

6. Word Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. rùford Order Correction

.4? .25

.38

.38

.55

.75

.20

.60

.42

.?l

.5t

.47

.20

.61

.38

.62

.67

.5?

.56

.?4

.5?

.08

.49

.48

.2?

.59

.57

.62

Note: r ).27, p (.05; r ).?7, p (.01 (one-tailed tests)'

Table 10.3 Correlations a crea and m tic measures for
ment 4E

Variable 2?45678

l. Torrance FluencY

2. Imagination

?. Verbal Fluency

4. Word Discrimination

5. Word Length

6. Word Print

7. Symbot Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

.74 .66

.21

.25

-.05

.20

.40

.?5

.42

.ll

.20

.20

.20

.26

.02

.08

.24

.ro

.47

.t5

.38

.41

.r9

.44

.62

.?l

.64

Note: r ).27, p (.05; r ).37, p (.01 (one-tailed tests)'
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For the monolingual group a canonical correlation analysis was

conducted to examine the relationship between the five metalinguistic

measures and seven of the other cognitive measures: PPVT2 (Italian),

Vocabulary2 (Italian), Sentences2 (Italian)r rùt/ord Reading, Animal House,

Geometric Design and Block Design. This analysis was significant, lT2=8.I5,

F(?5, lO7)=4.98, n<.OlJ; and a very high canonical coefficient of '94 was

obtained on the first function. A similar analysis was conducted in the case of

the bilinguals. However, in this analysis the scores of PPVTI (engtish),

Vocabulartyl (English) and Sentencesl (English) were used instead of the scores

of ppVT2 (ltalian), Vocabulary2 (ltalian) and SentencesZ (ltalian) for eight of

the bilinguals whose dominant language was English, and who received all tests

in Engtish (except for the Italian verbal tests). The results for this analysis

paralleled those found in the monolingual group, in that an overall significant

relationship was found, A2=e.16, F(?5, IO7)=?.77, n<.011; and the canonical

coefficient on the first function was very high' .91'

For the bilingual group, a further canonical correlation analysis was

conducted to examine the overall relationship between the five metalinguistic

awareness measures and the three standard verbal measures which were given

to the children in their other language (Variables 13 to 15 in Table 10.5). This

was English for the majority of bilinguals (27) and ltalian for the others. An

overall significant relationship was found, l!2=z'o|' r(15' 87)=?'44' P<'0ll' In

addition, the canonical coefficient on the first function was high' '80' An

overall significant relationship between the metalinguistic tasks which were

all given in English and the standard verbal tests which were given to the

bilinguals in Italian was also found in Experiment 3.
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Additional canonical correlation analyses were conducted to examine the

overall relationship between the creativity measures and the other standard

cognitive measures. These correlations for the monolingual Eroup and the

bilinguat group, as shown in Tables lo.4 and 10.5, are all positive and several

are significant at the .01 level. Furthermore' some are high' For example,

the correlation bewtween Imagination and Vocabulary2 (ltalian) in the

monolingual grouP is .78.

An overall significant relationship was found between the creativity

measures and the other standard cognitive measures in the monolingual group,

lT2=2.86, F(21, 7l)=?.22, n<.Oll; and the canonical coefficient for this analysis

was high, .85. On the other hand, this particular analysis for the bilingual

group (which included the seven standard cognitive measures that were given

in the main language of testing as were the creativity measures) was not

significant at the .05 level. The contrary pattern of results was found in

Experiment 3, in that an overall significant relationship was found between the

creativity and the standard cognitive measures for the bilingual ErouP and not

for the monolingual grouP.

For the bilingual Sroup it was of further interest to examine the overall

relationship between the creativity measures and the standard measures which

were administered in their other language. As shown in Table l0'5, all nine of

the individual correlations between the creativity measures and these standard

measures (Variables 13 to 15 in Table l0'5) were significant at the '01 level'
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Table 10.4 Correlations of the creativi
the other

and metali ic measures with
tn E imenttive measures

Variable 9 lo 11 L2 16 17 18

l. Torrance Fluency

2. Imagination

?. Verbal Fluency

4. ìíord Discrimination

5. Word Length

6. Word Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

9. Word Reading

10. PPVT? (ltalian)

I 1. Vocabulary2 (Italian)

12. Sentences2 (Italian)

16. Animal House

17. Geometric Design

18. Block Design

.22

.56

.20

.42

.60

.57

.67

.67

.04

.60

.r2

.70

.61

.50

.42

.6E

.38

.?3

.7E

.48

.58

.69

.59

.47

.59

.?9

.68

.23

.48

.?2

.49

.50

.46

.72

.42

.??

.54

.56

.10

.57

.27

.66

.58

.45

.?4

.54

.28

.68

.6?

.51

.05

.72

.20

.?4

.?o

.45

.17

.77

.t3

.54

.4?

.52

.49

-.02

.44

.27

.76

.56

.2t

.29

.46

.?6

.61

.4?

.37

.59

.59

Note: r ).27, p (.05; r ).?7, P <.Ol (one-tailed tests).
Variablès l6 to 18 are numbered as for the bilingual Sroup'
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Table 10.5 Correlations of the creativi and

other measures for
istic measures with

iment

Variable 9 l0 1l t2 L3 14 15 16 17 18

1. Torrance FluencY .41

2. Imagination .48

?. Verbal FIuencY .?9

4. \ùíord

Discrimination .06

5. Word Length .64

6. Word Print .l I

7. Symbol
Substitution .62

8. ìWord Order
Correction .68

9. lt/ord Reading

10. PPVT (main language
of testing)

I l. Vocabulary (main
Ianguage of testing)

12. Sentences (main
language of testing)

L?. PPVT (other language)

14. Vocabulary (other
language)

15. Sentences (other
language)

16. Animal House

17. Geometric Design

18. Block Design

.40 .71 .11

.41 .13 .24

.16 .14 -.01

.25

-.01

.?4

.43 .19

.2? .10

.47 .42

.?E .?6

.44 .49

.?9 .29

.28

.51

.?3

.14

.40

.11

.46

.r5

.42

.08

.44

.01

.19

.?2

.24

.07

.15

.t7

.26

.40

.24

.14

.?2

.28

.22

.24

.26

.71

.48

.18

.24 .?? .29 .45 -28 -55 .2? .?7 '46

.74

.20

.44

.?t

.46 .72 .52 .7?

.?5 .5? .27 .59

.28 .16 .48 .38

.81 .80 .20

.?3 .57 .65

.07 .?7 .72

.?6 .?l

.5' .44

.28 .48 .27 .21 .27 -28 -78 .25

.?l .45 .?? .?4 -.02 -44 .19

.67 .29 .61 .46

.?? .57

.?t
.52

.57

.62

Note: r ).27, p (.05; t ).37, p (.Ot (one-tailed tests)'
Main language of i"rting was ltalian f.or 27 bilinguals and English for 8

bilinguals.
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In addition, canonical correlation analysis revealed an overall significant

relationship between the two sets of measures, [T2=.6 5, F(9, 8?)=2'Ol, p('05J'

and a moderate canonical coefficient was obtained, .60. Therefore, although

there was no overall significant relationship between the creativity measures

and the other standard cognitive measures which had been given to the

children in the main language of testing, there was ¿ln overall significant

relationship between the creativity measures and the standard cognitive

measures which the children received in their other language'

Furthermore'asshowninTable|o.5,themajorityofthestandard

cognitive measures which the bilinguals received in their main language of

testing also correlated positively and significantly with the me¿lsures which

the bilinguals received in their other language. This relationship was examined

further by canonical correlation analysis. An overall significant relationship

was found, lT2=2.05, F(21, 7I)=2.31, p(.01J; and the canonical coefficient

obtained on the first function for the analysis was moderately high, '75' thus

suggesting that there is a large degree of overlap between the standard

cognitive measures which were given in the two different languages' This was

notsu88estedbythefindingsinExperiment2.However,thefindingsofthis

experiment are consistent with the views of Cummins and recent studies (see

chapter 2). These suggest that bilinguals' linguistic abilities are

interdependent and are not separater and therefore any instruction which

bilingual children receive in either language is capable of promoting academic

skills in both languages.
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Overall, correlations among the cognitive measures in both the

monolingual and bilingual Sroup were Senerally positive, moderate and

significant. In addition, the overall relationship between the metalinguistic

awareness measures and the standard cognitive measures in both SrouPs was

significant, as found in Experiment 3. However, in the bilingual group the

overall relationship between the creativity measures and the metalinguistic

awareness measures, and the overall relationship between the creativity tests

and the other standard cognitive tests which were given to the bilinguals in

their dominant language were not signif icant. In contrast, the overall

relationship between the metalinguistic awareness and the creativity

measures, and the creativity and the standard cognitive measures in the

monolingual group were significant. These findings may be due to the fact

that on the whole, the monolingual troup obtained lower creativity scores than

the bilinguals. Moreover, in the bilingual SrouP' there were significant overall

relationships between the creativity tests and the standard cognitive tests

which were administered to the children in their nondominant language, and

between the standard cognitive tests which were administered in the two

different languages. This latter finding is consistent with the view that

Iinguistic abilities of bilinguals are interdependent'
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Intercorrelations between the cognitive and the background measures

correlations between the cognitive and background measures for the

monolinguals and the bilinguals are given in Tables 10.6 and l0'7, respectively'

Summary statistics on all measures are also given in these tables'

As in the previous experiments, the majority of the cognitive measures

correlated positively, moderately and significantly with age and length of time

at school in each group. In contrast, length of time at school correlated poorly

with all the cognitive measures as in Experiment 2. Furthermore, in the

monolingual group several of the cognitive measures correlated positively and

significantly with parental education. on the other hand, correlations between

the cognitive measures and parental education in the bilingual SrouP were

again nonsignificant, as was found in Experiment 3. It may be, as suggested by

Holobow, Genesee, Lambert, Gastright and Met (1987, P. I37), that

bilingualism ,,may help to diminish the effects of the social class backgroundr"

Holobow et al. found that the progess made on French language tests by

kindergarten children who were attending partial French immersion bilingual

programmes was not related to SES. However, their performance on English

Ianguage tests, which was assessed before the commencement of the bilingual

programme' was significantly related to SES'

correlations between the cognitive measures and the other background

measures, that is, Literary Interests, birth order and Language Background'

were generalty low and nonsignificant. In the previous experiment, Literary

Interests correlated positively and significantly with several of the cognitive

measures for the monolinguals. This was not the case here' However' it needs

to be noted that Literary Interests was not a satisfactory scale in the
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the for

Variable 19 20 21 22 2) 24 25 Mean 5D

l. Torrance Fluency

2, Imagination

3, Verbal Fluency

4. Word Discrimination

5. Word Length

6. Vord Print

7. Symbol Substitution

8. Word Order Correction

9. Vord Reading

10, PPVT2 (ltalian)

I l. Vocabulary2 (ltalian)

12. Sentences2 (ltalian)

16. Animal House

17. Geometric Design

18, Biock Design

19. Age

20. Length of time
at preschool

2I. Length of time
at school

22. Motherrs education

23, Fatherrs education

24. Birth order

25, Literèry Interests

-,0i
.t9
,25

.t5

.42

.r6

.79

.50

.4t

.t6

.t5

.29

,24

.35

.26

.76

.24

.27

.El

-.04

.r6

.24

.t4

.42

.?9

.40

.46

.45

.t2

.tt

.32

.tt

.tt

.29

.44

.ro

.26

.t9

.t7

.?6

-t9
.r4
.4)
.t0
.16

.26

.tt

.4t

.47

.17

.69

.u

.08

-.0 I

,20

-.01

.10

,05

,00

.18

,18

-.08

.09

.27

-.0I
,02

.08

-.06

.t6

.t7

.20

.2t
,26

.54

.t7

.20

,23

.24

.2E

.42

.t2

.59

.17

.71

-.07

ô?

-,2t
-.t4

.17

-. I9
_ l',

-.14

-,05
_.07

.00

-.07

-.2t
-.02

.01

-, l0
-.08

-. l0
.21

-.04

.07

.06

.08

.06

.10

.t3

.09

.16

-.13

.t6
_.08

.19

-.23

12,26

I 4.01

21.06

8,60

6.06

2.46

1.20

4.27

6.1 I

55.E0

15.7l

I6.00

47.94

I t.26

t 1.97

5.91

5.01

2.24

5.02

?.84

2.68

2.12

1.45

3.38

20.19

l8.l I
5.09

6,45

10.)6

4.29

4.02

.51

-.r7 ,01 22.78 9.61

-.15

-.04

-.06

-.?7
.01

.16

-.1I

3.8 I
r,29

l.l I
.55

3.15

6.17

2.94

2.97

1.55

t6.70

Note: r ).27, p (.05; r ),17, p (,01 (one-tailed tests).
Variables 16 to 25 are numbered as for the bilingual group.
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Tablet0.7 Correlations ve and for

Variable 19 20 2t 22 23 24 25 26 Mean SD

1.. Torrance Fluency .5t
2. lmagination .21

), Verbal Fluency .52

4. Vord Discrimination '18
5. Word Length .56

6. Word Print ,21

7. Symbol Substitution .15

8, Word Order Correction .56

9. Word Reading .5t
10. PPVT (main language of testing) .5,

I 1. Vocabulary (main language of
testing) '41

12. Sentences (main language of
testing) -t4

I 3. PPVT (other language) .56

14. Vocabulary (other language) '¡g
15, Sentences (other language) .45

16. Animal House .07

17. Geometric Design .56

18. Block Design .25

19. Age

20. Length of time at Preschool

21, Length of time at school

22. Mother's education

23. Father's education

24, Birth order

25, Literary Interests

26. Lan6uage Background

-.0t -47 .15 .l I

.15

.11

.21

-.05

.t6

-,01

-.06

-.1 I

-,09

.09

-.1 I
.t1
.20

.07

.15

.t7

.02

.18

.42

"t7
.40

,19

.51

.18

.4E

.57

.49

.21

-.06

.09

.07

.04

.20

.19

.!7

.17

.ll

.08

-,02
)a

.r9

.18

.09

,25

.l I

-.02

-. l6

-.05

.17

-.0')

.lt
-,05

.01

.ll
,24

.11

.t?

.06

.02

-. l8

-.t6
.11

-.21

-.04

-.21

-.09

-.12

-.06

-.09

.lE

-,09

-.t2
-,07

.09

.00

-,l5
.06

-.04

-.l l
,T6

-.02

-.Jl
-.l4
.2t

-.Il
-.02

-,06

-.08

2t.94

16.71

2t,89

9.49

7.29

?,00

2.91

6.06

17.77

62.93

15.37

30.06

6.40

7.17

50.49

11.46

r l.9l
5.85

21.0?

6,57

4.11

4.55

I.?L

t9.99

42.)9

I l.l5
3.05

6.69

1,22

2.7 5

2,57

4. l0
3.77

26.26

19.8 t

6.78
22.93

6.20

4.98

10.05

4.29

5.3E

.54

I?,27

5.66

1.04

.E0

.46

?.72

22.10

.l I .19

-.?7 -.2t
.04 ,00

.05 .06

-.08 .03

-. 19 -.24

-,05 ,02

-.09 -.05

-.23 t7.O? 4.98

,27
.5t
.59

.49

.0t

.54

.42

.7t
.19

,0)
.04

.t8

-.0 I

-.02

.18

,07

.17

-.09

,17

.t9

.13

-.0 3

.19

-.02

.06

.06

.lo
-,19

-.27

-.06

.22

.16

-.27

.t6

,02

,06

.00

-. l4
.04

-. l4
,t2
.00

.29

.11

-. l8

Note: r ).27, p (.05i r ).17, p (,01 (one-tailed tests).
Main ianguage of testing was ltalian for 27 bilinguals and English for 8 bilinguals.
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monolingual group for this experiment, since it had an alpha coefficient of '44'

Moreover, unlike, in Experiment 3, Language Background, in this experiment

did not correlate negatively and significantly with several of the cognitive

measures.However,inthepreviousexperimentallchildrenweretestedin

English, although for some children the main language spoken at home was

Italian. In the present experiment the language of testing corresponded to the

children's dominant language, as indicated by parents in Language Background'

The significant background correlates of several of the cognitive

measures for both the bilinguals and monolinguals were age and length of time

at school, as in Experiment 3. In addition, parental education emerged as a

significant correlate of the cognitive measures in the monolingual group but

not in the bilingual group. This result was also found in Experiment 3 and it is

consistent with the results reported recently by Holobow et al' (1987), and

those by cahill (19s7) which were described in chapter 9.

Group differences

Further analYsest as in Experiment 3 were conducted to examine

differences between bilinguals and monolinguals with varying degrees of

proficiency in their respective languages. In this experiment all children were

first divided into subgroups of high and low Italian proficiency on the basis of a

median split. The three Italian verbal tests, PPVT2 (ltalian), Vocabulary2

(ltalian) and Sentences2 (Itatian) were used to assess Italian proficiency and

raw scores on each of these tests were converted to z-scores' These three z-

scores were then summed and the totals were converted to T-scores' Both the

bilinguals and monolinguals with T-scores greater than the median (50'17) were
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classified as high on ltalian proficiency, whilst the others were classified as

Iow on Italian ProficiencY.

The bilinguals were further divided into subgroups of those high and low

on English proficiency using the same procedure as for Italian proficiency' but

with the three English verbal tests: PPVTI (English), Vocabularyl (English)

and Sentencesl (English). Bilinguals with an English T-score greater than the

median '.i1.5q were classified as high on English proficiency, whilst the others

were classified as low on English proficiency. Therefore, as in Experiment 3,

six linguistic subgroups were defined, and for simplicity these are henceforth

called "groups". In this experiment, Group I consisted of 19 monolinguals high

on Italian proficiency; Group 2 consisted of 16 monolinguals low on Italian

proficiency; Group 3 consisted of 9 bilinguals high on both ltalian and English

proficiency; Group 4 consisted of 8 bilinguals high on Italian proficiency and

low on Engtish proficiency; Group 5 consisted of 8 bilinguals low on ltalian

proficiency and high on English proficiency; and Group 6 consisted of l0

bilingualslowonbothEnglishandltalianproficiency.

The mean Italian T-score for each of the six groups, and the mean

English T-score for each of the four bilingual groups are given in Table l0'8'

Included in this table are also the group means on the background variables

which were examined in Experiment 3, and the cognitive measures' As in the

previous experiment, the background variables were employed as covariates in

the subsequent analyses, and SrouP differences on the cognitive measures were

examined by five independent planned comparisons'
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Table 10.8 Summarv statistics for the stx grou os in Exoeri ment 4

Variable Group I
(N= le)

Mean

o 2 GrouP 3

ål (N=e)
CrouP 6
(N= l o)

SD Mean SD

Grou
(N= I

Group 4
(N=8)

Group 5
(N=8)

SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean

Itâliàn T-score

English T-score

At.
Length of time
at preschool

Length of time
at school

L4other's education

Father's education

L iterary Interests

Torrance Fluency

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

\Vord Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric DesiSn

Block Design

4,35 41.90 5.6)

Not aPproPriate

.41 5.60 ,44

10.26 24.11 8.85

57.)2

6.l8
21.47

58,45

58.10

6,27

18.00

4.84

5.51

.52

t 1.93

5,)6

3,90

.55

9.49

58.65

42.0')

6.00

21,7 5

6.69

5.54

.38

14.32

15.84

60.20

5.70

I 8.50

7.88

4.42

.42

13.81

42.67

40.93

5.49

25,20

7.84 2.91 4.t9 ).87 I l.l I 5.91 6.00 5'26 5'75 5'18 )'60 4'01

3.36

1,77

16.)2

t2.61

t4,95

22.)2

t0,37

7.42

3,26

2,16

5.7 4

11,26

52.1|

l),90
l 3.68

l .30

L12

2.89

5,09

2.04

5.58

) -t7

2,48

2.58

4.50

3.69

26.63

6.66

3.21

2,91

) Ù'1

2.49

17 .16

I l.8l
12.94

t9,56

6,50

4.44

l 50

.06

2.44

,00

4 3.00

8.1 3

9.94

.88

.7)

3.88

5.09

2.02

3.92

1.93

1.93

L55
)5

|.79

,00

t|.92
).16

4.28

4.56

4,67

19,33

28.22

17.89

25.56

9.56

8.tI
).77

5,44

9,78

)7.67

50.67

t4.)3
| 4.11

.51

.7t

1,24

9.68

2.01

5.4 8

4.t6

2.12

2,96

4.t9

2.28

31.14

15,77

2,92

4.98

4.l)
4.38

I 8.50

21.11

t4.63

24.11

t0,63

7.50

1.67

2,25

5.11

1t,7 5

52.7 5

t2.11

1t,7 5

l 46

.92

1,74

4.79

2.62

5.30

),14

t.93

1.85

2.44

2.56

21.51

3.54

3.64

4,33

4.79

4.89

21.7 5

I 6.38

17,00

I 8.38

9.50

8,1 3

5.t)
3.63

6,13

t6.7 5

54.50

tr.6)
14.25

.40

.21

4.56

6.52

4.14

6.26

2.51

2.85

2.16

6.02

3.27

24.95

4.tt
4.50

5.15

3,86

4.3t

20.16

21.40

15.70

I 9.60

8.50

5,70

2.10

.60

J.40

5.50

45.10

8,20

8.00

L25

l 04

1,21

t6,35

2.61

7.44

2,84

1,27

r.85

L15

3.60

17.J9

9.4)

3.91

4,92
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Thefirstplannedcomparisoninthisexperimentexaminedthe

performance of Group 3 in relation to Groups l, 4 and 5. Group 5 was included

in the first planned comparison here, but not in Experiment 3, because these

children were tested in their dominant language, that is, English. on the basis

of the Threshold Theory and the results obtained from the previous

experiment, it was expected that Group 3 would perform significantly better

than the other three Eroups. Group 3 had attained a high level of proficiency

in both Italian and English, whilst the other three SrouPs had attained a high

level in only one language. An overall significant difference was found on the

first planned comparison [T2= .78, F(!2, 47)=3.06, P<.01]. Further univariate

tests indicated significant differences in favour of Group 3 on four of the

dependent measures, Torrance Fluency, Imagination, \üord order correction'

and word Reading, as shown in Table 10.9. Group 3, as shown in Table 16'8'

also scored higher than Groups r, 4 and 5 on verbal Fluency, Symbol

substitution and Geometric Design, but these differences did not reach

statistical signif icance.
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Table 10.9 Planned Comparison I in Experiment 4: Group 3 vs Groups l' 4

and 5

I
.r¡

ùþ-

¡
I

I
,t

t

,l

'f
I
l

I

I

i

t (58) p
Measure

Torrance FluencY

Imagination

Verbal FluencY

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

\íord Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

7.12

1.84

1.38

-.86

-.24

-.81

.97

2.74

1.84

-.47

.?7

.28

<.01

<.05

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

<.01

<.05

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

ú'
fiìj

p

Note:

Thesecondplannedcomparisoninthisexperimentexaminedthe

performance of Group I in relation to Groups 4 and 5' Each of these Sroups

had attained a high level of proficiency in only one language; Groups I and 4

had attained a high levet of proficiency in ltalian, whilst Group 5 attained a

high level in English. on the basis of the Threshold Theory and from the

results obtained in the previous experiment, it was predicted that no

significant differences would be found on this comparison' Although' an

overall significant difference was not found lT2=,?2, F(12, 47)=I'34' p)'05J'

two of the univariate tests indicated a superiority, in favour of Groups 4 and 5'

This was for Torrance Fluency and Imagination, as shown in Table 10'10'

All tests for this comparison are one-tailed, since it was predicted

that Group 3 would-p".io., significantly better than Groups 1,4 and

5.
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Table 10.10 Planned comparison II in Experiment 4: Group I vs Groups 4

and 5

'I

I

-i

ú

ùþ

¡

I
{
I

'l

ïI
t,

I

I

I

t (5S) p
Measure

Torrance Fluency

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

SymboI Substitution

ïtiord Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

-2.66

-2.0?

.??

-t.07

-.98

-,?I
r.07

-.31

-.01

.75

-.67

.00

<.01

<.05

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.
I

Note: All tests for this comparison are two-tailed, since no differences were

predicted.

The third planned comparison in the present experiment examined the

performance of Groups lr?r4 and 5 in relation to Groups 2 and 6. Each of the

Groups I, ?, 4 and 5 had attained a high level of proficiency in at least one

language whilst the two other SrouPs had attained a high level in neither of

their languaSes. Thus, it was expected that GrouPs l, 3, 4 and 5 would

perform significantly better than the other two groups. This hypothesis was

supported, in that, an overall significant difference was found Í2='43, F(Iz,

47)=I.96,p<.05]. In addition, univariate tests, indicated that the performance

of Groups I, ?,4 and 5 was significantly superior than Groups 2 and 6 on five

of the dependent measures, word Length, word order correction, Animal
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House, Geometric Design and Block Design, as shown in Table l0'11' Groups

Lr 3r 4 and 5 also performed higher than the Groups 2 and 6 on the majority of

the other cognitive measures given in Table 10.8, but these differences did not

reach statistical significance.

Table l0.l I Planned ison III in E iment 4: G I ? 4and5vs
rouÞs

'i
I
!l

t
(

:l

i
I

I

t (58) pMeasure

Torrance Fluency

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimination
rüord Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

Note:

.07

r.62

.72

1.38

2.?4

.77

r.07

2.48

.54

2.61

3.05

2.98

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

<.05

n.s.

n.s.

<.05

n.s.

<.05

<.0 t

<.01

All tests for this comparison are one-tailed, since it was predicted

tfrãt C.oups 1,3, + and 5 would perform significantly better than

Groups 2 and 6.
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The fourth planned comparison, as in Experiment 3, examined the

performance of Group 2 in relation to Group 6. Both of these groups had

attained low levels of proficiency in their respective languages, and on the

basis of the results obtained in Experiment 3' no significant differences were

expected on this comparison. The multivariate analysis which examined the

overall differences between the two Sroups was nonsignificant lT2=32' F(12'

47')=l.25rp).05J, and only one of the univariate tests was significant, as shown

in Table lO.I2. This indicated a superiority in favour of Group 6 on Torrance

Fluency.

Table 10.12 Planned Co mparison IV in Exoeriment 4: Grouo 2 vs Grouo 6

i

t (58) PMeasure

Torrance FluencY

Imagination

Verbal Fluency

Word Discrimination

Word Length

Word Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

-2.67

-.65

-.29

.12

-.69

-.23

.08

.?L

.11

_.65

1.01

.31

<.05

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Note: All tests for this comparison are two-tailed, since no differences were

predicted.
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The fifth and final planned comparison in this experiment, examined

the performance of Group 4 in relation to Group 5. Both were bilingual

groups, but they differed in that, Group 4 had attained a high level of

proficiency in only ltalian, whilst Group 5 had attained a high level of

proficiency in only English. on the basis of the Threshold Theory' no

significant differences were expected. Overall, Eroup differences were not

found to be significant lT2=.?8, F(12, 47)= 1.49, p)-051, and only one of the

univariate tests was significant, as shown in Table 10.13. This indicated a

superiority on Word Print in favour of Group 5'

Table 10.13 Planned Co ison V in riment 4: G 4 vs Grou 5

Measure t (58) P

Torrance Fluency

Imagination

Word Fluency

Word Discrimination

Word Length
'lfford Print

Symbol Substitution

Word Order Correction

Word Reading

Animal House

Geometric Design

Block Design

.48

-r.59
1.65

.56

.65

-3.02

-.41

-.68

-.?0

-.57

-.0 t

-1.00

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

<.01

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Note: All tests for this comparison are two-tailed, since no differences were

predicted.
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on the whole, the results from this experiment provide additional

support for the Threshold Theory, and they are broadly consistent those found

in Experiment 3, in that, an overall bitingual superiority on the cognitive

measures was found only for those children who had attained a high degree of

bilingualism. In addition, a bilingual superiority was found on two of the

creativity measures for those bilinguals who had attained a high level of

proficiency in only one of their languages, and on one of the creativity

measures for those bilinguals who had attained a low level of proficiency in

both languages. However, an overall bilingual superiority was not found for

those children who had attained lower degrees of bilingualism, as was found in

Experiment 3. These results are discussed further in the following chapter'
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CHAPTERIIovERvIEwANDFURTHERCoNSIDERATIoNS

Metalinguistic awareness and creativity are two cognitive areas which

have been studied in the bilingual literature, and in both areas a bilingual

superiority has f requently been found. This thesis was concerned with

examining the two areas further in relation to the Threshold Theory' In

addition, the thesis was concerned with the degree of consistency amonS

different metalinguistic awareness tasks, and the relationship between

measures of metalinguistic awareness and creativity in monolingual and

bilingual children in a cross-cultural study'

Metalinguistic awareness

The results found here were consistent with a number of previous studies

which have found moderate and positive correlations amon8 different

metalinguistic awareness tasks, thus suggesting that metalinguistic awareness

can be viewed as a unitary ability. This notion was investigated in the Present

thesis by ExPeriments I and 2.

Ten metalinguistic tasks were studied in Experiment I with two age

groups, each consisting of 20 children. The children were English speaking

monolinguals aged between 5 and 9 years. They were divided into two age-

level subgroupss the mean ages for the younger and older subgroups were 5

years I t months and 7 years 7 months, respectively. on the whole, the

metalinguistic tasks demonstrated the expected age differentiation, with the

older subgroups obtaining higher mean scores. In addition, several significant

positive correlations were found among the ten tasks, lending support to the

viewthatthereexistsageneralmetalinguisticability.
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Experiment 2 was specifically designed to utilise factor analysis to study

metalinguistic awareness, and its relationship to general intellectual

development. Because it was found that some of the metalinguistic tasks were

rather easy for the older children in Experiment l, in this study only young

children were tested. The subjects were 71 English speaking monolinguals

aged 5 or 6 years. Further evidence was found for the notion of a general

metalinguistic ability, but the findings also suggested that metalinguistic

abilïties were not clearly distinguishable, in factorial terms, from other tests

of intellectual abilities.

An additional aim of Experiment 2 was to examine the relationship

between the metalinguistic awareness and five relevant background variables'

namely, length of time at preschool, length of time at primary school, age' sex

and parental education. The highest level of education attained by parents

was used as an index of SES'

The background variables which were found to be related to several of

the metalinguistic tasks and the standard tests in Experiment 2 were length of

time at school, age and parental education. Length of time at school and age

also correlated significantly with several of the cognitive measures in the

monolingual and bilinguat grouPs studied in Experiments 3 and 4' However'

parental education correlated positively and significantly with several of the

cognitive measures only in the monolingual groups. For the bilinguals in

Experiments 3 and 4, parental education was not significantly related to the

subjects, test performance generally. This finding is consistent with two

recent studies by cahill 0987) and Holobow et al' (1987), and in order to

explain this result Holobow et al. have suggested that bitingualism may help to

diminish the effects of SES on cognitive development. one possible way in
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which high sES enhances cognitive development in young children is that it

provides a more enriched environment for them as comPared with children

from families low on SES. Such an environment may also be provided overall

by bilingualism.

Creativity

The majority of bitingual studies which have examined measures of

creativity have usually focused on subjects from the middle and upper-primary

or the early high school grades. only three of the bilingual studies reviewed in

chapter 7 included some children aged 5 or 6 years, but even in these studies

most of the subjects were from middle and upPer primary school grades' on

the other hand, in the creativity field, tests have been developed for assessing

creativity in younger children, even for children as young as 3 years' Research

on this topic was reviewed in chapter 8, and two of the creativity tests

suitable for 5 and 6 year olds were selected to be examined with bilingual and

monolingual children in Experiments 3 and 4. The tests, both divergent

thinking tests, were Thinking creatively in Action and Movement which was

developed by Torrance (1981b), and verbal Fluency from the British Ability

Scales (Elliot, 1983a). Satisfactory data on these tests' reliability and validity

have been provided by their authors. Correlations among the creativity

measures obtained from the two tests in Experiments 3 and 4 were generally

moderate, positive and significant, thus lendinS suPport to the view that

creativity is also a unitary construct in young children, as has been suggested

by the majority of previous studies.
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The relationship between creativity and the other standard cognitive

tests was also examined in Experiment 3 and 4. on the whole, the results were

consistent with previous studies which have found varying degrees of overlap

between creativity measures and standard intelligence measures' Several

studies in the literature have found a significant degree of overlap between

these two sets of measures in more heterogeneous samples, as was found for

the bilingual group in Experiment 3. In addition, the results of Experiment 4

suggested that there may be a significant relationship between creativity

measures and standard cognitive measures in Sroups which are Senerally low

on creativity, as was found in the monolingual group. However this has not

been suggested by previous findings'

Metalinguistic awareness and Creativity

In addition, this thesis addressed the relationship between measures of

metalinguistic awareness and measures of creativity in bitingual and

monolingual children. Both of these types of measures have been frequently

examined in bilingual studies. Previous bilingual studies which have included

measures of metalinguistic awareness or measures of creativity were reviewed

in chapters 3 and 7, respectively. However, none of these previous studies has

investigated the two types of measures simultaneously.

In Chapter 9 it was hypothesised that there would be positive

relationships between measures of metalinguistic awareness and measures of

creativity, and this was investigated by Experiments 3 and 4. The hypothesis

was based primarily on the notion of the "objectification of language"' which

has also been proposed for explaining the more widespread cognitive gains

associated with bilingualism generally. contrary to what was hypothesised, no
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overall significant relationship between the two types of measures was found

for the monolinguals or the bilinguals in Experiment 3, or for the bilinguals in

Experiment 4. An overall significant relationship between the measures of

metalinguistic awareness and those of creativity was found only for the

monolinguals in Experiment 4, but this group performed rather poorly on the

creativity measures generally' Thus, on the whole' the results from

Experiments 3 and 4 indicate that the two constructs, metalinguistic

awareness and creativity are concerned with largely independent and not

interrelated cognitive abilities'

Threshold Theory

A further concern of this thesis was to examine the effects of

bilingualism on cognitive development' as predicted by the Threshold Theory'

The Threshold Theory maintains that there may be levels of linguistic

proficiency which bilingual children must attain in order to avoid cognitive

deficits and to allow cognitive benefits. on the whole, the data from both

Experiments 3 and 4 were consistent with this theory, in that an overall

bilingual superiority on the cognitive measures was found only for those

bilinguals who had attained high levels of proficiency in ltalian and English'

First in Experiment 3, the bilinguals high on both English and ltalian

(Group ?) were compared to those bilinguals who had attained a high level of

proficiency in only English (GrouP 4) and to those monolinguals who had

attained an equally high level of proficiency in English (Group l)' The

bilinguals who had attained a high level of proficiency in Italian were not also

included in this comparison since these bilinguals were tested in English'

although they had attained a relatively high level of proficiency in ltalian and
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a low level in English (GrouP 5). On the other hand, in Experiment 4' the two

groups of bilinguals who had a high level of proficiency in one language

(Groups 4 and 5) were compared to those bilinguals high on both languages'

since all groups were given the majority of the tests in their dominant

Ianguage. In Experiment 4, the dominant languaSe was English for Group 5 and

Italian for the other five grouPs'

The findings from Experiments 3 and 4 supported the first hypothesis' in

that significant differences were found in favour of the bilinguals who had

attained a high level of proficiency in both languages. In Experiment 3 these

bilinguals performed significantly better on Torrance Fluency, Imagination'

word order correction, word Reading and Geometric Design, than did the

bilinguals and monolinguals who had attained a high level of proficiency in only

English. similarly, in Experiment 4 the bilinguals who were high on both

Italian and English performed significantly better than the bilinguals and

monolinguals who had attained a high level in only one language on Torrance

Fluency,Imagination,WordorderCorrectionandWordReading.

on the basis of the Threshold Theory it was further predicted that there

would be no differences between those monolinguals who had attained a high

level of proficiency in their single language and those bilinguals who had

attained a high level of proficiency in only one of their languaSes' In order to

test this hypothesis in Experiment 3, the monolinguals high on English (Group

l) were compared to the bilinguals high on English only (Group 4), whilst in

Experiment 4 the monolinguals high on ltalian (Group l) were compared to

both the bitinguals who were high on Italian only (Group 4) and to those

bilinguats high on English only (Group 5). In Experiment 4, a significant
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difference was found in favour of the bilinguals on two of the creativity

measures (Torrance Fluency and Imagination)' However' overall the group

differences in both experiments were not significant, and this is consistent

with the Threshold TheorY.

one other prediction was made based on the Threshold Theory' It was

expected that bilinguals who had attained a low level of proficiency in both

languages and monolinguals who had attained a low level of proficiency in

their only language would perform significantly worse than bilinguals or

monolinguals who had attained a high level of proficiency in at least one

language. In Experiment 3, it was also expected that the bilingual group which

was high on Italian but low on English (Group Ð would also perform

significantly worse than the other three Sroups which were high on English

(Groups l, ? and 4) because this group received the dependent measures in

English. This hypothesis was suPported in that the three SrouPs which were

high on English performed significantly better on all the dependent measures

except for Torrance Fluency. similarly, in Experiment 4 the four groups which

had attained a high level of proficiency in at least one language (Groups I' ?' 4

and 5) performed significantly better overall on the dependent measures than

the other two groups which had both attained low levels of proficiency in their

respective languages (Groups 2 and 6)'

of further interest was the comparison of those bilinguals who had

attained a low level of proficiency on both Italian and English (Group 6) with

those monolinguals who were low on English proficiency in Experiment 3

(Group 2), and with those monolinguals who were low on ltalian proficiency in

Experiment 4 (Group 2). No specific prediction was made since the Threshold
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Theory has little to say about these two particular groups. on the whole,

differences between the two groups in both experiments were negligible' only

one significant difference was f ound between the relevant

Experiment4onTorranceFluency,infavourofthebilinguals.No

,differences were found between the two SrouPs in Experiment 3'

groups in

significant

In each experiment, one final comparison was conducted which provided

some additional information. This comparison in Experiment 3 examined the

performance of the bilinguals who were high on ltalian but low on English

(Group 5) in relation to the monolinguals and bilinguals who were low in each

of their respective languages (Groups 2 and 6). It was found that the bilingual

group high on Italian but low on English performed significantly worse on

Imagination, however differences on the other measures were not significant

at the .05 level. It is expected though, that this group would have performed

significantlybetterthantheothertwogroupsforthiscomparisonifthe

bilinguals who were high on ltalian but low on English had been given the

majority of the tests in ltalian. Furthermore, no differences would be

expected between those bilinguals who were high on Italian (Group 5) but low

on English and those that were low on Italian but high on English (Group 6)' if

both groups had been tested in their dominant language'

In fact many of the earlier studies failed to assess the degree of

bilingualism (Peal & Lambert, 1962; Cummins, 1976), and often bilinguals may

have been given intellectual tests in their weaker language' Now if the

bilinguals were found to perform significantly worse on the various tests in

comparison to their monolingual control SrouPsr and this was often the case

(Darcy, Lg5?\, then this poorer performance could be attributed to the fact
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that the tests were given to the bilinguals in their weaker language, and not

to their bilingualism Per se.

on the other hand, the last comparison in Experiment 4 examined the

performance of the bilinguals who were high on Italian but low on English

(Group 4) in relation to the bilinguals who were low on ltalian but high on

Engtish (Group 5). No significant differences were exPected since both groups

were tested in their dominant language. This hypothesis was generally

supported, in that overall, the differences between the two Sroups were not

signif icant.

Taken together, the findings from both Experiments 3 and 4 suggest that

whilst high levels of performance in two languages may Promote some aspects

of cognitive development, Iow levels of bilingualism do not' Thus the results

are consistent with the Threshold Theory'

Other ttreoretical views

A view counter to that of the Threshold Theory has been put forward by

Diaz (1gg5a) and this was briefly described in chapter 2. Diaz has found

results which led him to conclude that the positive effects of bilingualism are

not related to high levels of bilingual proficiency but that they may be

,,related to the initial efforts required to understand and produce second

language,, (p. l3s). However, the results obtained by Diaz have not been

replicated uP to date.

Recently, Bialystok (1986a, 1986b, 1987' 1988a) has found that bilinguals'

irrespective of their degree of bilingualism, generally perform better than
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monolinguals on those metalinguistic tasks which place Sreater demands on the

control of linguistic processing. This has been defined as "the executive

component responsible for directing attention to the selection and integration

of information" (Bialystok, 1988a, p. 561). On the other hand, bilinguals who

have attained high levels of proficiency in both languages have been found to

perform signif icantly better on metalinguistic tasks which require more

analysed linguistic knowledge. This has been defined as 'rthe skill component

responsible for the structuring and explication of linguistic knowledge[

(Bialystok, 1988a, p. 561). Bialystok's framework for classifying metalinguistic

tasks was also briefly described in Chapter 4, and Bialystokrs bilingual studies

were summarised in ChaPter 3'

ThemetalinguistictasksexaminedinExperiments3and4werenot

designed to directly assess Bialystok's views, however, the data were re-

examined for this purpose. Three metalinguistic tasks, word Discrimination'

word Print and word order correctionr were classified as requirin8 more

analysed knowledge, whilst the remaining two, word Length and symbol

Substitution, were classified as requiring more control of linguistic processing'

The criteria for classifying metalinguistic tasks in terms of these two

processing components are given by Bialystok and Ryan (1985a, 1985b; see also

Birdsong, l9S9).

In both Experiments 3 and 4 it was found that bilinguals who had attained

a high level of proficiency in Italian and English performed significantly better

on Word Order Correction than the monolinguals and bilinguals who had

attained a high level of proficiency in only one language. This is one of the

metalinguistic tasks which has been classified as requiring a high degree of
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analysedknowledge,however,asuperiorityinfavourofthehighlyproficient

bilinguat group on the other two tasks which assessed this aspect of

metalinguistic awareness was not found. Furthermore, there was no evidence

that the bilinguals irrespective of their degree of bilingualism were better on

the two metalinguistic tasks which may be viewed as assessing control of

linguistic processing. Therefore, on the whole, the results of Experiments 3

and 4 are not consistent with Bialystokrs views'

Inaddition,itneedstobenotedthatBialystokhasnotprovidedany

factorial validity for the two Processing components she has defined' It may

be that these components are largely interdependent, since metalinguistic

tasks which require a high degree of analysed knowledge have been found to

correlate moderately, positively and significantly with some tasks which place

greater demands on the control of linguistic processing by Bialystok (1988a'

l9s8b). However, the existence of these two components using factor analysis

needs to be confirmed, if the two comPonents are to have any role in further

theory development concerning metalinguistic arù/areness and bilingualism'

oneoftheotherissueswhichhasbeenfrequentlyaddressedinthe

bilingual literature, and which was discussed briefly in Chapter I' concerns

bilinguals who have attained high levels of proficiency in their two languages'

Are such bilinguats more intelligent? If this is the case then this factor alone

may explain why they attained both a high degree of bilingualism and why they

performed significantly better overall on the various cognitive measures' The

findings of Experiments 3 and 4 su8gest otherwise. Here the bilinguals who

had attained a high level of proficiency in both languages were not superior to

the respective monolingual and bilingual groups on the performance of one of
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their languages. Furthermore, the bilinguals who had attained a high level of

proficiency in both of their languages did not perform significantly better on

all the cognitive measures. This would have been expected if the bilinguals

high on both Italian and English were in fact more intelligent than the

monolingual and bilingual ErouPs who had attained a high level of proficiency

on only one language. However, this should not be taken to imply that more

intelligent children are not expected to perform better on cognitive and

academic tests. Rather the results suggest that high levels of bilingualism

may enhance some aspects of cognitive functioning to a more marked level of

competence than if the development were fuelled by high intelligence alone'

It has also been argued recently by Bowey (1988) that metalinguistic

awareness may enhance bilingualism, or that metalinguistic awareness and

bilinguatism may mutually facilitate each other (see Chapter 3)' Similarly'

scott $97Ð has argued with reference to creativity' as assessed by divergent

thinking tests, that it may both facilitate and be facilitated by bilingualism

(see Chapter 7). The notion that metalinguistic awareness and creativity may

enhance bilingualism or more generally, second language learning, could be

studied further in cases where one can obtain an assessment of the subjects'

metalinguistic and creative thinking abilities before the subjects have begun

Iearning a second language (i.e., at the commencement of an immersion

bilingual programme). In this way it could be determined if those subiects

with superior metalinguistic or creative thinking abilities are more successful

in learning or acquiring a second language'
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Facilitating second language acquisition

The question of why some children acquire a second language and why

others do not is an interesting and an important one' Children who do acguire

two languages equally well along side each other may benefit cognitively as

suggested by Experiments 3 and 4. Furthermore the benefits may extend to

the bilingualsr lifestyle in general. For example, Dodson (1983, p' 401) has

suggested that 'rknowin8 two languages can give the individual an extra window

on the world, increase his understanding, his visions and his insights, and in the

process perhaps help him to develop into a more tolerant Person than he would

otherwise have been'r . These views could be investigated empirically by future

studies.

A large number of factors, however, have been identified in the

literature to explain why some young children are more successful in learning

or acquiring a second language and why others are not. Dopke (1986, p' aS6)

has summarised some of these:

,,They are basically sociolinguistic factors such as the amount and

variety of exposure to the minority language, the parent's consistency in their

language choice, their attitudes towards bilingualism and their confidence in

the children,s success, and also the children's talkativeness and general

temperamentrr.

In addition, Dopke has found that children v/ere more likely to speak a

minority language in German-English families who were following the concept

of one person-one language, if the respective parent employed a more child-

centred mode of interaction than the parent who spoke the majority language'

Cahitl0987)hasalsofoundthatthebilingualchildrenwhowere.more
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proficient in their second language, Italian, came from families who put a

greater emphasis on the use and correct use of ltalian, and who insisted that

their children reply in ltalian when addressed in ltalian.

Further guidelines for parents who are interested in bringing up their

children bilingually have been published recently by Arnberg (19s7) and

Saunders(l9SS).AccordingtoArnberl{fIgSTrp'95)anidealsituationfor

bringing up children bilinguallY:

,,... is one in which parents consistently follow a one person/one language

strategy and where the minority language is spoken between the parents and

used as the family language, wherever possible. If this is not possible' it is

highly advantageous if the non-bilingual parent can at least learn to

understand his/her partner's language to some extent' This greatly increases

ftexibility in the family with regard to language use, makes visits to the

minority language country an enjoyable experience for the entire family, and

provides good bilingual models for the child (i.e. the child sees that both

parents are positive toward bilingualism). The parents should try to be as

consistent as possible in each speaking their own language to the child"'

several practical suggestions for parents are also given by Arnberg and

Saunders. These include ideas for stimulating the child's use of the minority

Ianguage inside and outside the home, such as reading to the child and teaching

the child to read in the minority language, borrowing library books in the

minority language, watching video films and television programmes in the

minority language, getting together with other families who share the minority

Ianguage and culture, and locating shops, banks or restaurants where the

minority language is spoken so that the child can see that the language is
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useful outside the home. Overall, this area of research is broadly concerned

with helping parents who in turn will help their children become linguistically

competent in their two languages during early childhood. In this way children

will be in a better position to reap the full benefits of bilingualism'

Conclusions

This thesis has provided cross-cultural support for the Threshold Theory'

in that, the results from both Experiment 3 which was conducted in south

Australia, and Experiment 4 which was conducted in Rome, suggested that

whilst high levels of performance in two languages may promote some aspects

of cognitive develoPment, lower levels do not. In addition, the thesis has

provided support for the notion of a general metalinguistic ability and a

general creativity ability in young children. The thesis also addressed the

relationship between measures of metalinguistic awareness and measures of

creativity. Although a positive relationship was hypothesised between the two

sets of measures, overall this relationship was found not to be significant at

the .05 level, thus suggesting that metalinguistic awareness and creativity are

largely independent cognitive domains in young children'
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APPENDIXS.IMETALINGUISTICTASKSINEXPERIMENTI

(i) word Discrimination

TraininR Task

Instructions: "In this tame I want you to tell me if what I say is an

animal or not an animal." This wilt be asked after the presentation of

each item. Corrective feedback is given'

Items horse; tree; dog; flower; apple; rabbit

Main Task

Instructions: ttln this game I want you to tell rne if what I say is one

word or two words.'r This is asked after the presentation of each item'

Items

I

I

.t
i
I

1l

¡t-

I

{
,!

,i:

I
I

I
I

I

l. candle

2. the farm

3. over

4. ladder

5. hot daY

6. a frog

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

because

the rain

one box

under

big bike

broken
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I

I
if
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(ii) Word Leneth

Instructions: ,'In this 8ame, I want you to tell me if what I say is a long

word or a short word." This is asked after the presentation of each item'

Items

l. truck

2. beautiful

7. butterflY

4. hot

5. bus

6. sharpener

7.

8.

9.

10.

I l.

t2.

interesting

sing

road

eat

information

caterpillar
I

I

j

I

ì!l
ll
i

l
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l

(iii) \t/ord Print

Instructions: "I have some puzzles for you to do and some questions to

ask you about print. Listen very carefully so that you will know what to

do. We will do some practice exercises first"'

(These are given on the next Page')

Practice items

(a) rrl-ook at the long box which has a clock at one end of it' Put your

finger on the clock. Now look at the things in that box. Find the

thingyoucaneat.Drawacirclearoundthethingyoucaneat.|t

(b) ,,Now look at the next long box which has a fish at one end of it'

Putyourfingeronthefish.Inthatboxdrawacirclearoundeach

thing which has legs-each thing which has legs.'l

(c) rNow find the box with a balloon at one end. Draw a circle around

thefirstanimalinthebox.Circlethefirstanimal.|l

corrective feedback is provided for the three practice items.
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Further instructions: "we have now had our Practice. Turn over the

page.tt

(These are given on the next Page')

Items

l. ,,Put your finger on the wa8on. circle each thing in the box which is

a word. Circle each word.'r

2. ilPut your finger on the bed. circle each thing in the box' circle

each word.tt

3. rrPut your finger on the bucket. circle each word. circle each

word.tt

4. 'rPut your finger on the comb. In that box draw a circle around the

first letter in each word. circle the first letter in each word"'

5. "Put your finger on the leaf. circle the first letter in each word-the

first letter in each word."

6. 'rPut your finger on the cocky. Draw a circle around each word'

Circle each word.'r

7. 'rPut your finger on the shoe. circle each word. circle each word"'

8. "Put your finger on the SpAceman. In that box circle the very first

word-the verY first word.rr

9. "Put your finger on the horse. circle the very first word-the very

first word."

lO. ,,Put your finger on the birthday cake. Circle the first word in the

box-the first word.rl
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(iv) PhonemicSeRmentation

Instructions: ,,Today we're going to play a tapping Same' I'm going to

saysomerealwordsandsomeplaywords,andtapthemafterlsaythem.

Listen carefully, so you'll find out how to play the game'rl

Practice items

a. The experimenter first demonstrates this triad: oo, boo, boot' For

ootheexperimentertaPsonce.Forbootheexperimentertaps

twice and for boot the experimenter taps three times. rrNow, I want

you to do it. Say oo. Good' Now, tap it' Say boo' Now tap it' Say

boot.NowtaPit.lllfthechildmakesamistakecorrective

feedback is given and the item is repeated'

b.Theexperimenterpresentsthefirsttrainingtriadinadifferent

order-@!,oo,boo.''Now,let'sdoitagaintomakesureyou'vegot

theidea.I'Ilmixthemupandseeiflcancatchyou.''Corrective

feedback is Provided again'

c.Theexperimenterpresentsthissecondtrainingtriad:ee'zee'zeek

asinthefirstpracticeitem.Correctivefeedbackisgiven.

Instructions: 'roK. Now we'll play the real game. rll say a word or a

play word, but I wonrt tap it because you know how to play the Same

yourself. So, you say the word after me and then tap it' OK?rr
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Items

t. them

2. gltrr

a

?. she

4. chog

5 need

6. shá

7. with

ow

8. th6b

9.

10.

I l.

12.

out

the

dowk

chop

I

thoo

neep

oo

down

owd

t3.

r4.

t5.

16.
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(v) uíord Referent

l. ,'rùlhat is this? (pointing to a cat) Why do we call it cat?r'

2. "Can a cat be called a 8g!?"

?. "vy'hy do you think it can/why do you think it can't?rr

4. rrCan a cat be called a flg?"
5. "Why do you think it can/Why do you think it canrt?'l

6. "rùVhat is this? (pointing to a table) Can a table be called a shig?f'

7. "Why do you think it can/Why do you think it can't?"

8. ,nÙlhat is this? (pointing to a book) rühy do we call it book?r'

9. "Can a book be called a 4E?"
lo. "why do you think it can/tühy do you think it can't?"

t 1. "Can a book be called a llg?"

12. "Why do you think it can/Why do you think it can't?"

13. "Do you know that people from a far away country do things

differently? They call a cat chat, a book livre, a house maison, a

car @, and a chair chaise. why do you think that people from a

far away country can call things differently?

14. 'rCould we also start call things differently?"

15. ,,\fhy do you think we could/Why do you think we couldn't?'l
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(v) Word Renamrns

Counter- factual task

The children are told a story about a puppet Mr. Blue who lives in a far

away land where everyone has blue hair; walks on their hands and rides

three wheeler bikes to work. The children are then asked to be Mr' Blue

andtorePeathisstory;promptingsaregiven.Followingthisthe

children are asked three questions:

a. I'Is your hair the colour of the earth or sky?r'

b. 'rWhen you go for a walk, do you put your shoes on the part of the

body that has fingers or toes?'l

c. 'rDo the Erown-uPs ride to work on something that has four wheels or

three wheels?"

Main task

A. ,,Let,s call this tabte a ghig." (Small toy table is shown.) The child is

asked:

1. "Hand me the shig."

2. rrPut the shig next to the truck''l

B. ,,Let,s call this boat a çg." (Small toy boat is shown.)

The child is asked:

3. "Put the cow next to the truck."

4. ttHand me the cow.tt

5. 'rDoes the cow have a funnel or legs?"

6. 'rDoes the cow walk or does it sail?'l
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C. ilLet,s call this book a pillow'r. (Book is shown.)

The child is asked:

7. I'Give me the pillow."

8. 'rls the Pillow hard or soft?"

D. I'Let,s call this giraffe a truck. (Small toy giraffe is shown.) The

child is asked:

9. 'rDoes the truck have wheels or eyes?"

10. "Hand me the truck.rl

11. 'rPut the truck next to the table.rl

12. I'Does the truck eat or drive?"

E. 'r¡-et,s call this truck a table. (Small toy truck is shown.) The child

is asked:

l?. "Does the table have wheels or legs?"

14. 'rPut the table on the floor."

F. rrl-etrs call a bird cat?" The child is asked:

15. I'Does a cat have two legs or four legs?"

16. "Does a cat walk or does it fly?"

G. rrl-etrs call people f¡rb." The child is asked:

L7. "Do fish have arms or fins?"

18. ItDo fish live in the sea or in houses?rl
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(vii) mbol SubstitutionSy

Instructions and items

I ',For this Same the way say I is to say ice. So how do we say I am

cold?"

2. "For this Same the way we say under is to say plav' So how do we

say The kittens are under the tree?"

3. "For this game the way we say people is to say he. so how do we

say People like funny stories?rf

4. 'rAnd how do we saY People drive to work?rl

5

6

"For this game the way we say she is to say fish. so how do we say

She likes swimm

'rFor this game the way we say g is to say lly' So how do we say

The birds are up in the sky?"

7 "For this game the way we say on is to say iump. So how do we say

The fros rs on the other side?"

8. 'rAnd how do we saY The children are on the sw
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(viii) word Order

Practice iteMS

a. ',This is Mr. P (says hello). Now sometimes he says things the wrong

way round like I chocolate like. Does that sound like the wronS way

roundtoyou?CanyouputittherightwayroundforMr'P?r'

b. |,Now listen to him again, Mother mv late is. Does that sound like

the right way round or the wrong way round? Can you put it the

right waY round for Mr. P?

c. "Now listen to him once more, I am hunRrv' Does that sound like

the right way or the wrong way round?"

Instructions: 'roK. So now you know how to play the 8ame. Mr' P will

say something and you tell him if it is the wrong way or the right way

round.tl

Items

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

The car blue is on the road.

Dogs cannot flY.

The teacher a book reads.

People like funnY books.

Mice not do like water.

The cat with wool is PlaYing.

Paul likes to draw.

The girl has a Ereen dress.

Blackboard teachers write on.

There are dogs three.

The sky not is green.

People do not like noise.

Rebecca to school ran.

The boy has hair curlY.

The man is driving a truck.

Oranges are not Yellow.

There are six cats near

the house.

Rabbits not can sing.

10.

11.

t2.

t?.

14.

t5.

16.

t7.

18.
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(ix) Word Order Correction

Instructions: rrNow this is Miss B (says hello)' Miss B has a lot of trouble

saying things the right way round. She always says things the wronS way

round.tt

Practice items

a. ,,For example, I chocolate like. Does that sound like the wrong way

roundtoyou?CanyouputittherightwayroundforMissB?"

b. "Now listen again, Mother late is' Can you put it the right way

round for Miss B?

c. ,,Try this one The girl a cat has. can you put it the right way round

for Miss B?"

Correctivefeedbackisgivenfortheabovepracticeitems.

Instructions: I'OK. Now you know how to play the Eame' I want you to

help Miss B say things the right way round'"

Items

1. Dad the car washes.

2. I like daYs hot.

3. The lawn not is wet.

4. The teacher has a coat long'

5. Bananas not are blue.

6. The bird in the tree is.

There are dogs three.

He an apPle ate.

Sometimes children not do

eat dinner.

She the storY wrote.

They not did go shoPPing.

Mum has a dress new.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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(x) Word Unit

Instructions: 'rToday we're going to play a tapPin8 Same' Irm going to

say some words and then I'm going to tap once for every word' Listen

carefully and I'il show you how to play the game'rr

Practice items

The experimenter demonstrates the first training phrase, his new

schoolbag. "Þ" The experimenter taps once and explains' "I

tapped once for his because there was only one word his. His new.rr

The experimenter taps twice. 'tI tapped one time for his and one

a.

time for new. His new

times. "I tapped three times for his new schoolbag because there

werethreewords,his,newandschoolbag.Itappedonetimeforhis,

one time for @; and one time for schoolbaß. see the way the

game is played? For every word I say, I give a tap' Now I want you

todoit.Sayhisandtapit.Good.Nowsayhisnewandtapit.

Good. Say his new schoolbas and tap it." If the child makes an

error corrective feedback is given'

b. The next training phrase, their new hairbrush is given to the children

and corrective feedback is again given'

Instructions: rrOK. Now, we'll play the real 8ame. I'll say some words,

but I won't tap them because you know how to play the Same yourself'

So, you say the words after me and tap them as you say them' OK?rr

Items

il The experimenter taPs three

his football

the playground

the cold teaPot

her big raincoat

a peanut

her new toothbrush

l. his toenail

2. the new shoelace

3. a cowboy

4. a big blackboard

5. her necklace

6. his cold bedroom

7.

8.

o

10.

11.

12.
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APPENDIK5.2SCoRINGMETHoDFoRwoRDREFERENT

Items which required an explanation were given a score of 0, I or 2'

A score of 0 was used when no specific explanation was given or when

the answer was judged to be inappropriate (e.8., "Becausett).

A score of I was used when answer reflected a "rigid" attitude towards

Ianguage, therefore, if the chitd held that names can/can't be changed or

objects have their names for any of the reasons below'

l) The object has certain empirical features (u.8., rrBecause it's got words

and it's a book").

2) The word has certain characteristics (e.g., "Because it begins with the

letter c").

3) Changing names would lead to confusion (..8., 'rCause there is another

animal called frog and if this was called frog they would get mixed up")'

4) The name in question refers to something else (e.g., "Because frog is

another animal that lives in watertt)'

5)Thenewnameordifferentlanguageisnotknown(e.g.,''Everyone'

some people won't know what it means")'

6) The new name is not real or unsuitable (".8., "Because it's a play word'

It's not reallY a word").

7) Different names are not allowed/used in this country (e.g., "Because

we live in a different countrYr').

8) Different names are only allowed/used in other countries (e'g.' "In a

different countrY we couldtt).

g) Higher authorities would/would not permit it. (e.g., "Because God

made the words uP").
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A score of 2 was given only to rrnonrigid" answers which reflected a

,,playful,, or an ,'arbitrary" attitude towards language, therefore, if the child

held that the names of objects can be changed or have names for any of the

reasons below.

1) Objects/referents can be called anything (e.8., rrBecause they call

them different names sometimes. They can be any name")'

Z) Other people use different names or different languages ("'g',

"Because other people do and then Australians cantt)'

3) PeoPle may want to change names (e'g', "For fun")'

4) New names/lan8uages can be learnt (".8., ''Could learn other person's

language").

l

I

I

I

I
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APPENDIX 5.' DELETED ITEMS FROM METALINGUISTC TASKS IN

EXPERIMENT I

Task

Items Items
failed
by all

passed
by all

Items which
correlated
with total

l. Vord Discrimination 9. one box None E. the rain (-.12)

2. Word Length ll. information None None

l. Word Print None None None

4. Phonemic Segmentation None None None

5. word Referent None 2, Can a cat be

it can
house) or why
do you think it
can't? (-.19)

6. Word Renaming None None

7. Symbol Substitution None None None

8. Vord Order Judgement l. The te¿ìcher None
a book reads.

l. The car blue is on
the road, (-.09)

5. Mice not do like
water. (-.12)

6. The cat with wool
is playing. (-.22)

10. There are dogs
three. (-.19)

I l. The sky not is
green. (-.19)

14. The boy has hair
curly. (-.06)

18. Rabbits not can
sing. G.09)

9. Word Order Correction None Nône None

10, Word Unit None None None
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APPENDIX6.TMoDIFIEDANDNEvMETALINGUISTICTASKS

IN EXPERIMENT 2

(i) Phonemic Segmentation

Instructions: r,Today we're going to play a tapping Same' I'm going to

say some real words, and I am going to taP out the words' Listen

carefully, so you'll find out how to play the game.'l

Practice items

a. Theexperimenterfirstdemonstratesthistriad:oo'boo'boot'

Forootheexperimentertapsonceandtellsthechild,''Ionly

tapped once because there was only one sound oo' For boo the

experimenter taPs twice and tells the child, "I tapped twice

becausethereweretwosounds'|andthetwosoundsarespelt

out.ForboottheexperimentertaPsthreetimes'andtellsthe

childr"Itappedthreetimesbecausetherewerethreesounds'l

and the three sounds are spelt out' The experimenter

continuesrrNow, I want you to do it' Say oo' Good' Now' tap

it out. Say boo. Now tap it out' Say boot' Now tap it out' If

the chitd makes a mistake corrective feedback is given and the

item is rePeated.

Theexperimenterthenpresentsthefirsttrainingtriadina

different order: boot, oo, boo' rrNow, let's do it again to make

sure you've got the idea. I'11 mix them up and see if I can

catch you." Corrective feedback is provided again'

The experimenter then presents this triad: eel zeet zeek'

Corrective feedback is given'

t
t,

ru

b.

-t
;

,t

ù

I

!

I
I

I.l
'(

'l

,l

I
I

I

I

I

c.
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Instructions: I'OK. Now we'll play the real game. I'll say real word or a

play word, but won't tap it because you know how to play the Eame

yourself. So, you say the word after me and then tap it out' OK? TaP

,t
ir

..t

iÞ

.t.

t'

t'{
,i

LI

It
1'

)

I
I'I

,',

out the sounds.'l

Items

l. them

2. gftfr

a

7. she

4. chog

5. need

6. sh6

7. with

ow

8. théb

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

t4.

out

the

dowk

chop

I

thoo

neeP

oo

down

owd

t5.

t6.

l¡
il1,

i

IJ
lu
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(ii) Word Referent

Instructions: "This game we are going to play is a thinking and a naming

game.tt

Items

¡
I
l

"ü,ì
'{

'l

'ti
t

I

I

I

l.

2.

7.

"1fhat is this? (pointing to a cat) Can a cat be called a -K!?"

"l{/hy do you think it can/Why do you think it canrt?"

I'OK. Do you know that people from different places do call things

differently? In one country they call a cat chat, a book livre, a

house maison, a car voiture, and a chair chaise' Why do you think

that some people can call things differently?rr

'rcould we learn to call a cat chat like people do from the different

country I told You about?'r

"And could we also change things and start calling cats glg?tr

"Why do you think we could/rühy do you think we couldn't?"

rrHow about if we wanted to change things and call a house crond'

Could we do that?rl

"Why do you think we could do that/Why do you think we couldn't?'l

4

I

5

6.

7

8
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(ii i) Symbol Substitution

Instructions: "This is a naming game and we are going to swop words'

Listen carefully so you'll find out how to play the game'"

Practice items

a. "In this game the way we say apple is to say dog. so the way we say

The aoole is under the tree is to saY The dos is under the tree. OK.

Now you try it. If the way we say apple is to say dog' how do we say

The is und er the tree?rr

b. I'Let's have another practice. For this Same the way we say mum is

to say dad. So how do we say Mum is working?"

ilHow about this one. If the way to say she is to say he, how do we

II

It
{

)

I

say She ate lunch?rr

Corrective feedback is given on these practice items'

Instructions: I'OK. Now we'll play the real game"t For each item the

child is asked to substitute the second word for the first word, as in the

practice trials.

Items

c.

l. I/ice

2. she/fish

?. in/jump

4. people/he

5. are/up

6. with/like

7. were/fast

8. they/he

9. summer/l

lO. under/play

1

tn

in

in

in

I am cold

She likes swimming.

Frogs are in the water.

People drive to work.

The birds are flYing.

Cats plaY with wool.

They were running.

They are drinking water.

Summer is hot.

The kittens are under the tree.

ln

in

in

in

in

in
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(iv) rùlord Unit

Instructions: ,,Today werre going to play a tapping 8ame. Itm going to

saysomewordsandthenllmgoingtotaponceforeveryword.Listen

carefully and I'll show you how to play the game'r'

Practice items

,,The experimenter demonstrates the first training phrase, his new

schoolbaß.E.,,Theexperimentertapsonceandexplains.|'I

tapped once for his because there was only one word his. ]@.''

The experimenter taps twice' "I tapped one time for his and one

,l

h

a.

time for new. His new The experimenter taPs three

times.,,Itappedthreetimesforhisnewschoolbagbecausethere

were three words, his, new, and gþg,þE' I tapped one time for

Er one time for Hr and one time for schoolbaR. see the way the

game is played? For every word I say I give a tap' Now I want vou

to do it. SaY his and taP it. Good. Now saY his new and taP it'

tap it." If the child makes anGood. Say his new schoolbag and

error corrective feedback is given'

b Thephrase,herfatkittenisgiventothechildrenasabovewith

corrective feedback.

c. The phrase, new hairbrush is given also with correctivetheir

feedback.
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Instructions: rrOK, Now, we'll play the real 8ame. I'll say some words,

but I wonrt tap them because you know how to play the Same yourself'

So, you say the words after me and tap them as you say them' OK?'l

il

Items

l. his toenail

2. the police

?. the new shoelace

4. a cowboY

5. her new table

6. a big cuPboard

7. her necklace

8. his cold bedroom

the cold apPle

his football

the playground

his guitar

a big window

the cold teaPot

her big raincoat

her new toothbrush

9.

10.

I t.

12.

t7.

t4.

15.

t6.
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(v) Suoolv Initial Consonant

Instructions: "ln this word game I am going to say two words that are

the same except for the beginning sound. Listen carefully so you'll find

out how to PlaY the game.rl

Practice items

a. t,say the word cat. And now say at. what sound do you hear in cat

that is missing from at?r'

b. "say the word boat. And now say oat. what sound do you hear in

boat that is missing from oat?"

c. ,,say the word fall. And now say atl. what sound do you hear in fall

that is missing from all?"

Corrective feedback is given.

Instructions: ''oK. Now we'll play the real game." The child will be

presented with the following pair of words. The child has to repeat the

wordsandthenthechildwillbeaskedwhatsoundhehearsin

that is missing from

Items

1. meal-eel

2. filt-ilt

7. sit-it

4. land-and

5. near-ear

6. pair-air

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

bend-end

task-ask

date-ate

kin-in

wheat-eat

think-ink
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APPENDIX 9.I QUESTIONNAIRES EMPLOYED IN EXPERIMENT 3

(i) Background Information

Name of child:

Sex:

Date of birth:

School attending:

Child's grade:

Month child commenced reception (if applicable):

Length of time child attended kindergarten and/or preschool (it

applicable):

Languages sPoken at home:

Other children

Name Sex Age

Address:
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Highest level of education attained (please tick one for each parent):

Mother Father

Primary school

Four years or less of secondary school

Completed secondarY school

(course other than matriculation or equivalent)

Completed technical qualifications

(e.g., plumber)

Matriculation

Completed tertiary degree/diploma

n Note x please give more details if your level of education is not

described by the above categories.
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(ii) Literarvlnterests

l. My child enjoYs reading.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

2. My child visits libraries.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

?. My child makes uP stories.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

My chitd likes to learn new words.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

Adults read to mY child.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

My child learns nursery rhYmes.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

My chitd likes to talk with adults.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

8. My child makes uP iokes.

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

4

5

6

7
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(iii)

I

Backsround

(a) Is Italian or an ltalian dialect spoken in your home?

yes/no

(b) If yes, please indicate:

only standard Italian / onty ltalian dialects / combination of both

(c) If an Italian dialect/s is spoken in your home, please specify

dialect/sorgiveltalianregion/sassociatedwithdialects.

(d)SpecifyanylanguaEesotherthanltalianorEnglishspokeninthe

home.

(e) What does your child prefer to speak?

only English / mostly English / both / mostly Italian / only Italian

(f) What language did your child hear from an early age?

oniy English / mostly English / both / mostly ltalian / only Italian

(S) What languages did your child speak before s/he started school?

only English / mostly Engtish / both / mostly Italian / only ltalian
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2. Extent to which your child hears Italian from the family and the

extended familY:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(e)

Father

Mother

Brothers/Sisters

Paternal GrandParents

Maternal GrandParents

Paternal Relatives

Maternal Relatives

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostty / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

3 Extent to which your child speaks Italian to the family and the extended

family:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

k)

Father

Mother

Brothers/Sisters

Paternal GrandParents

Maternal GrandParents

Paternal Relatives

Maternal Relatives

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always
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4. Other forms of exposure that the child has to the ltalian language:

(a) Are there ltalian books and newspapers in the home?

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

(b) Are ltalian letters received and written by members in the home?

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

(c) Are ltalian radio Programmes listened to in the home?

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

(d) Are Italian television ProBrammes and films watched in the home?

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always

(e) Do you listen to Italian music in the home?

never / sometimes / often / most of the time / always
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APPENDIX 9.2 MODIFIED METALINGUISTIC TASKS IN EXPERIMENT 3

(i) Word Discrimination

Trainine task

Instructions: trln this game I want you to tell me if what I say is an

animal or not an animal." This is asked after the presentation of each

item. Corrective feedback is given'

Items horse; tree; dog; flower; apple; rabbit'

Main task

Instructions: "In this Same I want you to tell me if what I say is one

word or two words." This is asked after the presentation of each item'

Items

1.

2.

?.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

candle

the farm

over

Iadder

hot day

a frog

because

the rain

9.

10.

I l.

12.

t?.

14.

15.

r6.

one box

under

big bike

broken

an e88

red bag

winter

haPpy
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(ii) Word Leneth

Instructions: frln this game, I want you to tell me if what I say is a long

word or a short word." This is asked after the presentation of each item'

Items

I truck

beautiful

butterfly

hot

bus

sharpener

interesting

sing

9.

10.

I l.

12.

17.

r4.

t5.

r6.

road

eat

information

caterpillar

rope

run

afternoon

cigarette

2.

?.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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APPENDIXg.3NEwITALIANANDENGLISHVERBALTESTS

IN EXPERIMENT 
'

(i) PPVT2 (Italian ) (Dunn & Dunn les1)

Istruzioni Der I sossetti meno di otto anni

I disegni sutle pagine A, B, e C sono usate per la Prova iniziale'

Cominciare il test dicendo:

"Voglio che tu guardi a certo disegni con me.'l

Mostrare Pagina A e diret

,,Vedi tutti i disegni su questa pagina." (Mostrare tutte e quattro i

disegni.) "Io diro'una parola; dopo uoglio che tu mi mostri il disegno per

la parola che io ho detto. Proviamo. Metta il dito su 

-" 
(Pagina A'

prima parola per questa Prova).

Se il soggetto fa la risposta guista, mostrare Pagina B' dicendo:

,,Va bene. Adesso metta il dito su 

-" 

(Pagina B, prima parola per

questa prova). se il soggetto fa la risposta guista di nuovo' mostrare

Pagina C, dicendo:

,,Bene! Fammi vedere _" (Pagina C, prima parola per questa

prova).

Dall' inizio, se il soggetto sce8tie it disegno sbagliato, prima di

mostrare il prossimo disegno, indicare la risposta guista dicendot per

esempio:

rrHai tentato bene, ma questa e' la risposta guista''l

AlIo stesso tempo, spiegare brevamente perche' la risposta non el

guista. Ripetere il item finiche' il soggetto faccia la risposta guista;

dopo dare il prossimo item. con i bambini piccoli o handicapati, forse

sia necessario dare altre prove. Nei tali casi, usare quante prove siano

necessari. Continaure con le pagine di prova finche'il soggetto risponde
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corretamente a tre parole consecutive senza auita'

Quando la prova e' finita, trovare il punto iniziale del test, indicato

sulla pagina Per le risposte. Dopo dire:

ilBene! Adesso ti faccio vedere altri disegni. ogni volta che dico

una parola, tu devi trovare il meglio disegno per la parola. Puir avanti,

forse tu non sia sicura di quello che vuole dire una parola, ma in ogni

caso voglio che tu guardi attentamenta a tutti i designi, e scegli quello

che tu pensi sia guisto. Fammi vedere (parota iniziale)."

communiciando dal punto iniziale, dare gli item finicher il soggetto

faccia il primo sbaglio. se il soggetto faccia il primo sabaglio prima di

fare otto risposte consecutive, dare gti altri item nell'ordine discendente

finchet il soggetto faccia otto risposte consecutive senza uno sbaglio'

Dopo che il soggetto faccia otto risposte consecutive senza uno sbaglio,

dare gli altri item finche'faccia sei sbagli in otto risposte consecutive'

Prova iniziale Prova X Prova Y Prova 7

Prove

PaHina

A

B

c

D

E

bambolla (4)

uomo (2)

dondolando (3)

ruota (4)

gigante (t)

forchetta (l)

pettine (3)

bevendo (4)

cerniera (2)

sposa (3)

tavola (2) macchina (3)

calzino (4) bocca (t)

camminando (l) salendo (2)

fune (l) rastrello (3)

strega (4) regale (2)
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I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Item

T2

t?

t4

T5

t6

T7

l8

T9

20

2L

22

23

24

25

26

autobus (4)

mano (l)

letto (3)

trattore (2)

armadio (1)

serpa (4)

barca (2)

gomma (3)

muca (t)

lampada (4)

tamburro (3)

ginocchio (4)

elicottero (2)

gomito (4)

benda (4)

penna (1)

vuoto (3)

recinto (4)

incidente (2)

rete (2)

strapando (4)

vela (1)

misurando (2)

sbucciando (3)

gabbia (1)

arnese (4)

28 stendendo (l)

29 freccia (2)

3Ox attacando (2)

?L nido (l)

?2 busta (2)

?? uncino (?

34 incollando (4)

35xx carezzando (l)

36 pinguino (l)

37 cucendo (2)

38 consegnando

?9 tuffando (2)

40**ìÉ paracadute (3)

4l peloso (4)

42 vegetale (4)

4? spalla (3)

44 gocciolando (2)

45 artiglio (4)

46 decorato (3)

47 struttura (l)

48 foresta (3)

49 rubinetto (2)

50 gruppo (3)

5l gambo (3)

52 vaso (3)

5? pedate (l)

l0

ll
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27

55

56

57

58

59

60

6T

62

6?

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

7l

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

quadrato (4)

soPprendente (4)

scorza (2)

meccanico (2)

tamburello (1)

disappunto (4)

aggiudicando (3)

brocca (?)

rocchetto (l)

segnale (l)

tronco (2)

umano (2)

narice (t)

disaccordo (l)

esausto (2)

vite (4)

cerimonia (4)

casseruola (2)

veicolo (4)

gtobo (3)

ordinando (3)

morsa (2)

strisciante (2)

isola (l)

spatola (3)

cooperazione (4)

scalpo (4)

54

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

9L

92

9?

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

t0t

102

t0?

104

105

106

107

capsula (2)

donnola (2)

demolendo (4)

balcone (l)

medaglione (1)

stupito (3)

tubolare (l)

zanna (l)

catenaccio (3)

comunicazione (4)

falegname (2)

isolamente (l)

gonfio (3)

costa (3)

aggiustabile Q)

fragile (3)

assalendo (l)

elettrodomestico (t)

pyramide (4)

ardendo (1)

alzando (l)

arco (4)

farendo una conferenza (4)

decrepito (4)

contemplando (2)

scatola (l)

dissenzionando (3)
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8l

109

ll0

r12

ll3

ll4

115

116

IL7

ll8

119

120

t2r

122

r27

t24

t25

t26

127

t28

t29

130

t7r

172

I7?

I?4

r75

108

136

t37

138

t?9

140

t4l

t42

t4?

144

145

146

r47

148

t49

150

t5l

r52

t53

t54

r55

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

ramoscello (2)

solenne (3)

tiro all'arco (2)

trasparente (3)

tosse (1)

utensile (2)

agrume (3)

pedone (2)

parallelogramma (l)

dormendo (3)

penisola (4)

tappezzeria (2)

barricata (4)

quartetto (4)

tranquillo (3)

abrusivo (l)

affaticato (3)

sferico (2)

siringa (2)

felino (2)

arido (4)

esterno (1)

costellazione (4)

cornea (2)

mercantile (1)

ascendendo (3)

filtrazione (l)

consumando (4)

anello (4)

cascata (4)

perpendicolare (3)

riempendo (l)

emissione (3)

artiEtio (3)

ira (3)

incandescente (4)

arrogante (2)

confidando (3)

rombo (3)

nautico (3)

tangente (1)

inclemente (4)

traiettoria (l)

inccatento (l)

vagabondo (3)

giubliante (2)

rubacchiare (4)

risposo (2)

carogna (3)

indigente (2)

convesse (l)

emaciate (2)

divergenza (4)

dromedario (2)

abbellendo (2)

emtomolgo (3)

lll
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r63

164

r65

t66

t67

168

t69

170

t7r

172

177

174

t75

costringere (l)

debole (t)

antropoide (?)

spetro (4)

incertezza (2)

vetroso (l)

obelisco (l)

goffrato (4)

ambularco (2)

calice (2)

tangenza (3)

cupola (4)

omuncolo (4)

rÊ Punto inziale per bambini di 5 anni

*rÊ Punto inziale per bambini di 5 anni e mezzo

rÊrÊrÉ Punto iniziale per bambini di 6 anni

il
1!
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(ii) VocabularvZ(ltalian)

Instructions for this test are the same as those used in the

vocabulary subtest from the WPPSI which have been published into

Italianbyorganizzazionispeciali(Wechsler,|97Ð.

Items

¡l

i
,l

þ

I
I

t't
f
;i
i
1,

t

I

I'1

l. forchetta

2. botti8lia

?. gattino

4. ruota

5. cuscino

6. pettine

7. quadrato

8. foglia

9. cammello

10. saltare

I 1. spada

12.

13.

14.

r5.

16.

t7.

18.

t9.

20.

21.

22.

bollire

tappeto

danneggiato

lumaca

cercare

investigatore

ovale

pedale

prigioniero

telegramma

stracciare

I

:'

I

!

'

f
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-t
I
il

tr-

¡

I
It

t'i
,l

t
t,

I

I

(iii) Sentences2 (ltalian)

Instructions for this test are the same as those used in the sentences

subtest from the WPPSI which have been published into Italian by

Organizzazioni Speciali (Wechsler, I 97?)'

Items

A. Il gatto.

B. I bambini giocano.

C. Noi andiamo a scuola.

l. Anna ha una Palla bianca.

2. Il libro e'sul banco della maestra'

?. Paulo ha tre Penne blu e due Somme'

4. Maria ha due fratelli e un piccolo cane nero'

5.Ibambinivannospessoalmarequandoigiornisonomoltocaldi.

6.ognigiornoMarcocompraungelatoelacioccolataallascuola.

7. Papa' va a lavorare in cittar con la sua macchina nuova'

8. D'inverno quando fa freddo e piove tutte Ie Persone usono un

ombrello.

9. La prossima settimana noi prendiamo il treno con la nostra maestra

e insieme andiamo in montagna'

lO. Alle tre Ie strade vicino le scuole sono sempre piene di traffico'

Questo e'un pericolo per i bambini'

l.t

[.,
p
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't
i!

.rt
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I
f
t
I
,ì

't

ú

I
1'

)

I

I'I

,'

l
(iv) Vocabularv2(Enslish)

Instructions are the same as those used in the Vocabulary subtest

from the WPPSI (Wechsler, 1967).

Items

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

fork

bottle

kitten

wheel

pillow

comb

square

12.

t3.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

t9.

20.

21.

22.

boil

carpet

damaged

snail

search

detective

oval

pedal

captive

telegram

shred

I

I

8. leaf

9. camel

10. square

11. sword

.l

t

!

i

1'
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i
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(v) Sentences2 (English)

Instructions are the same as those used in the sentences subtest

from the U/PPSI (Wechsler, 1967)'

Items

A. The cat.

B. The children PlaY.

C. We go to school.

t. Anne has a white ball.

2. The book is on the teacherrs desk'

?. Paul has three blue pens and two rubbers'

4. Mary has two brothers and a small white dog'

5.Childrenoftengotothebeachwhenthedaysareverywarm.

6. Every day Mark buys an ice-cream and some chocolate at school'

7. Dad goes to work in the city with his new car'

8. In winter when it is cold and wet everyone carries an umbrella'

9. Next week we are catching the train with our teacher and together

tü/e are going hiking.

lO. At three o'clock the roads near schools are always busy with traffic'

This is a hazard for children'

it,

i

{
'{

,l
I
I
,l

1

I

I

I

I
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APPENDIX 9.4 DELETED TEST ITEMS FROM RELEVANT SCALES

IN EXPERIMENT 3

(i) PPVT2 (Italian)

The lowest item administered was I and the highest item was 71, in

accordance with the standard test instructions (Dunn & Dunn 193t)' No

item was passed by att the bilinguals, whilst the following nine items

were failed bY all the grouP:

49. rubinetto

61. brocca

62. rocchetto

64. tronco

67. disaccordo

68. esausto

69. vite

70. casseruola

71. veicolo

(ii) Vocabulary2 (Italian)

These four items were failed by all the bilingual children:

I 1. spada

14. danneggiato

20. prigioniero

2I. telegramma
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(ii ii) Sentences2 (Italian)

No item was passed by all the bilingual children, whilst these were failed

by all:

8. D'inverno quando fa freddo e piove tutte Ie persone usono un ombrello'

9. La prossima settimana noi prendiamo il treno con la nostra maestra e

insieme andiamo in montagna'

lO. AlIe tre !e strade vicino le scuole sono sempre piene di traffico' Questro

e'un pericolo Per i bambini'

(iv) PPVT2 etish)

The lowest item administered was 9 and the highest item was a 122 in

accordance with the standard test instructions (Dunn & Dunn, l98l). The

following l6 items were passed by all the monolinguals:

18.

t9.

20.

21.

22.

25.

29.

32.

i

9.

10.

I l.

12.

L?.

14.

15.

16.

cow

lamp

drum

knee

helicopter

elbow

bandage

feather

fence

accident

tearing

sail

measuring

caSe

arrow

envelope
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In addition, these l0 items were failed by all the monolingual children:

I 06.

109.

I 10.

t12.

I 15.

I 16.

LT7,

I 18.

r2l.

r22.

(v)

canister

solemn

archery

husk

pedestrian

parallelogram

slumbering

peninsula

quartet

tranquil

Sentences2 (Enelish)

No item was failed by all the monolinguals, whilst these items were

passed by all:

A. The cat.

B. The children PlaY.

C. We go to school.
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APPENDIX IO.T MODIFIED QUESTIONNAIRES AND

ITALIAN TRANSLATIONS IN EXPERIMENT 4

(i) Back Information

Name of child:

Sex:

Date of birth:

School:

Grade:

Date child commenced school:

If the child has attended preschool, please indicate the length of time in

months and/or years:

Languages spoken in the home (Italian/Italian dialect/other languages)

Other children

Name Sex Age

Address:

Highest level of education attained by parents of the child.

Father

Mother
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(ii) Italian translation of Backsround Information:

Informazioni Generali

Nome del bambino/della bambina:

Sesso:

Data di nascita:

Scuola:

Classe:

La data che ha cominciato Ia scuola: """"""
Se ha fatto I'asilo si prega di indicare Per quanto tempo in mesi e/o anni

Lingue parlate in casa (italiano/un dialetto italiano/altre lingue)

Altri bambini

Nome Sesso Etar

lndrizzo'.

Titolo di studio conseguito dai genitori

Padre:

Madre:
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(iii) Lan Background

t. (a) Is English sPoken in the home? yes / no

(b) Are other languages spoken in the home? yes / no

Please specifY

(c) What does your child prefer to speak?

only ltalian / mostly ltalian / both / mostly English / only English

(d) what language did your child hear from an early age?

only Italian / mostly Italian / both / mostly English / only English

(e) what languages did your child speak before s/he commenced school?

only Italian / mostly ltalian / both / mostly English / only English

Does your child hear English from the following?

(a) Father never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(b) Mother never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(c) Brothers/Sisters never / sometimes / often / mostty / always

(d) Paternal Grandparents never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(e) Maternal Grandparents never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(f) Paternal Relatives never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(S) Maternal Relatives never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

2
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3. Does your chitd speak English to the following?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(e)

Father

Mother

Brothers/Sisters

Paternal GrandParents

Maternal GrandParents

Paternal Relatives

Maternal Relatives

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

4 other forms of exposure that the child has to the English language:

(a) Are there English books and newspapers in the home?

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(b) Are English letters received and written by members in the home?

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(c) Are English radio programmes listened to in the home?

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(d) Are English television pro8rammes and films watched in the home?

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always

(e) Do you listen to English music in the home?

never / sometimes / often / mostly / always



I
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(iv) Italian translation of Lansuaqe Backeround:

Informazioni sulle Linsue Parlate

(a)

(b)

Si parla l'inglese in casa? sr'/ no

Si parlano altre lingue in casa? sl / no

Quali sono?

Quale lingua preferisce parlare suo figlio/sua figlia?

solo I'italiano / quasi sempre I'italiano / tutte e due / quasi sempre

I'inglese / solo I'inglese

Quale lingua ha sentito suo figlio/sua figlia da una eta' precoce?

solo l,italiano / quasi semPre litaliano / tutte e due / quasi sempre

f inglese / solo I'inglese

Quale lingua ha parlato suo figlio/sua figlia prima che ha cominciato

I'asilo o la scuola?

solo l'italiano / quasi sempre I'italiano / tutte e due / quasi sempre

I'inglese / solo I'inglese

(c)

(d)

(e)

2. si prega di indicare se suo figlio/sua figtia sente l'inglese da queste

Persone:

(a) padre mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(b) Madre mai lqualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

(c) Fratetli/Sorelle mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(d) Nonni Paterni mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(e) Nonni Materni mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

(f) Parenti Paterni mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(g) Parenti Materni mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre
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7. si prega di indicare se suo figlio/sua figlia parla I'inglese a queste

Persone:

(a) padre mai lqualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(b) Madre mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(c) Fratelli/Sorelle mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(d) Nonni Paterni mai / gualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(e) Nonni Materni mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(f) Parenti Paterni mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(g) Parenti Materni mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

(a) Ci sono libri e giornali ingtesi nella casa?

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(b) Le lettere inglese sono ricevute e scritte da persone nella casa?

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

(c) Ascoltate i programme inglesi sulla radio nella casa?

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(d) I programme e i film inglesi sono guardati nella casa?

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

(e) Ascoltate la musica inglese nella casa?

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

4



I
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(v) Italian translation of Literarv Home Interests:

Inter essi Litterari

AI mio figlio/alla mia figlia piace la lettura'

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

Mio figlio/mia figlia frequenta le biblioteche'

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

Mio figlio/mia figlia inventa le storie.

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / semPre

At mio figlio/atla mia figlia piace imparare le parole nuove.

mat I qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

5. Gli adulti leggono al mio figlio/alla mia figlia'

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

Mio figlio/mia figlia si impara le filastrocche'

mai / qualche volta / sPesso / quasi sempre / semPre

AI mio figtio/alla mia figtia piace parlare con gli adulti.

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi semPre / sempre

Mio figlio/mia figlia inventa gli scherzi'

mai / qualche volta / spesso / quasi sempre / sempre

2

3

4

6

7

8
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APPENDIX IO.2 ITALIAN TRANSLATION OF THE CREATIVITY TESTS

IN EXPERIMENT 4

(i) Thinkins Creativel v in Action and Movement/

Pensando Creativa mente con eli Azioni e il Movimento (Torrance lgsrb)

Activita' I (Quante Maniere?)

Istruzioni: "OBgi ci divertiremo a fare movimento in maniere

interessante. Voglio che tu Pensa di caminare e di correre in tante

maniere quante ne puoi. Vedi questo pezzo di nastro rosso?

cominceremo a correre e a caminare da qui, e andremo dalltaltro lato

della stanza finche' arriveremo aI pezzo di nastro giallo".

(caminare fra i due pezzi di nastro con il bambino e dargli degli esempi-

correre, saltellare, saltare, caminare lentamente')

'lAdessostaateacaminareeacorrerePerme.Pensaatante

maniere quante ne puoi. Mentre che tu fai movimento, io mi siedo qui e

scrivo. Adesso puoi cominciare'r. (None dare gli indizii ai bambini ma

continuare motivandogli di mostrare tante maniere per traversare Ia

stanza. Elencare ogni risPosta.)

Activita'2 (Puoi Muovere Come?)

Istruzioni: ttAdesso faremo altre cose divertente' Questa volta faremo

finta. Qualche volta faremo finta che siamo uccelli, elefanti, o cavalli'

Altre volte faremo finta che stiamo gettando o acchiappando una palla."

(Mostrare queste cose e incoraggiare il bambino di farele con lei')

ilAdesso io diro' alcune cose e tu le fai. Non devi dirmi nulla' Me le

lo puoi mostrare solo." (Fare un cerchio attorno il numero indicato nel

manuale che corrisponde con la risposta del bambino')
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l. Puoi muovere come un albero nel vento? Immagini che sei un

albero e che il vento mena. Fammi vedere come muoveresti.

2, Puoi muovere come un coniglio? Immagini che sei un coniglio e

che qualcuno ti sta cacciando. Fammi vedere come saltelleresti'

?. Puoi muovere come un pesce? Immagini che sei un pesce nel

fuime o nel laghetto. Fammi vedere come nuoteresti'

4. Puoi muovere come un serpente? Immagini che sei un serpente

strisciando nell'erba. Fammi vedere come striscieresti.

5. Puoi muovere come stessi guidando una macchina? Immagini che

stai in macchina sullf autostrada. Fammi vedere come guideresti'

6. Puoi spingere un elefante? Immagini che un elefante grande sta

sopra quello che vuoi. Fammi vedere come lo spingeresti per farlo

spostare soPra la cosa che vuoi.

Activita' 3 (Quante Altre Maniere?)

Istruzioni: 'rEcco un bicchiere proprio come uno in cui si beve I'acqua.

Lo sai mettere nell' cestino? Fammi vedere come Ia faresti' Bravo/a'

Adesso vedremo in quante altre maniere Io puoi mettere nel cestino'

Non devi dire nulla. Fammelo vedere solo. Ho molti bicchieri e puoi

usare quante ne vuoi." (Elencare ogni risposta. Accettare Ie risposte

verbali dai bambini che si sentono inhibiti di fare recitazione')

Activita'4 (Cosa Sai Fare Con Un Bicchiere Di Carta?)

Istruzioni: t'Ne hai pensato a tante maniere in cui si puo' mettere un

bicchiere di carta nel cestino. Ma qualche volta non vuoi mettere il

bicchiere nel cestino. Invece forse vorresti giocare con il bicchiere o

vorresti immaginare che sia qualcosa altro. vedremo quante cose

diverse sai fare con questo bicchiere. Fammele vedere o dimmele' Ho

molti bicchieri che puoi usare." (Elencare ogni risposta.)
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(ii) Verbal Fluenc vlFluidita'Verbale

Tempo: ci sono 30 secondi per le prove I e 2. Mettere in moto il

cronometro alla parola trCominiciarr.

Procedura: Usare la lode e il incoraggiamento liberalmente per tutte le

prove nel test.

(i) Dire, rrGuarda bene attorno a questa stanza e dimmi il nome di tutte

le cose che vedi qui ... sei pronto/a? comincia." Il bambino deve essere

incoraggiato con tali commenti come rrBene, che altro vedi? Guarda

attorno alla stanza.tt eccetera

se dopo dieci secondi il bambino non ha risposto, dire "ci sono tante

cose qui, e' vero? Dimmene una." se iI bambino non risponde, mostrare

una sedia e direrrCosa e' questa?rl

Usare la lode e il incoraggiamento liberalmente e se necessario,

mostrare gli altri oggetti finche' il bambino risponde'

Non si possono dare altri esempi durante la amministrazione delle

prove I e 2.

lDire,''Vogliochetumidicailnomeditantecosepermangiare

quante ne puoi. sei pronto/a. comincia.r' Mettere in moto it

cronometro. Il tempo concesso e'di 30 secondi'

2 Dire, "E adesso voglio che tu mi dica il nome di tanti animali quante

ne puoi. sei pronto/a. comincia." Mettere in moto il cronometro'

Il temPo concesso etdi ?0 secondi'

ii Aprire il libretto a Pagina ii'

Dire, "Questo e' un altro tipo di giuoco. Io ti faro' vedere disegni

come questo (mostrare) e voglio che tu mi dica che cosa possono essere -

lo puoi voltare vice versa se vuoi. che cosa puo'essere questo? ..."
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se dopo di l0 secondi il bambino non abbia risposto, dire 'rPenso che

questo sembri come una lecca-lecca o sia un carro armato' Adesso

dimmi qualcosa altro.'r se il bambino ancora non risponde, dire, "Puo'

essere anche una cannucia in o bicchiere on una casseruola" (mostrare il

disegno).

3, 4 Per 1a prossima pagina nel libretto, direrrAdesso prova questo' Puoi

voltare il disegno vice versa se vuoi. cosa puo' essere questo '..?'l

iii Dire, ',Adesso voglio che tu mi dica quello che tu pensi succederebbe

se qualche cosa strana accadesse' Per esempio' cosa pensi che

succederebbe se i bambini avessero due teste?"

Ripetere e dare la loda a qualsiasi risposta data dal bambino.

senza riguardo alle risposte del bambino, dire, "Allora potrebbero

parlare con se stesso, avrebbero bisogna di due spazzoline, potrebbero

vedere due strade a una volta, avrebbero bisogna degli specchi pui'

larghi. Vedi, tutte queste specie di cose strane Possono succedere'

Notare: Non dare gli esempi gia'data da loro'

5 Dire, "cosa pensi che succederebbe se tutti dovessero caminare con

le mani invece dei Piedi?"

se il bambino non risponde, dargti prova iv, altrimenti continuare

con prova 6.

ivDirer,,Proveremoquesto.cosapensichesuccederebbeselepiante

e gli alberi Potessero caminare?"

Repetere e dare ta lode per qualsiasi risposta data dal bambino'

senza riguardo alle risposte date, dire ItAllora dovresti guardare le piante

o loro se ne andassero, se ne fuggissero se le vorremo mangiarer e se

mettessero nella strada del traffico."

6 Dire, ,,Cosa pensi che succederebbe se non ce ne fossero scuole?''
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APPENDIX IO.3 TTALIAN VERSION OF METALINGUISTIC TASKS

IN EXPERIMENT 4

(i) rù(/ord Discrimination /Discriminazione delle Parole

Compito iniziale

Istruzioni: 'tln questo giuoco voglio che tu mi dici se quello che dico e'un

animale o se non e' un animale.rt Questo sarat chiesto dopo la

presentazione di ogni item. Le risposte saranno corrette.

Item cavallo; albero; cane; fiore; mela; coniglio

Comoito principale

Istruzioni: 'rln questo giuoco voglio che tu mi dici se quello che dico e'

una parola o se sono due Parole.t'

Questo sararchiesto dopo la presentazione di ogni item'

Item

1. candela

2. il nido

3. davanti

4. albero

5. due mele

6. un treno

7. siccome

8. la neve

9.

10.

I l.

12.

t?.

r4.

15.

r6.

dei letti

indietro

tre bici

rotondo

un uovo

borsa blu

inverno

felice
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(ii) word Length/Lunghezza delle Parole

Istruzioni: rrln questo giuoco voglio che tu mi dici se quello che dico er

una parola lunga o se et una parola cortarr. Questo sara' chiesto dopo la

presentazione di ogni item.

Item

t.

2.

?.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

treno

bellissimo

pasticcino

caldo

scala

temperamatite

interessante

canti

9.

10.

I l.

12.

t3.

t4.

15.

16.

via

mangi

informazioni

bicchiere

fune

corsa

pomeriggio

sigaretta
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(iii) Word Print/Parole Scritte

Istruzioni: rrlo ho alcuni giochi per te e alcune domande sulla stampa'

Ascolta molto attentamente cosi' saprai quello che devi fare. Primo

faremoqualcheprova.''Gliitemsonosullaprossimapagina.

(Vedere la prossima Pagina.)

Item

a. ,,Guarda alla striscia che ha una sveglia a uno dei lati. Metti il dito

sulla sveglia. Adesso guarda alle cose in quella striscia. Trova Ia cosa

che ti puoi mangiare. Fa' un cerchio attorno alla cosa che puoi

mangiare.rl

b. I'Adesso guarda Ia prossima striscia che ha un Pesce a uno dei lati'

Metti il dito sul pesce. In quella striscia fa' un cerchio attorno ad ogni

cosa che ha i piedi-ad ogni cosa che hai i piedi"'

c. "Adesso trova Ia striscia con un pallone a uno dei lati. Fa' un

cerchio attorno iI primo animale. Fa' un cerchio attorno al primo

animale.tt

Le tre Prove saranno corrette.



¡
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Istruzioni: "Adesso abbiamo fatto la Prova. Vediamo la prossima

pagina."

Item (Vedere la prossima Pagina.)

l. ,,Metti iI dito sul carro. Fa'un cerchio ad ogni cosa nella striscia

che e'una parola. Far un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola.r'

2. ,,Metti iI dito sul letto. Far un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola nella

striscia. Fa'un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola"'

?. ,,Metti iI dito sul secchio. Fa'un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola' Fa'

un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola."

4. I'Metti il dito sul pettine. In questa striscia fa' un cerchio attorno

alla prima lettera in ogni parola-la prima lettera in ogni parola."

5. I'Metti il dito sulla foglia. Far un cerchio attorno alla prima lettera

in ogni parola-la prima lettera in ogni parola"'

6. 'rMetti il dito sull' uccello. Fa' un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola'

Fa'un cerchio attorno alla prima parola-la prima parola.tt

7. I'Metti il dito sulla scarpa. Fa'un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola'

Fa'un cerchio attorno ad ogni parola"'

8. I'Metti il dito sull'astronauta. In questa striscia fa' un cerchio

attorno alla prima parola-la prima parola"'

9. 'rMetti il dito sul cavallo. Fa'un cerchio attorno alla prima parola-

la prima parola.tt

lO. rrMetti iI dito sulla torte. Fa' un cerchio attorno alla prima parola

nella striscia-la prima parola."

$
p
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(iv) Svmbol Substitu tion/Sosti tuzione dei Simboli

Istruzioni: I'Questo e' un giuoco con i nomi e scambieremo Ie parole'

Ascolti con attenzione, cosi' saprai come si gioca'"

Item

a. ,,ln questo giuoco la maniera in cui diremo mela et lf}I]j:, cosi' la

maniera in cui diremo La mela e' sotto I'albero el II cane e' sotto lfalbero.

Adesso prova tu. se Ia maniera in cui diremo mela e' cane come diremo

La e' sotto I'albero?

b. Faremo un'altra prova. Per questo giuoco, la maniera in cui diremo

mamma e'P9É,, allora come diremo Mamma lavora?"

c. Prova questa. se la maniera in cui diremo lei e'lui come diremo Lei

ha maneiato la colazione?rr Le item a, b e c saranno corrette'

Istruzioni: Va bene, adesso faremo il propio giuoco. Le risposte non

vengono corrette per i l2 item. In ogni caso' la prima parola deve essere

sostituita per la seconda Parola.

Item

I

II
t'

{

t
I

I
I

I

i

.1.

ù

Þ,

tt

l. io/ghiaccio

2. lei/pesci

7. nell'/saltono

4. persone/lui

5. stanno/su

6. con/piacciono

7. stavano/veloce

8. Ioro/lui

9. I'estate/io

lO. sotto/giocano

tn

in

Io ho freddo.

Lei nuota bene.

Le rane sono nell'acqua.

Le persone vanno a lavoro.

Gli uccelli stanno volando.

I gatti giocano con la lana.

Loro stavano correndo.

Loro bevono I'acqua.

Lrestate e'calda.

I gatti sono sotto I'albero.

ln

in

in

in

in

in

in

in
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(v) Word Order /Correzione dellI Ordine delle Parole

Istruzioni: "Queste er la Signorina B (lei dice ciao')' La Signorina B ha

molto difficolta dicendo le cose in maniera corretta. Dice sempre le

cose in maniera sbagliata."

Item

a. ttPer esemPio, Mi la cioccolata oiace. Ti pare in maniera sbagliata?

Puoi mettere quello che ha detto in una maniera corretta?

b. Adesso ascolta di nuovot Mamma il fa Þranzo. Puoi mettere quello

che ha detto in una maniera corretta?

c. E' prova questa, La ragazza un ha gatto. Puoi mettere quello che ha

detto in una maniera corretta? Le risposte Per item a, b, e c saranno

corrette.

Istruzioni: "Va bene. Adesso sai come si fa questo giuoco' Voglio che tu

aiuti la Signorina B a dire Ie cose in una maniera corretta'rr Le risposte

per i 12 item non vengono corrette.

Item

l. Papa'la lava macchina.

2. Mi piacciono fiori quei.

?. L'erba e'bagnata non.

4. La maestra ha giacche due.

5. Le banane sono blu non.

6. L'uccello sullt e' albero.

7. Ci sono cani tre.

8. Lui una ha mangiato mela.

9. Qualche volta i bambini mangiano la cena non'

tO. Lei il ha scritto libro.

tl. Loro sono andati non al negozio.

12. Mamma ha vestiti tanti.

I

t"

'i
t'

t

1
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APPENDIX IO.4 ITALIAN TRANSLATION OF WORD READING

IN EXPERIMENT 4

'Word Readine/P arole di Lettura (Elliot, Murray ðc Pearson, 1983)

Istruzioni:Direr'rEccounacartacontanteparole'Vedremoguantediqueste

puoi leggere. Leggeli ad alta voce per me'rl

Cominciare con la Prima Parola.

Continuare, dando incoraggiamento adatto finche' il bambino/la bambina

ha sbagliato dieci parole consecutive. Dopo questo dire, "Sono un po' difficile

adesso, er vero? Guarda a tutte le altre parole, e se conosci gualcuna, me lo

fai sapere." Non dare auita, dare soltanto inCoraggiamento come rrsìrr e "bener"

Item

l

l.

4.

7.

10.

T?.

t6.

19.

22.

25.

28.

3r.

34.

2.

5.

8.

11.

14.

t7.

20.

23.

26.

29.

?2.

?5.

3.

6.

9.

t2.

15.

18.

2r.

24.

27.

?0.

3?.

?6.

il

va

saltare

Pesce

furgone

disse

Iegno

nave

scavare

denaro

giacca

calcagno

su

lui

tu

uno

se

acqua

correndo

sveglia

anello

ma8ro

mattone

carte

sopra

va

cassa

tazza

fuori

uccello

finestra

uomini

cancello

luce

olio

tappeto



37.

40.

41.

46.

49.

52.

55.

58.

61.

64.

67.

70.

77.

76.

79.

82.

85.

88.

38.

41.

44.

47.

50.

53.

56.

59.

62.

65.

68.

7r.

74.

77.

80.

83.

86.

89.

?9.

42.

45.

48.

51.

54.

57.

60.

6?.

66.

69.

72.

75.

78.

81.

84.

87.

90.

pelle

sPort

guanto

viaggiare

vitello

idea

raccogliere

favore

territorio

errore

incontro

trasparente

pasta

carattere

curiosita'

nomade

divulgare

rischio

-2?5-

battere

edif icio

esercito

arrampicare

cuoio

catena

invitare

squallido

comPortamento

barba

statua

universale

tentacolo

esercitare

ambiente

velocita'

caos

aborigene

interruttore

scrivendo

raccolto

signore

credere

prato

nemico

ospite

massiccio

drogheria

soffitto

esperienza

oscuro

diametro

zanzara

letale

accentuare

criterio
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APPENDIX IO.5 DELETED TEST ITEMS FROM RELEVANT SCALES

IN EXPERIMENT 4

(i) ppvtz (ltalian)

Inthemonolingualgroupthelowestitemgivenwaslandthe

highest item was l2O, in accordance with the standard test instructions

(Dunn & Dunn, 19Sl). These lO items lvere passed by all the

monolinguals:

1. autobus

2, mano

3. letto

4. trattore

5. armadio

6. barca

7. Somma

10. lamPada

I l. tamburro

19. incidente

In addition, these seven items were failed by all the monolinguals:

105. contemPlando

II2. tosse

Ll3. utensile

t 14. agrume

115. Pedone

119. taPPezaria

120. barricata
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(i) PPVT2 (Itatian (continued)

In the bilingual grouP the lowest item given was I and the highest

item was l?6, in accordance with the standard test instructions (Dunn &

Dunn, tgSl). No item was passed by all the bilinguals whilst the

following 1l items were failed by all:

tl3. utensile

118. penisola

l2l. quartetto

125. sferico

128. arido

131. cornea

132. mercantile

L??. ascendendo

I?4. filtrazione

l?5. consumando

I?6. cascata

(iii) Sentences 2 (t

In both the monolingual and the bitingual grouP Item I was passed by

all the children:

l. Il gatto

(iv) Block Design

In both the monolingual and the bilingual Sroup Item I was passed by

all the children. For this item the children were asked to copy a design

which consisted of two red blocks and a white block placed side by side.

\üord Readine

No item was failed by alt the bilinguals, whilst one item was failed

by all the monolinguals:

78. diametro

)

(v)
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(vi) Word Length

These three items correlated negatively with the total Word Length

scale in the bilingual SrouP:

4. caldo (r= _.0.5)

g. canti (r= _.07)

lO. mangi (r= -.07)

(vii) Word Print

This item correlated negatively with the total word Print scale in

the monolingual Sroup:

g. I pesci piacciono ai gatti' (¡= -'38)

(viii) Literary Interests

These two items correlated ne8atively with the total Literary

Interests scale in the monolingual group:

?. Mio figlio/mia figlia frequenta le biblioteç¡1s. (¡= -.15)

7. Al mio figlio/atla mia figlia piace parlare con gli adulti'

(r= _.03)
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